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Preface: The Clew to the Labyrinth 

One of the most famous stories about libraries tells of the tenth century Grand Vizier 
of Persia, Abdul Kassem lsmael who, "in order not to part with his collection of 
t 17,000 volumes when traveling, had them carried by a caravan of 400 camels 
trained to walk in alphabetical order."1 However charming this tale may be, the actual 
event upon which it is based is subtly different. According to the original manuscript, 
now in the British Museum, the great scholar and literary patron Sahib lsma'il b. 
'Abbad so loved his books that he excused himself from an invitation by King Nuh II 
to become his prime minister at least in part on the grounds that four hundred 
camels would be required for the tr~nsport of his library alone.2 

A 21st Century version of the story might feature any number of portable electronic 
devices-a laptop, a PDA, or even a mobile phone-designed to overcome this 
difficulty. Today, 1000 years later, the Persian scholar/statesman would have to find 
a new excuse for declining the job offer. Abdul Kassem lsmael (aka Sahib lsma'il b. 
'Abbad) would be hard pressed to explain why he couldn't just find what he needed 
on the Internet. The message seems to be that 'books are passe, replaced by ones 
and zeroes, the real world replaced by a virtual one, knowledge supplanted by 
information at best and chaotic data at worst. Have we shrunk the world or 
expanded it? Or have we in some way replaced it? 

Untangling the Web for 2007 is the twelfth edition of a book that started as a small 
handout. After more than a decade of researching, reading about, using, and trying 
to understand the Internet, I have come to accept that it is indeed a Sisyphean task. 
Sometimes I feel that all I can do is to push the rock up to the top of that virtual hill, 
then stand back and watch as it rolls down again. The Internet-in all its glory of 
information and misinformation-is for all practical purposes limitless, which of 
course means we can never know it all, see it all, understand it all, or even imagine 
all it is and will be. The more we know about the Internet, the more acute is our 

1 Alberto Manguel, A History of Reading, New York: Penguin, 1997, 19. Manguel cites as his source 
Edward G. Browne's A Literary History of Persia, 4 vols., London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1902-24. I found 
the specific reference to this story on pages 37 4-375 of Vol. 1, Book IV, "Decline of the Caliphate." 
There is, sadly, no mention of the alphabetical arrangement of the library. This entire masterpiece is 
available online at The Packard Humanities Institute, Persian Texts in Translation, 23 February 2006, 
<http://oersian.oackhum.org/persian/of?file=90001 011 &ct=O> (15 November 2006). 
2 Edward G. Browne. Vol. 1, Book IV, "Decline of the Caliphate," A Literary History of Persia," 4 vols., 
London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1902-24, 37 4-375. Available online at The Packard Humanities Institute, 
Persian Texts in Translation, 23 February 2006, 
<http://persian.packhum.org/persian/pf?file=90001 011 &ct=O> (15 November 2006). 
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awareness of what we do not know. The Internet emphasizes the depth of our 
ignorance because "our knowledge can only be finite, while our ignorance must 
necessarily be infinite."3 My hope is that Untangling the Web will add to our 
knowledge of the Internet and the world while recognizing that the rock will always 
roll back down the hill at the end of the day. 

I will end this beginning with another story and a word of warning. "Tion, Uqbar, 
Orbis Tertius" describes the discovery of an encyclopedia of an unknown planet. 
This unreal world is the creation of a secret society of scientists, and gradually, the 
imaginary world of Tlon replaces and obliterates the real world. Substitute "the 
Internet" for Tlon and listen. Does this sound familiar? 

"Almost immediately, reality yielded on more than one account. The truth is that it 
longed to yield ... The contact and the habit of Tlon have disintegrated this world. 
Enchanted by its rigor, humanity forgets over and again that it is a rigor of chess 
masters, not of angels ... A scattered dynasty of solitary men has changed the 
face of the world. Their task continues. If our forecasts are not in error, a hundred 
[or a thousand] years from now someone will discover the hundred volumes of 
the Second Encyclopedia of Tlon. Then English and French and mere Spanish 
will disappear from the globe. The world will be Tlon." 4 

As we enjoy, employ, and embrace the Internet, it is vital we not succumb to the 
chauvinism of novelty, that is, the belief that somehow whatever is new is inherently 
good, is better than what came before, and is the best way to go or best tool to use. I 
am reminded of Freud's comment about the "added factor of disappointment" that 
has occurred despite mankind's extraordinary scientific and technical advances. 
Mankind, claims Freud, seems "to have observed that this newly-won power over 
space and time, this subjugation of the forces of nature, which is the fulfillment of a 
longing that goes back thousands of years, has not increased the amount of 
pleasurable satisfaction which they may expect from life and has not made them feel 
happier."5 Indeed, most of the satisfactions derived from technology are analogous 
to the "cheap enjoyment. .. obtained by putting a bare leg from under the bedclothes 
on a cold winter night and drawing it in again."6 What good is all this technology and 
information if, instead of improving our lot, it only adds to our confusion and 
suffering? We are continually tempted to treat all technology as an end in itself 
instead of a means to some end. The Internet is no exception: it has in large 

3 Karl Popper, Conjectures and Refutation: The Growth of Scientific Knowledge, London & New York: 
Routledge, 2002, p. 38. 
4 Jorge Luis Borges, "Tion, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius," in Labyrinths, ed. Donald A. Yates and James E. 
lrby, New York: New Directions Books, 1962, 17-18. 
5 Sigmund Freud, "Civilization and Its Discontents," tr. James Strachey, New York: Norton, 1962, 34-
35. 
6 Freud, 35. 
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measure become the thing itself instead of a means of discovery, understanding, 
and knowledge. 

Like Tlbn , the Internet, "is surely a labyrinth, but it is a labyrinth devised by men, a 
labyrinth destined to be deciphered by men." We must avoid getting lost in the 
labyrinth without a clew. My hope is that Untangling the Web will be something akin 
to Ariadne's clew, 7 so that as you unravel it, you can wind your way through the web 
while avoiding some of its dangers. Remember also that those who use the Internet 
to do harm, to spread fear, and to carry out crimes are like the mythical Minotaur 
who, as well as being the monster in the Minoan maze, was also its prisoner. 

8 

7Daedalus, the architect of the infamous labyrinth on Crete, purportedly gave King Minos' daughter 
Ariadne the clew, a ball of thread or yarn, to use to find a way out of the maze. Ariadne in turn gave 
the clew to Theseus, who slew the Minotaur and found his way out of the labyrinth. Theseus repaid 
Ariadne's kindness by leaving her on an island on their way back to Athens. 
8 "Minotaurus," WikiMedia Commons, <http://commons.wikimedia .org/wiki/lmage:Minotaurus.qif> (6 
February 2007). This image is in the public domain because its copyright has expired . 
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Notes 
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"Every Angle of the U n ~verse" 

One wag has suggested that the Internet is an "electronic Boswell ," the chronicler of 
our age. It is that and more because the Internet chronicles not only a time and 
place but all times and all places, known and unknown, real and imagi'nary. The 
Internet is the closest thing to the fantastical "Aleph" imagined by the great Argentine 
story-teller Jorge Luis Borges, an object whose .diameter is "little more than an inch" 
but which nonetheless contains all space, "actual and undiminished," and in which 
one can see "every angle of the universe." 

While the comparison with the mythical Aleph may strike you as a bit whimsical, it is 
in fact not an altogether unfair metaphor. There has never been anything that 
approaches the Internet's reach (to almost every part of the globe in less than thirty 
years), its size (estimated at 532,897 terabytes way back in 20039

), and its ability to 
link us together in a new kind of world community (words, pictures, sounds, ideas 
beyond imagining). But, as with all new technologies, it comes at a cost-many 
costs, in fact. We pay for the benefits of the Internet less in terms of money and 
more in terms of the currencies of our age: time, energy, and privacy. 

The goal of this book is to help you save some of each of these valuable resources: 
time, by making your searches more efficient; energy, by reducing the frustration 
using the Internet often entails; and privacy, by pointing out some simple measures 
to take to lower your cyber-profile and enhance your security. 

I cannot emphasize strongly enough that this book was already out of date by the 
time it was published. Even though I have checked and rechecked every link in this 
book, some addresses are bound to have changed, some sites will have shut down, 
and some tips and techniques-such as search engine rules and syntax-will no 
longer be accurate. This is a testament to the changeable nature of the Internet and 
I must beg your forbearance for any such errors. Writing about the Internet is much 
like trying to catch Proteus 10 -as with the mythical prophet, it keeps changing and 
escaping our grasp. 

9 School of Information Management and Systems, University of California at Berkeley, "How Much 
Information? 2003," 27 October 2003, <http ://www.sims.berkeley.edu/research/projects/how-much
info-2003/internet.htm> (October 2005), Executive Summary. 
10 "Proteus-i.e. full of shifts. aliases, disguises, etc. Proteus was Neptune's herdsman, an old man 
and a prophet .. . There was no way of catching him but by stealing upon him during sleep and binding 
him; if not so captured, he would elude anyone who came to consult him by changing his shape, for 
he had the power of changing it in an instant into any form he chose." "Proteus," Brewer's Dictionary 
of Phrase and Fable, 1898, <http://www.bartleby.com/81 /13723. html> (14 November 2006). 
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"The Internet has often been called the world's largest 
library with all of the books on the floor." 

Curtin, M., Ellison, G., Monroe, D., "What's Related? Everything 
But Your Privacy," 7 October 1998, Revision: 1.5, 

<http://www.interhack.net/pubs/whatsrelated/> 
(14 November 2006). 

What Will I learn? 
To achieve these goals, this book will: 

);> help you understand how to use the Internet more efficiently to find useful 
information and, in so doing ... 

);> make clear why the Internet is an invaluable resource. 

This year I have reorganized the book to make it more logical and easier to use. The 
first part of the book still focuses on the ins and outs of searching: how search 
engines work, types of search tools, how to handle different types of searches. The 
next section has expanded to offer in-depth tutorials on six major search engines. 
Next, the book covers specialized search tools and techniques, including a new 
section devoted to Wikipedia. I have also moved the discussion of maps and 
mapping to this section. This is followed by '~invisible" web research to include the 
changes to A9 and Amazon's search inside the book option. Next is the 
international search and language tools section, followed by specialized research 
tools, including new sections on video, audio, and podcast searches. The next 
section covers specific topical research, such as news, telecommunications, 
blogs, and RSS feeds. This is followed by a series of "how to" guides, culminating 
with tips and techniques for more effective searching. The book then delves into 
using the Internet to research the Internet, with the final section still addressing 
crucial privacy and security issues. 
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Why Do I Need Help? 

There are no Internet research experts. 

There are people who make a living using the Internet for research and who know 
more than others about what is on the Internet, how to find what they want on the 
Internet, and how to do this with relative efficiency. But no one knows what is truly 
"out there" for two fundamental reasons: 

);>- The Internet changes constantly. By that I mean daily, hourly, minute-to
minute, incessantly. 

J;>- It's too darned big! If we can't accurately size the Internet (which we can't), 
you can be sure we don't know what is available via this resource with any 
degree of accuracy or completeness. · 

This doesn't mean you can't ever hope to find anything on the Internet. You often 
can find what you're looking for (and usually a lot more) with comparative ease, but 
no one should be deluded into believing he has a good grasp of the entire world of 
information available on the Internet. Realistically, the best search engines index 
only a fraction of all webpages and keyword searching is at best an art that 
routinely misses relevant sites while loading you down with dross. 

Are you discouraged? Don't be ... novices often have more luck finding something 
arcane than seasoned researchers because of the power of creative thinking and 
serendipity. I've learned never to underrate luck and intuition when doing Internet 
research, but I think the two most important tools for successful Internet research 
are: 

1. a good set of bookmarks · 

2. other people with experience searching the Web 

Never assume others are already aware of some website, tool, or technique you 
find particularly useful. The sheer quantity of data, information, and knowledge 
associated with the Internet is so enormous that no one can know more than a 
fraction of what's on it. While we're talking size, let me mention an important 
distinction. The Internet and the web are not one and the same, though the web is 
what most people think of when you say "Internet." 

UNCLASSIFIED/Jj;QR Qr;'FISIAb ~SE 9Nb¥ 7 
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In fact, as huge as it is, the Worldwide Web is actually a subset of the Internet. 
The Internet is the network of networks, all the world's servers connected by routers, 
to put it in semi-technical terms. The web is that portion of the Internet that uses a 
browser (typically Netscape or Firefox-browsers built upon Mozilla-or Microsoft's 
Internet Explorer) and some type of hypertext language (usually HTML) to move 
around. This book focuses primarily on the web because tackling the web by itself is 
a big enough challenge. 

As you have no doubt guessed by now, the Worldwide Web does not come with an 
instruction manual or users guide, which means much if not most of what you learn 
about researching using the Internet will come from hard-won experience. On the up 
side, you probably will not be able to break anything on the Internet. More than 
likely, no matter how lost or hopelessly confused you become, you will only damage 
your own computer and/or network-and perhaps your good humor and sanity. 
However, because of the almost astronomical growth of malicious activity, the 
Internet has become a dangerous place, and users have discovered that they have 
inadvertently spread malicious software (malware) such as viruses, worms, and 
Trojan horses. That is why I have devoted the last section of the book to personal 
computer security and privacy. We are all at risk from the rising tide of bad and in 
some cases criminal behavior, so we must take responsibility for protecting 
ourselves and our computers from the ruses and attacks that grow in number and 
sophistication each year. 

This book will expand on simple "rules" of Internet research, rules that are really 
more iri the nature of friendly suggestions. These rules are the fruit of my own 
experiences as an Internet user and may prevent you from repeating all the 
mistakes I made that gave rise to the rules in the first place. Some of these 
suggestions may at first strike you as odd or inconsistent, but the rationale for each I 
hope will become clear as we go along. 11 The fact is that today we are drowning in 
information and starving for knowledge. The goal of Untangling the Web is to help 
rescue users from the ocean of information (and misinformation) by throwing them a 
virtual lifeline. 

What's New This Year 

Most people probably have not thought about or been very much affected by the 
changing search landscape because, as is only natural , most people have one or 
two sites they routinely use for search and research, regardless of the nature of the 
inquiry. However, virtually all search professionals will agree that knowing where to 
look for information is the key to successful searching. Yet few venture beyond 

11 If you are using the hypertext version of this book on line, the links in the paper may not load 
correctly. Try the refresh button, copy and paste the uri, or type in the uri directly. 
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the comfortable confines of the familiar search engine. While the major search 
engines continue to improve each year, they are far from the be all and end all of 
search. The problem with general search tools is that they cannot provide targeted 
or tailored results, certainly not without a lot of work on the part of the user. For this 
reason, a large part of Untangling the Web is devoted to other ways to uncover 
information, be it subject guides, "deep web" resources, targeted search tools, or 
unusual tips and techniques for revealing what is hidden. 

Again this year, I have included detailed information on how to use Google, Yahoo, 
Gigablast, and Live Search (formerly MSN Search) to find very specific data. I have 
also updated and expanded the section on Exalead and added Ask to the major 
search engines. However, unless you spend a fair amount of time using each of 
these search tools, you will probably find their many options too complicated and 
cumbersome for everyday use. A different approach is to use specialized search 
tools, which begs the question of how to find these tools. Untangling the Web maps 
a number of the Internet's less-traveled roads, i.e., excellent but unheralded 
specialty search tools such as Fagan Finder, Amazon's A9 multipurpose search, and 
ThomasGiobal's business search. Also, the section on international search is 
substantially larger than before. 

In recognition of the growing importance and influence of collaborative websites, 
there are several new sections in this year's book. One is a separate section 
devoted to Wikipedia, contributed in part by my colleague Diane White. Video and 
audio search exploded during 2006, and this year's edition contains a new and 
extensive examination of video search sites as well as a new section on audio 
search and podcasting. Two other new sections are devoted to custom search 
engines and book search, neither of which is an entirely new technology but both of 
which spread in popularity and improved in quality in the past year. Custom search 
is fast becoming a replacement for web directories, which continue their slide into 
irrelevance. 

The section on researching and understanding the Internet now begins with a new 
section on "internetworking." This tutorial is a response to a number of requests from 
people such as myself who need basic knowledge and understanding of how the 
Internet works without too much technical jargon or expertise. I hope you find that it 
falls in a comfortable middle ground between simplistic and abstruse. 

Once again, the section on privacy and security grows in proportion to concerns 
about protecting our privacy and security on the Internet. Fortunately, as the 
problems increase and the malicious users become more enterprising, so do the 
ways and means for protecting ourselves. However, home computer security is a 
personal responsibility few people take seriously until it is too late. Untangling the 
Web's privacy and security information is designed to help users avoid becoming 
victims and instead take the offense in protecting themselves, their families, and by 
extension, the Internet community from the Internet's evil-doers. The 2007 edition 
includes new sections on clearing private data in Firefox, encrypting files in 
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Windows, pretexting, protecting yourself from search engine leaks, whether or not 
you can really opt out of online directories, and a brief discussion of wireless Internet 
use. 

I have also reorganized Untangling the Web to make it easier to use. The new 
section on "Specialized Search Tools & Techniques" brings together some already 
existing topics, such as Google hacking, with the new sections on Wikipedia and 
Custom Search Engines. I also moved maps up to this section because they have 
become integral to basic search. Specialized Research Tools now include the video 
and audio search sections as well as telephone and email search. Basically, all 
types of search comprise the first two-thirds of the book, while the remainder 
focuses on the Internet itself and privacy and security .. 

As was true of last year's edition, I can again say with confidence that the 2007 
Untangling the Web was already out of date before it reached your desk. 
Experienced Internet users understand the Internet is truly a river of information that 
is impossible to step into twice. And the basic concepts for using the Internet to 
research topics of interest to our community of readers are sound despite changes 
in websites, links, and technology. 
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(~Web Tip 

Web links often change. In case of a bad link for a 
news article, use the site's search facility and search 
by the headline, author, or date. In the case of a bad 
link inside a website, try going to the site's homepage 
and working your way down to the page, which may 
still be there, only in a different location. 
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Introduction to Searching 

Search Fundamentals 

The September-October 1997 issue of IEEE Internet Computing estimated the 
Worldwide Web contained over 150 million pages of information. At the end of 1998, 
the web's size had grown to more than 500 million pages. By early 2000, the best 
estimates put the number over 1 billion and by mid-.2000 there was a study showing 
that there are over 550 billion unique documents on the web. 12 Netcraft, which 
has been running Internet surveys since 1995, reported in its November 2006 survey 
that there are now more than 100 million websites. "The 100 million site milestone 
caps an extraordinary year in which the Internet has already added 27.4 million 
sites, easily topping the previous full-year growth record of 17 million from 2005. The 
Internet has doubled in size since May 2004, when the survey hit 50 million."13 The 
major factors driving this boom are free blogging sites, small businesses, and the 
relative and lower cost of setting up a website. Another recent survey found: 

~ The World Wide Web contains about 170 terabytes of information on its 
surface; in volume this is seventeen times the size of the Library of Congress 
print collections. 

~ Instant messaging generates five billion messages a day (750GB), or 274 
Terabytes a year. 

~ Email generates about 400,000 terabytes of new information each year 
worldwide. 14 

The numbers hardly matter anymore. The enormous size of the Internet means we 
simply must use search tools of some sort to find information. Otherwise, we are 
voyagers loston a vast uncharted ocean. 

12 Michael K. Bergman, "The Deep Web: Surfacing Hidden Value," BrightP/anet, August 2001, 
<http://www.briqhtplanet.com/technoloqy/deepweb.asp> (14 November 2006). 
13 "November 2006 Web Server Survey," Netcraft.com, 1 November 2006, 
<http:l/news.netcraft.com/archives/2006/11/01/november 2006 web server survey.html> (15 
November 2006). 
14 School of Information Management and Systems, University of California at Berkeley, "How Much 
Information? 2003," 27 October 2003, <http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/research/projects/how-much
info-2003/execsum.htm#summary > (14 November 2006) Executive Summary. 
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Consider this: 

When you do a search, you are 
going through more information in 

less than 30 seconds than a 
librarian probably could scan in an 

entire career 30 years ago. 

All the major search 
engines now index well 
over a billion pages of 
information. The problem 
generally isn't lack of 
data but finding that one 
tiny needle in a virtual 
haystack of almost 
limitless size (much like 
looking for a needle in a 
stack of needles). 

Any serious researcher 
needs to know more about search engines than the average person using the Net 
for fun or even for very specialized searches associated with a hobby or perhaps a 
certain topic, e.g .•. cancer research. How do you learn the ins and outs of search? 

The Past, Present, and Future of Search 

"Search has become the most hotly contested field in the world of technology. "15 

Remember Northern Light? How about Excite, Galaxy, Lycos, HotBot, Magellan, 
lnfoSpace, Go, Webcrawler, iWon, Netfind, or Webtop? If so, you've been searching 
the Internet a long time because many of these search engines are long gone and 
forgotten . However many changes in search and search engines have taken place in 
recent years, nothing has been quite so dramatic as what has occurred in the past 
two years with the appearance of the new Yahoo and Live Search engines. 

While many smaller, focused search tools still exist, the sad fact is that, in terms of 
large, powerful, world-encompassing search engines, Internet searchers at this 
moment have fewer major search engines from which to choose. 16 What happened 
to get us to this point and what does the future portend? 

15 Terry McCarthy, "On the Frontier of Search," Time.com, 28 August 2005, 
<http:! /www. time. com/time/magazine/a rticle/0. 9171 . 1 098955-1 . 00. html> ( 14 November 2006). 
16 Of course there are many non-US search engines beyond those run by Google, Yahoo, and 
Microsoft, but they generally target a particular part of the world and are not serious competitors with 
Google, Yahoo, or Live Search at this time. 
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In the early years of the Internet, there was enormous competition in the search 
market among a large number of search engines vying not only for users but, more 
importantly, for investors. The "dot bomb" crash in mid-2000 began the shakeout of 
search companies that continues to this day. The biggest change wrought by the 
failure of so many Internet-based investments was the growth of pay-per-click 
advertising in search results. Pioneered by Overture, these so-called sponsored 
results began to show up at the top of search result lists: the more an advertiser was 
willing to pay, the higher his result on the list. Then, in 2002 the big search engine 
consolidation began: first, Yahoo purchased lnktomi, a little known but major player 
in the search engine world. In 2005, Overture bought AltaVista, one of the oldest and 
most venerable search engines on the Internet, then quickly acquired AlltheWeb, 
another major search engine. To top it off, in July 2003, Yahoo bought Overture, 
thus acquiring three huge search properties at one time. 

All this was done publicly. The real revolution was what was happening behind the 
scenes: with a remarkable degree of secrecy, Yahoo gave the engineers it had 
acquired from AltaVista, AlltheWeb, and lnktomi a new task-create a whole new 
search engine to compete with Google. On February 18, 2004, Yahoo unveiled its 
new search engine, which has a database and search features to rival Google's. 
Shortly thereafter, Yahoo began killing off the "parents" of its new progeny: first 
lnktomi, then AlltheWeb and AltaVista. While users can still go to the AlltheWeb and 
AltaVista websites and run searches, the results are pulled from the Yahoo database 
and many of the unique search options and features of both search engines are no 
longer available. However, Yahoo continues to add new features and options that 
are improving its capabilities. 

During 2006, two major search engines unveiled major changes that make them 
serious contenders: Ask and Exalead. During 2006 Teoma and Ask Jeeves ceased 
to exist as separate search sites and merged under the Ask.com umbrella. The 

· French search engine Exalead came out of beta for a new look and major overhaul 
during 2006 and continues to offer a number of important and unique search 
features. MSN Search became Live Search, which left beta status in September 
2006 and increased the much-needed competition from a company that knows how 
to make successful (if imperfect) products. Amazon.com still offers its own search 
engine, A9, although during 2006, Amazon eliminated some of A9's unique 
functions, switched from Google to Live Search to power web searches, and 
appeared to be if not abandoning A9 then certainly scaling it back. 

All the major search sites are still trying to be the "Swiss army knife" of search 
engines. Google, Yahoo, Live Search, Ask, and Exalead all competed hotly with 
each other to roll out new, better, faster, fancier, more powerful tools to do 
everything from search the contents of your computer in a heartbeat to letting you 
"fly" around the world with a bird's (or satellite's) eye view of the planet. Among the 
new search engine-based tools and programs arriving this past year were vastly 
improved maps and mapping technologies, enhanced multimedia search, desktop 
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search utilities. toolbars integrated into the browser. and application programming 
interfaces (APis) for use by individual developers. 

If 2004 was the year of the new search engine and 2005 the year of tailored search, 
2006 seems to have been the first year of Web 2.0. Interactive, participatory Internet 
activities such as blogging, podcasts, online video sharing, and wikis dominated the 
discourse. 

Podcastinq finally came into its own last year. Podcasting is recording and 
broadcasting any non-musical information-be it news, radio shows, sporting 
events, audio tours, or personal opinions- usually in MP3 format for playback using 
a digital audio player. Many websites now serve as directories to help users find 
podcasts of every variety anywhere in the world. Podcasting has caught on because 
it is easy, inexpensive, mobile, flexible, and powerful. Yahoo got out in front of the 
podcasting trend with its new Podcasts Search site after a study the search giant 
published with lpsos Insight, which disclosed that most of the people who are using 
RSS do so without even knowing it. 17 RSS, which either stands for Rich Site 
Summary or Really Simple Syndication, is an XML format for news and content 
syndication. News aggregators are programs designed to read RSS formatted 
content, which is very popular in the blogging community. Many if not most bloqs 
make their content available in RSS. 

Although there is no agreed upon definition of what Web 2.0 means, in general 
terms most people believe it involves at a minimum users collaborating to share 
information online, i.e., an interactive, participatory web in contrast to what is now 
being called the static web (or Web 1.0). I think the Wikipedia article on Web 2.0 
sums the current state of affairs up nicely when it says "To some extent Web 2.0 is a 
buzzword, incorporating whatever is newly popular on the Web (such as tags and 
podcasts), and its meaning is still in flux."18 

Another important aspect of Web 2.0 is that it organizes information differently from 
traditional web and other news and knowledge models. So reports a Time article on 
the frontiers of search in its 5 September 2005 issue. There is good reason to 
believe this claim, given a major investment firm's assessment that "by 2010, 
search-engine advertising will be a $22 billion industry worldwide, up from an 
estimated $8 billion today."19 

One casualty of Web 2.0 appears to be directories. Directories are hierarchical 
guides to a subset of what are presumably the best, most relevant (or at least most 
popular) websites on a specific topic. Yahoo was always the king of directories, but 

17 Yahoo! and lpsos Insight, "RSS: Crossing into the Mainstream," October 2005 [PDF], 
<http://publisher.yahoo.com/rss/RSS whitePaper1 004.pdf> (14 November 2006). 
18 "Web 2.0," Wikipedia, <http://en.wikipedia .org/wiki!Web 2.0> (15 November 2006). 
19 McCarthy. 
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several years ago, I noted a marked decline in both the quantity and quality of the 
Yahoo directory. The other major directory was and remains the Open Directory 
Project, which has always powered the Google Directory and, ironically, now powers 
the Yahoo Directory. What distinguished the Open Directory from Yahoo was that, 
while Yahoo was heavily commercial, the Open Directory has always relied upon 
volunteers to populate and maintain it. Now that most of users' creative energy 
seems to have moved to wikis, the ODP is in what may be a permanent and 
ultimately fatal decline. Today, the most successful directories tend to be specialty 
directories such as NewsDirectory.com or yourDictionary.com, and vertical search 
engines, such as Business.com or MedlinePius, which focus on a particular topic 
instead of trying to catalog the entire Internet. 

Directories were almost always a part of the portal concept. Portals were all the 
rage for a few years, while search was considered the Internet boondocks-no one 
was terribly interested in the boring (and unprofitable) technology of search. So 
where are portals now-those one-stop handy-dandy Swiss army knife websites that 
tried to do and be all things to all people? Most of them are gone, thanks in large 
part to Google's ascendancy. With its clean, spare look, Google changed the face of 
Internet search by moving away from the portal concept to pure search. While it is 
true that Google offers a directory as well as other types of searches-Image, news, 
shopping, groups-Google's focus has always been on web search. Google's new 
look, which debuted in April 2004, included removing the directory tab from the 
Google home page, further evidence of the decreasing importance of directories. 
Although there is growing criticism of the "googlization" of websites, Google 
continues to be the standard by which most sites are judged. 

The rapid and dramatic decline in web directories is only partially attributable to 
Google's success. The other explanation for the waning of directories is the Tristram 
Shandy paradox. The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman is a nine
volume 18th century novel in which Tristram Shandy tries to record every detail of 
his life but discovers his task is hopeless because it takes him one year to document 
only one day. As Shandy writes an additional day, it takes him an additional year to 
complete the events of that day. Such is the fate, to a somewhat lesser degree, of 
those who seek to compile an Internet directory. By the time the information in the 
directory is researched, compiled, and published, the Internet has changed and 
made much of that information obsolete. 

I believe Yahoo's decision to metamorphose from directory to search engine was in 
part a result of a tacit recognition of the Tristram Shandy paradox. Yahoo just 
couldn't keep up with the Internet's changes and it became too costly to try. 
Creating and maintaining a directory is an extremely manpower intensive 
endeavor, which flies in the face of the Internet model of relying on automation 
and technology. Undoubtedly, Yahoo's changes were largely driven by Google's 
enormous financial success. Yahoo sat by for years and watched as Google's 
popularity (and revenues) increased as Yahoo's stagnated. "By the late '90s much of 
[Yahoo's] focus was actually diametrically opposed to search, which is supposed to 
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send you to other sites. The Yahoo portal strategy was to keep the eyeballs on its 
turf, where they viewed more ad units, shopped, and bought premium services. Only 
when a third of online ad spending moved to search within a few short years did 
Yahoo decide to buy in big."20 

Again in 2006 Yahoo changed the look of its homepage, but I believe Yahoo is 
making a fundamental error by still presenting its busy, messy portal face to the 
world. Although savvy Internet searchers know to go directly to 
http://search.yahoo.com in order to avoid the confusion and get a clean interface, 
most users are still going to the main Yahoo page where they are confronted with 
this: 

YAHoOl Weh Images VIdeo Aucllo , Directory i Local News snapping 

Search: [ --'---'-------'-·------'_;~~Web Search 

My Yahoo! I My Mail I 
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Here's Yahoo's dilemma: how does it compete with Google for searchers seeking a 
simple, clean interface while simultaneously retaining and attracting users who want 
"one stop shopping"? Thus far, more searchers are still going to Google first rather 
than muddling their way through the kind of mess you see above. Where Yahoo 
excels-and in my opinion beats Google-is in shopping and in finding local 
information. This is a fact Yahoo not only recognizes but also embraces. Says Ted 
Meisel, head of Yahoo's Overture division, "We never claimed it [Yahoo] was a 
better approach for doing research on 18th century Spain. But if you are trying to 
buy a power washer for your back deck, it's a pretty good way to find what you 

20 Steve Smith, "Search Wars: Google vs. Yahoo!," MediaPost.com, April 2004 Issue, 
<http://www.mediapost.com/dtls_dsp_mediamag.cfm?magiD=245868> (registration required). 
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need."21 That's fine for personal searches, but it does not help the searcher who is 
using the Internet for work-related, academic, or other types of research. 

The future of search seems to be in fewer but more experienced and more 
commercially driven hands now than a decade ago. Certainly both the quantity and 
quality of search results are much better today. And there are other trends in search 
that are going to have a major impact on users, love them or hate them. Among 
these are greater personalization of search, an area in which Google, Yahoo, and 
Live Search are al.l vying for your attention. Then there is the concept of social 
networking, through which Internet users with similar interests share their web 
knowledge and experience. Social bookmarking sites such as del.icio.us or Qlgg 
and sharing software such as Stumbleupon are growing in popularity as individual 
users seek ways to help each other discover and propagate information. 

There has also been a strong impetus towards more localized search for shopping, 
news, map directions, services, telephone lookups, and more. Yahoo initially 
outpaced Google in this area because it already owns an enormous warehouse of 
information about where its users live and work, shop and play. However, Google, 
Yahoo, Ask, and Live Search all moved strongly into the local and personalized 
search arena during 2006. Add to the mix all the other services search companies 
offer or plan to offer, such as Google's much ballyhooed and controversial foray into 
email with Gmail. The move toward greater personalization (likes 'and 
dislikes/interests/shopping/travel) and more services (especially email and tailored 
news) brings increased concerns about privacy and security. The more Yahoo, 
Google, Amazon, Microsoft, et al. know about us, the more they can serve up what 
we want. 

But the more they know, the less control we have over our privacy and computer 
security. I am reminded of a scene from the film Minority Report in which the main 
character walks into a clothing store and, after his eye scan, the computer welcomes 
him by name, asks if he was happy with his previous purchase (which it details) and 
what he would like now. It doesn't take a lot of imagination to see how this 
technology can be abused. Everyone wants convenience but it is a virtual axiom of 
technology that every increase in convenience brings with it some decrease in 
privacy and, most likely, security. Now more than ever, the future of search is one 
that appears to be heading towards more personalization, more features, more 
options and, inevitably it seems, less privacy, less security, and fewer companies 
with the will, technological know-how, and financial resources to build and maintain 
search engines. 

21 Steven Levy, "All Eyes on Google," Newsweek, 29 March 2005, p. 54, 
<http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/4570868/> (14 November 2006). 
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Understanding Search Engines 

The best way to keep up to date with search engines in the US is to visit websites 
devoted to search and to read their newsletters. One of the oldest sites about search 
is Search Engine Watch. Although Search Engine Watch was originally designed for 
webmasters (by webmaster Danny Sullivan), it is a good resource for researchers 
who want and need in-depth information about the major English-language search 
services and some country specific engines. Search Engine Watch is also home to 
Search Day, noted search maven Chris Sherman's daily newsletter. While Search 
Day is kept current, Search Engine Watch now has many out of date pages. 

Stepping into the breach is the superb Pandia Search Central, which offers current 
search news and an almost endless number of tips, tutorials, guides, and even its 
own search tools. Pandia has emerged as the premier site for news about and help 
with search. 

...... ' ...... ~ ... "" 

I Pand1a Search Central • ~· _, 
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On Web searching and search engine 
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Pandla has all you need to Know about search engines. Internet 
searching and search engine marketing . 

• Learn how to search the Web more efficiently. 
• Read about search eng1nes and sites devoted to 
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• Gain easy access to all tlhe best search tools 
• Learn about search engine marketing 
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Our search engine news column is updated several times a week, 
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articles. 11 you subscnbe to our weekly newsletter. we will send 
you these stories by mail tor free 
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Other good web search sites include John Battelle's Searchblog, Philipp Lenssen's 
Google Blogoscoped (which covers much more than just Google), Gary Price's 
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Resource Shelf, Phil Bradley's Weblog, Greg Notess's Search Engine Showdown, 
as well as Web Master World and Web Search Guide. Among the best search 
engine-specific blogs are the Yahoo Search Blog, the Official Google Blog, Google 
Operating System, and Live Search Weblog. 

The only thing predictable about search engines is how quickly and frequently they 
change not only their content but also their features. Because there are websites 
devoted to keeping up with the myriad changes, they are your best bet for staying on 
top of the ever-changing world of search tools. 

Search News and Blogs 

Google Operating System 

John Battelle's Searchblog 

Live Search Weblog 

Official Google Blog 

Pandia Search Central 

http://gooqlesystem.bloqspot.com/ 

http://battellemedia.com/ 

http://blogs.msdn.com/msnsearch/default.aspx 

http://qoogleblog .bloqspot.com/ 

http :1/pandia .com/ 

Philipp Lenssen's Google Blogoscoped http://bloq.outer-court.com/ 

Phil Bradley's Weblog http://philbradley.typepad.com/phil bradleys weblog/ 

Research Buzz 

Resource Shelf 

Search Day 

Search Engine Showdown 

http://www. research buzz.com/ 

http://www.resourceshelf.com/ 

http://searchenginewatch .com/searchday/ 

http :1 /www .searchengineshowdown .com/ 

Search Engine Showdown Reviews 
http://www.searchenqineshowdown.com/reviews/ 

Search Engine Watch http://searchenginewatch.com/ 

Search Engine Watch Web Searching Tips 
http://www.searchenginewatch.com/facts/index.html 

Web Master World http://www.webmasterworld .com/ 

Web Search Guide 

Search Engine Watch Blog 

Yahoo Search Blog 

http://www.websearchguide.ca/ 

http:/ /bloq . searcheng inewatch. com/blog/ 

http://www .ysearchblog .com/ 
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·~·web Tip 
Browsers assume the prefix "http://" unless you tell 
them otherwise, which means you do not need to type 
"http://"- just type the uri (address). 

Search Engine Basics 

A search engine comprises three basic parts: 

1. The spider/robot/crawler is software that "visits" sites on the Internet (each 
search engine does this differently). The spider reads what is there, follows 
links at the site, and ultimately brings all that data back to: 

2. The search engine index, catalog, or database, where everything the spider 
found is stored; 

3. The search engine software that actually sifts through everything in the 
index to find matches and then ranks or sorts them into a list of results or hits. 

Important points to consider about search engines: 

20 

);> Spiders are programmed to return to websites on a regular basis, but the 
time interval varies widely from engine to engine. Monthly or better is 
considered "fresh." 

);> When you use a search engine, you are searching the index or database, not 
the web pages themselves. This is important to remember because no 
search engine operates in "real time." 

);> Spiders do not index all web pages they find, including pages that employ the 
"Robots Exclusion Protocol" or the "Robots META tag." The first of these 
mechanisms is a special file website administrators use to indicate which 
parts of the site should not be visited by the robot or spider. The second is a 
special HTML metatag that may be inserted by a web page author to indicate 
if the page may be indexed or analyzed for links. Not every robot/spider 
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respects these mechanisms. Password protection, firewalls, and other 
measures will generally keep spiders from crawling a website and indexing it. 

The Web Robots Pages ..,. 

Robots Exclusion 
Sometimes people find they have been indexed by an indexing robot, or that a resource discovery robot has 
visited part of a site that for some reason shouldn't be visited by robots. 

In recognition of this problem, many Web Robots offer facilities for Web site administrators and content 
providers to limit what the robot does. This is achieved through two mechanisms: 

The Robots Exclusion Protocol A Web site administrator can indicate which parts of the site should not 
be vistsed by a robot, by providing a specially formatted file on their 
site, in http// . ./robots.txt. 

TI1e Robots IVIETA tag A Web author can indicate if a page may or may not be indexed, or 
analysed for links, through the use of a special H'I':tvLL META tag 

The remainder of this pages provides full details on these facilities. 

Note that these methods rely on cooperation from the Robot, and are by no means guaranteed to work for every 
Robot. If you need stronger protection from robots and other agents, you should use alternative methods such as 
password protection 

Robots Exclusion Page http://www. robotstxt.orq/wc/exclusion. html 

Not every search engine has its own proprietary search program but instead relies 
upon another company's search service for its results. Most of these strategic 
alliances now involve Yahoo, Google, and Windows Live Search. All these 
partnerships are subject to change without notice; for more on these strategic 
alliances, see: 

Search Engine Alliances http://searchenginewatch.com/reports/alliances.html 

Knowing that Yahoo, for example, is the search tool behind a search engine can 
save you time because you can be pretty sure that using AltaVista will get you 
similar (although not identical) results to the other search engines also powered by 
Yahoo. It is critical to remember that each service powered by a particular search 
engine produces different results even though they may all use the same core 
database. Why is this? Because the search interfaces have their own algorithms that 
decide how queries are run, how results are returned, or even if they query the entire 
database (most do not). In short, go to the primary search engine-Google, Yahoo, 
or Live Search for best results. 
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A Word About Browsers: 
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox 

Two years ago I declared that the "browser wars" were for all intents and purposes 
over and Microsoft's Internet Explorer (IE) had won. IE still commands more than 90 
percent of the world's browser market, and AOL abandoned Netscape's 

Caveat Browser 

Alexa and Smart Browsing technology are very 
controversial because of their invasion of 

privacy implications. For more information, take 
a look at the article: 

"What's Related? Everything But Your Privacy" 

Curtin, M., Ellison, G., Monroe, D., "What's Related? 
Everything But Your Privacy," 7 Oct 1998, Revision: 1.5, 

<http://www.interhack.net/pubs/whatsrelated/> 
(24 October 2006) 

Navigator/Communicator 
in mid-2003. However, 
during 2004, Mozilla 
browsers experienced a 
resurrection thanks 
largely to user frustration. 

Because of Internet Ex
plorer's continued domi
nance of the browser 
market and, more im
portantly, because it is 
the standard browser for 
many Untangling the 
Web readers, I will focus 
my attention on Internet 
Explorer. 

Nonetheless, all browsers have advantages and drawbacks. I still recommend you 
configure two browsers, both Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. Both types 
of browsers allow you to make a number of decisions that affect your privacy and 
security while browsing. Also, both browsers have become much more customizable 
with each new release, allowing every user to select and save his own preferences 
for everything from fonts to what will appear on the toolbar. Be sure to familiarize 
yourself with the many evolving features of your browser(s). The Microsoft and 
Mozilla websites have extensive information and documentation about their 
browsers. At the Mozilla site you can download and install the highly regarded 
Firefox browser as well as other free software, such as the Thunderbird email 
program. 

In October 2006, both Microsoft and Mozilla introduced new versions of their 
browsers: Internet Explorer 7 (IE?) and Firefox 2. Microsoft, which had owned 
upwards of 90 percent of the browser market until Firefox took off a couple of years 
ago, recognized it has a genuine competitor on its hands and made significant 
changes and improvements to its browser to try to bring some Firefox users back 
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into the fold. Will it work? PC World offered an excellent comparison of IE? and 
Firefox 2.22 While Firefox 2's changes are mostly refinements of already existing 
features with no change in the browser's look and feel, IE? marks a major overhaul 
since IE6 was released way back in 2001. 

Among the changes to Internet Explorer 7 are tabbed browsing, integrated 
searching, RSS newsfeed support, and an antiphishing tool. The most noticeable 
change is lETs look and feel, which is designed to resemble Microsoft's new 
operating system, Vista. Probably the most obvious and popular addition to IE? is 
tabbed browsing, something Firefox already offered. Also, IE? has a built-in search 
box, which lets users search from anywhere without having to go to the search 
engine's home page. Google and other search engines had successfully lobbied 
Microsoft not to make Live Search the default search service, so you can pick your 
search engine. 

The other major change is invisible: improved security ·features designed to cope 
with the almost endless number of vulnerabilities that have afflicted IE6.23 The most 
prominent of these security upgrades is one shared with Firefox: an "antiphishing" 
tool that works by warning users that a website they are about to visit may be fake 
and redirects them away from the page unless they actively choose to go to it. The 
other major new IE? security feature is something called Protected l\llode, which 
prevents a website from changing a computer's files or settings. However, Protected 
Mode will not work with any Windows operating system except Vista, which is due 
out next year. Also, one of IE's major appeals had been its universality, that is, it 
would work with most websites. The security features in IE? mean that some sites 
that could be viewed in earlier versions of IE cannot be viewed in IE?, undermining 
one reason many people still continued to use the Microsoft browser. 

Firefox 2 is another in a long line of gradual updates. This version adds a spell 
checker, a system for suggesting popular search terms, and an option to pick up 
where you left off after a crash. Firefox 2 also upgrades the RSS newsfeed so that 
now, if you click on the feed itself, instead of seeing the usual XML gibberish, Firefox 
2 will parse the raw feed into something readable and also subscribe to a feed using 
one of a numerous (but not all) newsreaders. 

What is the bottom line? Firefox users should upgrade to version 2; it will be easy 
and pain free. IE6 users probably should wait a while before downloading IE? to let 

22 Erik Larkin, "Radically New IE? or Updated Mozilla Firefox 2--Which Browser is Better?" PC World, 
18 October 2006, <http://www.pcworld.com/printable/article/id. 127309/printable.html> (24 October 
2006). 
23 Not 24 hours after its release and the first vulnerability was detected in IE?. Of course, it also 
affects IE6, but this is embarrassing for Microsoft given that the company has touted the security of 
IE? over its predecessor. 
<http://secunia.com/lnternet Explorer Arbitrary Content Disclosure Vulnerability Test/> 
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early adopters find the inevitable bugs that Microsoft will have to fix. Frankly, after 
five years, you would think Microsoft could do better than come up with a browser 
that basically mimics the best features of Firefox and its other (much smaller) 
competitors. This looks mostly like catch-up and very little like innovation. 

If you are going to use Netscape, another Mozilla-based browser, I do not 
recommend using Netscape 8x because it has many reported problems. Stick with 
either Netscape 7.1x or 7.2x. Also, if you prefer a streamlined version of Netscape 
7x without all the annoying "extras," I can recommend one from Sillydog (silly name, 
great tool). "Netscape 7.1 is based on Mozilla 1.4. Both applications share almost 
identical features, such as tabbed browsing, custom keywords, and Sidebar. 
Exceptions are additions of proprietary features such as the support for Netscape 
WebMail and AOL mail."24 Netscape 7.2 is based on Mozilla 1.7.2. "In addition to the 
technologies that Netscape 7.2 shares with Mozilla 1. 7.2, it includes additional 
features such as a number of installed plugins, support for Windows Media Player 
Active X control which are not available in Mozilla."2 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 

Mozilla Firefox 

Netscape 7.1 Streamline 

http://www.microsoft.com/windows/ie/default.htm 

http://www.mozilla .com/firefox/ 

http://sillydog.org/narchive/sd/71.html 

Netscape Archive (7.1 or 7.2) http://browser.netscape.com/ns8/download/archive.jsp 

24 Mozilla FAQ, <http://www.mozilla.org/start/1.4/faq/general.html#ns7> (14 November 2006). 
25 Sillydog.org Browser Archive, 31 October 2005, <http://sillydoq.org/narchive/full67 .ohp> (24 
October 2006). 
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What the heck are 
"cook~es"? 

Cookies are text placed on your 
computer's hard disk (yes!) by a 
website in order to remember 
something about you. For 
example, a site may set a cookie 
that enables you to reenter 
without logging in or customize 
its pages based on the type of 
browser you're usingD Cookies 
remain controversial (more 
later). 
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The Great Internet Search-Offs 

Over the last decade, the inevitable "search offs" have become commonplace (both 
Internet vs. traditional researcher and Internet researchers against each other). 
Some of the findings of these "contests" provide insight into how search engines 
work. 

1. Most search-offs and wide-ranging studies continue to find surprisingly little 
overlap among major search engines, so use more than one search engine 
as a general rule. 

2. The Internet is now being widely used for "serious" research, which means 
higher quality, more reliable information on the web. But, as with any research 
source, you must weigh the validity, accuracy, currency, and overall 
quality of the information before using it. 

3. Search engines rely on statistical interfaces, concept-based search 
mechanisms, or link analysis to return and rank hits; using boolean 
expressions26 usually interferes with or defeats these statistical approaches. 
In general, do not use boolean queries unless you know exactly what you 
are looking for and are very comfortable with that search engine's boolean 
rules (no, they are not all the same; for example, you may have to use CAPS 
for all operators). Also, many search engines do not correctly process nested 
boolean queries (boolean searches with parentheses). 

4. Be aware that search engines are giving more weight to popular and/or 
pay-for-placement web pages. In fact, most search engines use services to 
determine which are the most visited, and therefore most popular, websites 
and return them at the top of the results list. This is a strategic move away 
from the traditional "words on a page" ranking system. Trustworthy search 
engines will clearly indicate which hits are paid entries. 

26 The term "boolean," often encountered when doing searchers on the web (and frequently spelled 
"Boolean"), refers to a system of logical thought developed by the English mathematician and 
computer pioneer George Boole (1815-64). In boolean searching, an "and" operator between two 
words or other values (for example, "pear AND apple") means one is searching for documents 
containing both the words or values, not just one of them. An "or" operator between two words or 
other values (for example, "pear OR apple") means one is searching for documents containing either 
of the words. "Boolean," SearchSMB.com, 
<http://searchsmb. techtarqet. com/sDefinition/0 ,290660, sid44 qci211695. 00. html> ( 14 November 
2006). 
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5. Learn the search syntax of the search engines you use (never assume). 
Most search engines use double quotes ("")to enclose a phrase and the plus 
+and minus- keys to indicate "must include" and "must exclude" respectively. 
But these are by no means universal rules (especially when using 
international or metasearch engines). 

6. The default operator for all major US search engines is now AND. As of 
February .2002, no major search engine used OR as its default operator. 
However, most search engines will let you use an OR in the simple search 
box: Yahoo and Google permit OR searches in the simple search box, but 
you must capitalize the OR. 

7. Keep in mind that because HTML does not have a "date" tag, "date" can 
mean many things: creation date; the last modified date for the page; or the 
date search engine found the page. I do not recommend searching by date 
except when using weblog, news, or newsgroup search engines. 

Understanding statistical interfaces is important, especially for 
researchers used to boolean and other non-statistical query languages. 
Most search engines use statistical interfaces. The search engine assigns 
relative weights to each search term, depending on: 

~ its rarity in their database 

~ how frequently the term occurs on the webpage 

~ whether or not the term appears in the uri 

~ how close to the top of the page the term appears 

~ (sometimes) whether or not the term appears in the metatags. 

When you query the database, the search engine adds up all the weights 
that match your query terms and returns the documents with the highest 
weight first. Each search engine has its own algorithm for assigning 
weights, and they tweak these frequently. In general, rare, unusual terms 
are easier to find than common ones because of the weighting system. 

However, remember that "popularity" measured by various means often 
trumps any statistical interface. 
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Types of Search Tools 

Before delving into the intricacies of search engines, let's look at some other ways of 
finding information on the web. Search engines are not the only and often not even 
the best way to access information on the Internet. 

Web Directories/Subject Guides/Portals 

Web directories are organized subject catalogues that allow the web searcher to 
browse through lists of sites by subject in search of relevant information . Yahoo, 
Galaxy, Google Directory, Lycos, and the Open Directory are select lists of links 
to pertinent websites. Directories were once viewed as the future of the Internet 
because they could sift through the mountains of information and millions of 
websites to offer only the best and most relevant. However, directories have truly 
fallen by the wayside over the past several years with the rise of Google and, even 
more importantly, wikis in general and Wikipedia in particular. Directories continue to 
recede in importance and value to researchers as they are increasingly replaced by 
better alternatives, including Custom Search, by which a voluntary community of 
searchers shares expertise to create more focused searches with more relevant 
results. The reason for the decline of directories is obvious: directories are simply 
too manpower intensive and expensive to keep up with the ever-changing and 
expanding web. I would say at this point directories, while not dead, are probably 
moribund. 

Directories rely on people to create their listings 

Obviously, this is a much more labor-intensive business than operating a search 
engine robot. Websites indexed in a directory are either described/evaluated by 
editors/reviewers or rely on descriptions provided by web page owners who may pay 
for placement in a directory. When you search a directory, the only retrievals will 
come from those descriptions, so keep this in mind. Although directories give you a 
much more limited view of the web, directories do have their own utility. Most 
directories also have a backup search that provides responses to queries that don't 
match anything in the directory listings. 

Directories may produce more relevant results 

Subject guide databases are always smaller than those of search engines, which 
means that the number of hits returned tends to be smaller as well. On the bright 
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side, this means the results directories produce are often more relevant. For 
example, while a search engine typically indexes every page of a given website, a 
subject guide is more likely to provide a link only to the site's home page. For this 
reason, they lend themselves best to searching for information about a general 
subject, rather than for a specific piece of information. 

Yahoo still has the best-known subject guide/directory and can be a good starting 
place for research, even on technical subjects. Yahoo used to list links 
alphabetically, but once Google came along with its ranked list of sites, Yahoo 
started offering most popular sites first before going to its alphabetical list. However, 
Yahoo's directory has suffered in recent years as the Google Directory has steadily 
improved. Google gets its directory data free in the form of the Open Directory 
Project. 

You may not recognize the Open Directory Project by this name, but you have 
probably used it. The ODP is the directory behind the Google Directory, AOL 
Search, Yahoo Directory, and many others. The ODP "is the largest, most 
comprehensive human-edited directory of the Web. It is constructed and maintained 
by a vast, global community of volunteer editors." 

Galaxy is definitely worth a look because it was designed for and by "professionals," 
so it has a bent toward business, technology, and science that other directories lack. 
You may search either the Galaxy collection or the web using their proprietary 
search engine. Best of the Web started life in 1994 as a web awards site and is 
now a full-fledged directory. 

Many more specialized directories are discussed under the "Invisible" Internet. 

Best of the Web 

Galaxy 

Google Directory 

Open Directory 

Yahoo Directory 

http://botw.org/default.aspx 

http://www.qalaxy.com/ 

http://directorv.qoogle.com/ 

http://dmoz.org/ 

http://dir.yahoo.com/ 
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Metasearch Sites 

The growth in the number of search engines has led to the creation of "meta" search 
sites. These services allow you to invoke several or even many search engines 
simultaneously. These metasearchers may do a more thorough job of sifting 
through the net for your topic than any single search engine. If you are new to using 
search engines, these are a great way to do a very broad search, while familiarizing 
yourself with the popular engines and how they respond. But metasearch engines 
inevitably lack the flexibility of individual search tools. 

It is important to note that many metasearch engines do not employ some of the 
best search engines, such as Google and Yahoo. Also, my biggest complaint about 
metasearch engines is that they perform shallow searches, usually only retrieving 
the top ten or so hits from a site, which is far too few to be comprehensive or truly 
representative of what is "out there." 

However, metasearch engines do serve a purpose. If you are unsure if a term will be 
found anywhere on the web, try a metasearch engine first to "size" the problem: 
you may get zero hits with a dozen search engines (you've got a problem) or you 
may get a half-dozen right-on-the-money hits right off the bat. 

Clusty http://clusty.com/ 

Vivisimo, in my opm1on the best free metasearch tool available, opened a new 
search site-Ciusty-in 2004 and then made Clusty its search home in 2006. 
Fundamentally, Vivisimo and Clusty are the same, but Clusty adds options for news, 
image, Wikipedia, government, and blog searches. 

The Vivisimo technology behind Clusty is unique because it employs its own 
clustering engine, software that organizes unstructured information into 
hierarchical folders. Clusty offers clustered results of web, news, and certain 
specialty searches. The Clusty default is to search the web using Live Search, 
Gigablast, Ask, Wikipedia, and the Open Directory. 

Clusty is especially useful for searching ambiguous terms, such as cardinal, 
because it clusters them by logical categories, as shown below. 
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2. Cardinality ~ &, 
In mathemattcs, the tardlnality of a W is a measure of the "number of elements of the set". There are two 
approaches lo cardinality- one which compares sets directly using bit~ ction s in jec tions and sudection~. and another 
which uses cardtnctl numbers. 
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3. Cardinal StritGil University e '\ ,~ 

The CardhMI Stritch University Theatre Arts department will present ... In honor oft he Feast of St. Francis, Cardln.ll 
Stritch University More 
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Also, Clusty lets users look at the sources of the search results and types of sites 
(e.g., .com, .gov). Clusty has a unique feature that allows users to search inside 
clusters. In this example, the original search was [iran] and the "find in clusters" 
search was [nuclear]. Here are the results of this recursive search looking at the 
sources of data: 
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4 I ~ (:IY ::: <tgo han may limit its cooperation with the UN. nuclear watchdog if sanct1ons are rmposed 

• 

over the Islamic Republrc's atomic program, a former chief nuclear negotiator was quoted as saying on 
Wednesday. European stales have prepared a draft sanctions resolution after .. han rejected repeated 
U.N. demands to scrap uranium enrichmenl, which can be used to make material for power stations or 
warheads ~ussia has ex.prassed misgivings about the proposal. Hassan Rohani, a moderate 

politrcian who led lr.1n's noclear negotiations wtlh the European Union since 2003 until hardline Presrdenl Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad took offrce last year , warned about . 
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2. k _<!n to_Q_av incenti'{es to attract touri sts l:l 0. "" 
~ t":•Nr~: ::~~.:(! · han will offer cash incentives to travel agencies to encourage Western tourists to visit the coun11y , giving 
a premium for Americans, the officiallslamrc Republic News Agency reported. The Islamic republic's politicalleadersh1p 
has been lrying to reach out to ordinary Americans to show that a standoff over 1r.1n's nuclear ambitions is with the 
Bush administration not U.S. citizens. The latest initiative comes as the United Nations Security . Council 
delibe1ates a draft Jesolution that would impose sanctions on han f01 its disputed nuclear p10gram. ''han's tourism 
department will pay $20 per parson to those who attrac~ European or 
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3. ~ITI: Country Over~r ews . Iran Profr18 e 0. .:;~ 

Introduction. han's chemical weapons and ballistic missiles , and possibly its nuclear v~eapon program and biological 
warfare capabrlities, are meant to deter opponents and to gain influence in the .. 
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A. Moscow rno:rv ~ad< IJ .N. sanctions on Iran 'El 0. 0 

I 
13 1':l,iJrsllgV ·Two senior Russian officials indicated Tuesday that Moscow could back a draft U.N. 
Security Council resolution imposing sanctions on lf.m , in an apparent sign of the Islamic Republic's 
growing isolation over its nuclear program. The commen1s came after months of Russian opposition to 
sanc tions and suggested that Moscow could reluctantly support punishment as a lever of mtluence over 
a stubborn It an. Just last Thursday, the foreign minister said Moscow was opposed to the resolution 

For news, Clusty searches the New York Times, Associated Press, Reuters, and 
Yahoo News (which subsumes a huge number of sources). One of the best features 
of Clusty news search is the ability to toggle among clustered results, sources, and 
sections (such as business, health, tech, science). 

Alt Results 1.:c•'H 

o AP ~3 J 

o ReuteiS:6~1 

o y,,ho(l: lhws ;e.tl r 

f=nrt in :lu.:;!=::r:::: 

Foni size ' 0 

32 

u.s. Dusi uess SfHH1S tle.llth Ted1 Sdeu 'e 

Top 205 results of alleasi68G retrieved for I he query Iraq (definolion) (~1-~§} 

Yahoo! News» 

~ Canada welcQrnes 63 
Palestrn1ans stranded between 
h ,l(l Jordan (Yoi~-J~>I tl·l• .. .:.) 1·1 rn: ru 

~~··· 

Iii i.-1\ lrtart chart sh~·s h .lu slrrJrnq 
t(IWa l d •c haos• (V.J!'I·H•I1l·!'·t>J 1~· ITJi f"G 

J!IO 

NY Times" 

o A Ser.ate Newcomer Helping 
Fellow Democrats on the Trail G~nd 
Drawing Big Crowds C'h" Trr:.c"f;"5-tt 

~ Democra ts Ors.cover Ne-w Polrtrc~l 
Frontier lll'l 1 irr.''·" ~4 rr,1,,_. "''H' • 

Reuters • 

~ R~sulls in k'=ty Hous~ r ac~s: 

Reulers poll o f':H~ o!r;.J" 1\0•<JI." .l ·)(· 

0 Keu''f SC'!'fS SOil)' !01 ~botche-d 

~'r'<I"'J!vr::.\:::J,•,•r•:.t,l '• 

Qo lr.HJis diVided m•ar chE'ckpornts 
order f!J:Ii'·rl·•="I'J:: ,_,,.., ,_. >~1•~ 

AP » 

o Hezbollah threatans str~et 
protests rp.o;.J; 1 -o ~.c~ .u;o 

Q h·l{) say'!. ii needs$. 100 bi\lron in 
.!.if!.J ·V''r 1·~ to: ~ ur; .::·;, . 

~ Democrats increasl;! hope of 
winn1ng Hous.Q ~:.F·) 1(, r.-•u1: .a·p 
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Clusty also provides a number of advanced search options and preferences, 
including the option to add your own customized tabs to the main search page. 

Clusty stands out as one of-if not indeed-the best metasearch tools available for 
free and without registration on the Internet. When clustering works (and the 
Vivisimo technology was independently rated as accurate 90 percent of the time), it 
offers advantages for automatically grouping huge amounts of information logically. 
Because there is no human intervention, Vivisimo's clustering algorithm "also helps 
in discovering new areas of subject development, avoiding the 'mummy's curse,' in 
which human catalogers have to recognize a term before approving it for usage and 
then leaving the earlier material using the term un-indexed and irretrievable by that 
term as an authorized descriptor or metatag."27 

Jux2 http://www.jux2.com/ 

Jux2 lets users query three search engines-Google, Yahoo, and Live Search (still 
referred to as MSN Search)-and then shows you: 

1. The Best Results from all three search engines and the total hits for each. 

2. What only Google found and what is missing from Google. 

3. What only Yahoo found and what is missing from Yahoo. 

4. What only Live/MSN Search found and what is missing from Live/MSN 
Search. 

27 Barbara Quint, "Vivisimo Clustering Chosen to Enhance Searching at Institute of Physics 
Publishing Site," lnfotoday, 25 March 2002, <http://www.infotoday.com/newsbreaks/nb020325-
2.htm> (14 November 2006). 
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letropos search I 
Best Results Com~~ GooQ!e'• Comp•,... V ahoo'o 

Results .. Ruulu 

What only Google found 

ATROPOS: The deity from Greek Mvthologv 

. -- · ---·-· ·· - . ____ __.__ _ ] 

bt~t:-fer enr.:e~ 

Comparo MSN's 
R_esult:s 

Greek Mythology. Meet the Classical Gods of Ancient Greece. ATROPOS: Oldest of the three FATES. She's the 
one who cuts the Thread of Life wilh her fatal ... 
h i·t.··, · i .: · .. ,.·•·: •:i '''i :· h .,o. : - ~ ~ •'(• rt·-/ f" 1f ll' h,:.,· ,nlr;t ; .;..~k .. ,~- ,_.,.b ,.\lr~t,: '!· phr~ '•d rtlt"' <S:: t::TF ·.:;:.:.~s ( # 6 on Go ogle) 

WV>JW.I<atsudon neUgwfr c/atropos .l1tml 
~ltJ :.~ : i/ -:..•·.- •· . . ~' ·:o: t- :·,_;.;!,·.\ \. I'• -2.1'/ ',j'·.•f1:./ Ll~.l' ,· ·· r.H.'" htr~·, l [ # 7 on Coogle ) 

A.mazon.com Hornblower ancl the Atropos (Hornblovver Saqa (Paper-back. 
Amazon. com: Hornblower and the AtrOilOS (Hornblower Saga (Paperback)): Books: CS F oresler by CS Forester. 
h~.t.'.l: / / ~_. ... ··.' . ~;·, ·..:!.: ,;.• :'! ·~~::r···r / .:. · · .~ ,,; ..:.<<.11\.L .. ~·, tq_r,)-:,. 1; ::; ,!; - /D ·:~1 .; . ."· ss;..~~~· >.•=-:\JI <\·11·:1.:. [ # 9 on Google] 

What's missing from Google 

http !fen .llvikipedi a orq/wiki/Atropos 
From Wikipedia, lhe free encyclopedia Atropos is also a British entornological journal- see Atropos Oournal). In 
Greek mythology , Atl opos was the third of I he Moira e ... II was Afii)JlOS who chose I he mechanism of dealh and 
ended the life of each mortal by cutting their thread .. 
h t-t.~: :!it- •·· · .,;. • :.: · ~ -.' ir::.. t;: rqt c.·!k•_ .. .!t_ ,.Cf.''J. [ #3 on Yahoo!, #3 on MSN) 

Bloqger User Profile: Atropos 
Atropos Gender: female Industry : Fashion Occupation: Model Location: Ohio : United Stat es About Me I'm a 22 year 
old female who enjoys exploring deviant fa shion as a form of self expression 
~,H· ~ . , ,:_.· ·~ · ;.·•·: l· ~<··~ ·~;e ;. r:r:rrd';)r•:··i=·f·:=/-tt:<-4 1 ~~:. ( #5 on ,\tSN) 

believe you will be as surprised as I was to see how little overlap there often is 
among the "big three" search engines. 

Dog pile http://www.dogpile.com/ 

Dogpile, despite its name, is a good metasearch engine. Dogpile includes Live 
Search results, along with those from Google, Yahoo, and Ask Jeeves. This is, of 
course, very good news because Dogpile is now drawing from all the major US
based search engines with the exception of Gigablast. It also searches smaller or 
lesser-known search engines and directories, including the MIVA (formally 
FindWhat), LookSmart, Ask, About, and more. Interestingly, the European version's 
name is Webfetch because of "unfortunate associations" between Dogpile and 
manure. 

Mamma http://www.mamma.com/ 

Mamma, the "Mother of All Search Engines," might just be exaggerating a wee bit. 
Mamma offers web, news, image, and yellow and white page search options. 
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Search engines queried are Ask, Wisenut, Gigablast, and Entireweb (a serious 
misnomer) and directories queried are Open Directory, About, Business.com, and 
two pay-per-click sources. 

The Pandia Metasearch Engine http://www.pandia.com/metasearch/index.html 

The famed search guide site, Pandia, offers its own excellent metasearch engine. 
The Pandia metasearch engine "collects and sorts the hits, takes out duplicates, and 
presents the end result in a simple format. 'The first results you'll see are from what 
Pandia describes as the "essential search engines and directories," which include 
Google, Yahoo, HotBot and Wisenut. Strangely, Pandia continues to list AlltheWeb 
(Fast) and AltaVista as search engines while they acknowledge at other places on 
their site that Yahoo subsumed both engines. Still, this is a very good metasearch 
site. 

More metasearch sites: 

lthaki 

lxQuick 

Metacrawler 

. Search.com 

Surfwax 

http://www.ithaki .net/indexu .htm 

http://www.ixquick.com/ 

http://www.metacrawler.com/ 

http://www. search. com/ 

http://www.surfwax.com/ 

Open Directory's List of Metasearch Sites 
http://dmoz.org/Computers/lnternet/Searching/Metasearch/ 

Megasearch Sites 

Megasearch sites simply store several search engines under one roof, but you have 
to do the searches one search engine at a time. They are becoming more 
sophisticated and better as time passes, serving as good entry points for finding and 
evaluating search engines. They are especially useful for locating international 
search engines. 

All Search Engines 

Find It Quick 

Search-22 

SearchEzee 

http://www.allsearchengines.com/ 

http://www.quickfindit.com/Search Engines/ 

http://www.search-22.com/ 

http://www.searchezee.com/search .shtml 
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Types of Searches and the Best Ways to 
Handle Them 

The first thing to ask yourself is the one question a lot of people never consider: is 
the Internet the best place to start? In general, the Internet has become so good at 
answering factual questions-the kinds of things you find in an almanac, an 
encyclopedia, or a phone book-that it is now usually better in terms of speed, 
timeliness, and accuracy than other resources. For example, if I need to know the , 
world's largest hydroelectric plants, I can open an almanac and look up this 
information or I can type [world's largest hydroelectric plants] into Google, Yahoo, or 
Live Search, where the first result links me to a page at Information Please.com 
that contains the answer to the question. 

Still, compared to traditional library-type resources, the Internet may be: 

~ slower (though this is changing with new technologies). 

~ less reliable (large amounts of bad data in among the good). 

~ disorganized (a library with all the books on the floor). 

~ frustrating (lots of "broken" links). 

~ hard to use (generally poor search tools and too much data to sift through). 

~ risky because of growing privacy and security threats. 

This being said, why do we need to use to the Internet? Because: 

36 

~ it has almost unlimited amount of data (also a minus ... too much of a good 
thing and way too much of the bad). 

~ the data tend to be current. 

~ it offers multimedia (video, audio, charts, tables, illustrations). 

~ it allows the individual to do much more of his own research. 

~ it is relatively inexpensive (at least in some countries). 

~ most importantly, it contains a vast amount of unique information. 
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You've thought through your research question and decided to use the Internet to 
find information either because you've already tried traditional sources without 
success or you believe the Internet is your best option. You're sitting in front of your 
terminal, you've logged onto the Internet and you're staring at a blank screen. Now 
what? Let's start with a (relatively) easy type of search. You need to find general 
information about a fairly broad topic. 

Let's say you need to research a broad topic unfamiliar to you, for example, Java. 
The best approach may not be to type java into a search engine. Why? Because 
you'll probably get millions of hits, and the first ones may be to commercial sites 
trying to sell you something relating to Java and will undoubtedly also include other 
meanings of Java, such as Indonesia and coffee. If you are looking for general 
information on a topic, wikis, specialized (vertical) search engines, and virtual 
libraries are often better starting points for researching general or broad topics than 
big search engines. 

The single biggest mistake searchers make is using the wrong search tool. For 
example, search engines are generally not the best tools for finding current news 
(use a news search engine), for researching broad topics (use a specialty directory 
or virtual library), or for performing specialized searches such as scientific research 
(use a specialty search engine). That's why the number one rule for web research is: 

Rule One 

Use the right tool for the job. 
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Let's go back to the Java example where you want to find general information on the 
web about Java programming. Start with the Yahoo directory and see what 
categories it offers on Java. You can ignore the sponsored results and the 
categories about Indonesia, classic arcade games, and commercial Java services. 
Instead, your best bet is Programming Languages> Java: 

"YAHOO!, SEARCH Search: r. the Web I r the Directory 

~ 0\tCt:\or.,. I 
r this category 

Search I 

Programming Languages> Java 

Directory > Computers and Internet> Programming and Development> Languages >Java 

CATEGORIES 

Industry Categories 

• DevelotJerS((i) 

Addition<~l C<~tego•·ies 

• A!llllets (45) 

·~ 
• Qasses (3) 

• Comtlile.-s (9) 

• Evenls (2) 

• FAOs (5) 

• Games (65) 

• Guides, Tutorials and 
Documentation (27) 

• J<1vi1 2 Pl;~tform. Enterprise Edition 
(J2EEt (5) 

• Java 2, Micro Edition (J2ME] (8) 

• Jav;~ Adv;~nced lmaltinq IJAI)(cll 

• Java Vinual Milchines IJVMs) (5) 

• Jiui~~ 

• Magazines (4) 

• Mailinrt Lists (1) 

• Peo11le (3) 

• Ponim1 Projecrs (4) 

• Security (21) 

• User Groups (18) 

• Ulilities (5) 

• Web Directories (6) 

SITE LISTINGS By Popularity 1 Alphabetical (Whafs Thi!") 

EMail this cage Suggest a Site 
Adyanced Search 

SPONSOR RESULTS 

C:oco88se 0/R Persists 
Data for Java 
Get CMP, BMP, Session, 
Transparent Persistence 
for Java applications .. 
'.'~N·N.th•)'.ightinc corn 

H~nds-on Java Trainmg in 
75 Cities 
Instructor-led Java 
courses in more than 75 
cities across the U.S .. 
V•\~W. training hot! . com 

Java Code Gener~tion 
Generate java classes 
from XML schemes or 
UML models, or generate 

Complete Java Tr;;ininq 
Hands on instructor-led 
complete .Jaya trajojog 

Computers_ and _I nternet/Prog ramming_ and_ Development/Languages/ Java/ 

Right there on one page is a wealth of promising links to documentation, reference, 
tutorials, news, downloads, articles, etc., and to the most lucrative resource of all, 
the metaguide. In this case, take a look at Java Boutique, which is a collection of 
useful Java information, news, forums, and more collected in one convenient 
location. 
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~· FIND THE RIGHT IBM RATIONAL ANALYSIS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION TOOLS FOR YOUR PROJECT ITiJ 

Color.ldo T<!th Online: IT 
SCJVices. EdtiC<lUon 

lookSm~n Soaach M"rkcti.lt!J & M.ln:y1h111 OOtta Tlnou4rtt 
~ Onltl_!e Actvenlsiltq_ Vlntt.lliz~Jflon 

6~ Buy hH Bus111ess. Fun! ·Best Buy Hn Susute,;s. flntl WeiJ Oesiun Scavice.s: 
0.11ab.1s~ Soflw.ne cmd lllflfA. CQmputeJ SecmityH.ud"N:.u·e. J\phtS.Ne1 

GCIIOI a1c lj,Tf,lh.'ltC-DI~n Wtlh 

: ~P.P.~ . .!.~! .NET _l_~_!!nne~ -

; 8<''51 Suy for Business. Fiud 
. Sl'lflvr.ue Appltc.<dinus and 

:~ 

fiih'O!'R"-Qp11?etepfoo.tlm¥ofththtApqWhtrm PJpfgrm Lnwtewemu!fltlosrpf1 'P"tbi •of!f!dtD•oebj!!t!ess' CRMpnd motS I 

Tutruialt 

• _ R_o_'!~OW~ . 

fAO 
lflcq Pon 

L;on\DCl U$ 

New on Java Soul/que 

$o!1!d$f! 11\d $on!dMap MJtdc h;;!tr w!th Two New Must•M lnttrftCH 

The new java.util package contains two new Interfaces of this 
packc..ge: java.utii.NavlgableSet and Java.uiii.NavlgableMap. Both have 
been mtroduted to ease your suffering when worklno with SortedSet 
and Sortedr.!ap. 

How Og J:::!!V!!!'s Lift!l Mftft!8J!'t Uo" pomperirg Nro'O Li~t.? ~ 

Ja~a offers several solutions for storing obi eels in an ordered list 
arrays, Lists, and Maps-to mention the best known. But which one Is 
the best ror your application? Tn1s article analyres rne performance 
benefits and drawbacks of each solution witll real· life, real-time 
examples. 

BgoJc hc.crot· Jtw H 3 TliO!!al The 3rd §dilion 

This latest edition updates eXisting chapters about JSP. EJ8, and 
Servtets, while adding new chapters on the Sun Java System 
Apphcahon Server 9, Web-tier technology, iliM Web seMces. Take a 
look at cnapter 9 for an lntrodutllon to JniServer Fates, a 
server-side user Interlace tomponent frameworkforWob apps 

S)r!pu Takts SJrY's toth! t~?d Ley;l 

Struts has done a good job all these years, buill may be Ume for a 
new friiilmework's day in the sun. Learn about some of Stripes· 
features and how developing a Stripes application is a step up from 
Struts.~ 

. F~;;~r~d ~~~.~;-~eveloper Zone;--~-~~-·:,· 
• Hot Go P!r!ilt>l Portt! 
• Dutir~Jtloo .NET 

· AMQ64 QtySpyrer 

-~ I 
· IBM Rmional Ioof::: ;>nd L&arning Showc<Uif 

• Avava P.velooerCo!'ll)!tcliOfl C&rtf( 

· Microsch Vl;yt! SJydio Exttorlfjllllly 

.. a <:v ert : sem'ln~ 

Thanks to thousands of individuals, corporations, and organizations, the Internet 
offers countless such metaguide sites on a huge variety of subjects. Which brings us 
directly to ... 

Rule Two 

Let other people do as much 
possible (use their metaguides, 
expertise to your advantage). 

work 
their 

for you 
FAQs, 

as 
their 

Directories are not the only good sources of general information. A number of virtual 
libraries and reference desks have sprung up on the web and they tend to be 
terrific starting places for all types of general information because they have 
thousands of pre-selected links to sources of data the researchers know to be good. 

Let's continue with the Java example. If we go to the lntute Science, Engineering, 
and Technology page (formerly EEVL, the Internet Guide to Engineering, 
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Mathematics and Computing) and search on java, we get back a list of highly 
relevant and carefully evaluated websites: 

: science, engineering & technology _!_r __ ~.t~.J:!.9.Ui.~ ~.8-~!.~.~-J.;::_ !::\~WA~.?-~ ?:!.t.~ .. m:t.!P. 

l.!~!-~-~..?.-~~:--~-~9-~.~r_i~-~ .. !.~-~~-~-~~ ... i£1 @ 

l-~-~:.-~~-~~ .. ~~= 
! A.Z nf •:H~·rvk~':i 

I[ Search Results 

~ .... .l in 1011 subjec:ts l2J @ Se.uch 

l~_lt)wse 
I Hr.w liH\rHrH.:l::!S 

~--~--~~-~-~-~~-'---~--:·~-~-~-

! Sup,~ on r11at~rinls Order tryRelevttnce l8.:1J?.t:~-~-~rf.~ 
F~-;~~~--~~-~~-;-~ -------~-----~~- P~flryleunr Syst.;rn!: ~)fthe Northwest .!<W<) Pt•)viu~e. Jav.:. <111<l Otkhr)1e ~Details (ir (() 

'S'>ulheor-sl Stun;HI ,), lndnnesicl 

!En~lnterinCJ ~-jown<~ls~ This report is available online from the USGS. Mature, synrift lacustrine shales of Eocene to 
"" .... ' Oligocene age and mature,late rift coals and coaly shales or Oligocene 10 Miocene age are source 

i-i 11_01_ 1_:0 1c_1i_cs ____ :=:""7.1 rocks for oil and gas in two important petroleum systems of the onshore and offshore areas of the 
! tt;-ttul .11 h·17.<1IIIS ~ Northwest Java Basin. Biogenic gas and carbonate sourced gas have also been identified. These 
~-Sdence ri.c:at·.-,-'-----"[t)=j~-! hydrocarbons are trapped primarily in anticlines and fault blocks involving sandstone and carbonate 
i-'--"-"-'-'--'"""---"'3 reservoirs. These source rocks and resero.roir rocks were deposited in a complex or Tertiary rif\ basins 

).~.P_'~.'!.i.~!''·····--····-- ~ fo•med from sinyle or mulliple half grabens on the south edge of the Sunda Shelf plale. 
i Snhjed 

1
,,1dts ...... ~-----------i~ ''"f ' :fi~• e eHWO•)tf.~I.IIS.IJS-.IJ''v.-'~net!Jy;Wntldbi'J •uyro,.:~J~l-50R' 

!.!.~-~~~~-l_i_~!-~-~---·-··· ··---~ FoCIIS un J,lVcl ifuoctails (~) 0 
i W<••ld !lllide ~::;( Focus on Java. hosled by Aboulcom, aims Ia create an environment for learning aboullhe Java 
'-------"----- = programming language, by editing and presenting contemporary information about its delf91opment. 

·····-~----- ] The site includes a weekly article on Java, as well as links of various sorts for JUGs, JOKs, and 
! Usenet groups. There is a news section updated daily. tutorials. documentation and source code on 
! all aspects of Java scripting and programming. The site also includes free tools and utilities as well 
~ as links to J.JVcl resource sites on the Web such as source code banks, web directories and online Records m&'ked. 0 

' cublications. 

In addition to the obvious SUN sites about Java, there are many others, such as 
links to Java FAQs, news, tutorials, course 
development tools, users' groups, mailing lists, 
based courses, and other resources. 

notes, seminar slides, articles, 
books, conferences, links to web-

Now you have a new resource for future Java-related research. Naturally, the first 
thing to do is bookmark the page. 

Rule Three 

Bookmark constantly, organize your bookmarks, and 
back them up as though your life depends on it. 

One of the biggest and most influential entries into the reference/research world on 
the Internet is Wikipedia, a self-described free encyclopedia that anyone can edit. 
Because of its growth and importance, Wikipedia has earned a separate section in 
this year's edition. According to the Wikipedia, the term "wiki" describes "a group of 
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Web pages that allows users to add content, as on an Internet forum, but also allows 
others (often completely unrestricted) to edit the content. The term wiki also refers to 
the collaborative software (wiki engine) used to create such a website (see wiki 
software). In essence, the wiki is a vast simplification of the process of creating 
HTML pages, and thus is a very effective way to exchange information through 
collaborative effort. Wiki is sometimes interpreted as the acronym for 'what I know, 
is', which describes the knowledge contribution, storage and exchange up to some 
point.''28 The most obvious potential problem with an encyclopedia that "anyone can 
edit" is quality control, and in fact, one of the Wikipedia's co-founders admitted 
serious problems with the quality and accuracy of some (perhaps a lot) of the 
Wikipedia content.29 While there is a tremendous amount of good information in 
Wikipedia, it should not be relied upon as a sole source. Neither should it be ignored 
as this example of a "disambiguation" page on "java" shows: 

WIKlPEIJIA 
Tbt fne E>~<1·clop.-JiJ 

~.vig_atio~ 

~ Main Page 

• Community Pc•rtal 

e.. 01rrent events 

= • ReGent chenges 

u R.encJom at1icle 

1 
• Help 

: m Contact u'5: 

• Dontrtions 

search 

toolbox ... 

' C~ V\lhst link~ here 

' ~ Related changes 

' • Upload file 

: ~ Special pages 

~~~: Prir.tabl€1 version 

3 Cre,lte ,)CCOIIIII ·loU Ill 

Java 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 

The term J.JVa can refer to: 

In geography: 

• Java (island), the most populous island in Indonesia 

• Javanese language. a language widely spoken on the island of Java 

• .Java coffee, a variety of coffee plant which originated on the island of Java, or a slang word for 

coffee 

• Java Trench, a subduction zone trench off of the island of Java 

• Java, Georgia (Republic of Georgia) 

• Ja~a. New York (United Slates of America) 

• Java, South Dakota (United Stales of America) 

In computer science: 

• Java is a technology developed by Sun Microsystems for machine independent software. which 

encompasses: 

• clava programming language' an object-oriented high-level programming language 

• Java virtual machine, the virtual machine that runs Java byte code 

• Java platform, the Java v1rtual machine plus associated libraries 

• JavaScripl, a scripting language (unrelated to the Java programming language). 

Java may also mean: 

Wikipedia also has the advantage of offering a free encyclopedia in a number of 
languages besides English, including French, Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, 
Swedish, Italian, German, and Japanese. 

28 "Wiki," Wikipedia, Wikipedia, 2005. Answers.com <http://www.answers.com/topic/wiki> (14 
November 2006). 
29 Andrew Orlowski, "Wikipedia Founder Admits to Serious Quality Problems," The Register, 18 
October 2005, <http://www.theregister.eo.uk/2005/1 0/18/wikipedia quality problem/> (14 November 
2006). 
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To review, the best starting places for general information on broad topics are web 
directories/subject guides, virtual libraries, and reference desks. There are hundreds 
of such websites, but I've selected a few of the best. 

About 

Encyclopedia.com 

Encyclopedia Britannica30 

Hotsheet 

INFOMINE 

Information Please 

Internet Library for Librarians 

lntute (formerly RON) 

The Internet Public Library 

http://www.about.com/ 

http://www.encyclopedia .com/ 

http://www.britannica.com/ 

http://www.hotsheet.com/ 

http://infomine.ucr.edu/ 

http://www.infoplease.com/ 

http://www.itcomoany.com/inforetriever/index.htm 

http://www.intute.ac.uk/ 

http://www.ipl.org/ 

Librarians' Index to the Internet http:/ /Iii .orq/ 

http://www.libraryspot.com/ The Library Spot 

Martindale's The Reference Desk http://www.martindalecenter.com/ 

http://www.refdesk .com/ 

http://www.hw.ac.uk/libWWW/irn/pinakes/pinakes.html 

My Virtual Reference Desk 

Pinakes Subject Gatewal1 

Wikipedia 

WWW Virtual Library 

Yahoo Reference 

http://en .wikipedia.org/ 

http://vlib.org/Overview.html 

http:/ /education . yahoo . com/reference/ 

tf:7
' . 

· ~~i w b T. ··fii· e 1 p 

Think of search engine databases as 
huge warehouses in which everything 
from diamonds to debris is stored. Your 
job is to find the jewels amid the muck. 

30 Although full-text articles require a paid subscription to Encyclopedia Britannica, the site is still a 
useful starting place for research and includes free access to the Britannica Concise Encyclopedia . 
31 Pinakes is the gateway to lntute and dozens of other equally valuable specialized research sites. 
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Search Savvy-Mastering the Art of 
Search 

While directories and virtual libraries contain information selected by people, search 
engine databases are mostly unfiltered, that is, no human being is looking at the 
data being indexed to determine its value, authenticity, and reliability. Search 
engines are where the researcher's experience, knowledge, judgment, and intuition 
really come into play. Because of their vast scope and size, search engines are the 
heart and soul of Internet search and research. No other resource reaches as far or 
wide or quickly as a search engine. A researcher must learn to use search engines 
to their fullest extent despite their limitations. 

Individual search engines have some very important advantages over directories, 
metasearch, and megasearch sites. Foremost among these is the fact that they 
have much larger databases of indexed sites. However, no single search engine is 
best. Each has its own advantages and drawbacks. Furthermore, there is a 
remarkable lack of overlap among search engines databases, so it is vital that 
you train yourself to use more than one search engine. 

Greg Notess ran an interesting little experiment that demonstrated the need to use 
more than one search engine. He was looking for the real name for an AOL screen 
name, a piece of information that is often hard to find. One only search engine-in 
his example, Yahoo, found the name-while Google, Live, Gigablast, Ask, and 
Exalead all failed to locate the information. It could have been any search engine, 
not just Yahoo, that provided the data, but the point is clear: you must try multiple 
search engines, especially when looking for obscure or hard to find information. 

On a larger scale, the metasearch engine Dogpile touted the results of a 2005 study 
they did in collaboration with researchers from the University of Pittsburgh and 
Pennsylvania State University showing a lack of duplication in the top results of the 
major search engines. 

"When the researchers ran 12,570 different queries through search engines at 
Yahoo, Google, MSN and Ask Jeeves, they found that only 1.1 percent of the 
results appeared on all four engines, while 84.9 percent of the top results were 

32 Greg Notess, "Overlap Showdown: Only 1 of 6," Search Engine Showdown, 28 December 2006, 
<http://www.searchengineshowdown .com/bloq/2006/12/overlap showdown only at 1 of 1.shtml> 
( 16 January 2007). 
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unique to one engine. Only 2.6 percent of the results were shared by three 
search providers, and 11.4 percent were delivered by two search engines." 33 

I am not surprised by the results, although I doubt the lack of overlap is quite as 
significant as the study indicates. The researchers used a relatively small sample, 
they only looked at the top ten results, they included paid results, and-probably 
most significantly-Dogpile sponsored the study. If a study to test metasearch 
engine results compared to individual search engine results concludes that 
metasearch engines do a better job, it is hardly surprising (and not necessarily 
convincing). 

You can read the Dogpile/Ur:1iversity of Pittsburgh and Penn State University study 
and take a look at Dogpile's "Compare Search Engines" page to see how the 
comparison works. 

Dogpile's Compare Search Engines http://comparesearchengines.doqpile.com/ 

"Different Engines, Different Results" 
http://comparesearchenqines.doqpile.com/OverlapAnalysis.pdf 

Rule Four 

Use more than one search engine. 

All search engines have their own way of doing things, which means there is no set 
of rules or guidelines that users can apply to them all. It helps, however, to 
familiarize yourself with the kinds of features available so you will at least know what 
to look for. 

Often research involves the search for specific information: a telephone number, 
a name or title, a specific company or product, a piece of equipment, etc. Even 
researching a general subject may require a broader data set than a virtual library or 
subject guide offers if you need to find out as much as possible about a subject. For 
example, if I need to know everything available on the web about Mexico and 
NAFTA, I cannot limit myself to someone else's edited list. Besides, there won't be 

33 Dogpile.com in collaboration with researchers from the University of Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania 
State University, "Different Engines, Different Results. A Research Study," July 2005, 
<http://comparesearchenqines.doqpile.com/OverlapAnalysis.pdf> (14 November 2006). I have 
serious doubts about the accuracy of this claim, but the general conclusion of the study that there is a 
lack of overlap among search engine results is valid, if exaggerated. 
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much, if any information because I am looking for specialized information (Mexico) 
within a big topic (NAFTA). 

Compared to directories and metasearch services, individual search engines offer 
much greater flexibility and many more options for searching, not the least of which 
is the ability to search using boolean expressions. Search engine companies have 
concluded (probably rightly) that boolean searches are beyond the ken of most 
users, although you may find the boolean queries permitted by the best search 
engines are inferior to what you've used before. 

One of the hottest areas of contention surrounding search engines has always been 
and continues to be search engine index size. I recommend you take size claims 
with a grain of salt. Search engine index sizes are self-reported and not validated by 
any objective third party. This old contest came to a head in 2005. First Yahoo 
claimed to have indexed over 20 billion "items" in its index. These items included 
"just over 19.2 billion web documents, 1.6 billion images, and over 50 million audio 
and video files."34 Yahoo's claim at first appeared to mark the beginning of another 
competition to retain the "honor" of having the biggest search engine database, 
something Google had prided itself on for years. This time, however, instead of 
fighting back with bigger number counts on its homepage, Google dropped those 
numbers entirely as part of its seventh birthday celebration in September 2005. At 
the same time, Google announced a "newly expanded web search index that is 
1,000 times the size of our original index ... which makes Google more than 3 times 
larger than any other search engine."35 Google did not offer any specific number but 
insisted it offers the most comprehensive collection of websites and documents on 
the Internet. Yahoo makes a similar claim. The answer? There is no one "best" 
search engine or site; researchers need a good toolkit of many resources when 
looking for rare information . 

Determining search engine database size is something more akin to alchemy than 
arithmetic, so I suggest you take all such estimates of size with a large dose of 
skepticism. Besides, numbers are one thing and good search results are quite 
another. What good do 20 billion web documents do if not one of them provides the 
results you are seeking? Relevant results are the best measure of a search 
engine's value , but from my experience, having a larger pool in which to fish for 
these answers really does make it more likely that a search engine will retrieve the 
results users seek in the case of obscure information, which is after all the kind of 
information we are often seeking. Search engine size wars are almost always a 
good thing for researchers because it keeps the big players on their toes and 

34 "Our Blog is Growing Up-And So Has [sic] Our Index," Yahoo! Search 8/og, 8 August 2005, 
<http://www.ysearchblog .com/archives/000172.html> (15 November 2006) . 
35 "We Wanted Something Special for Our Birthday," Google 8/ogspot, 26 September 2005, 
<http :1 /goog leblog . blogspot.com/2005/09/we-wanted-something-special-for -our. html> ( 15 November 
2006). 
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motivates them to improve their services. This past year's competition was no 
exception. 

Another important fact to remember is that most search engines do not index entire 
websites or documents. It is no longer clear exactly how much of a webpage the 
major search engines index. For example, Google used to only index approximately 
the first 1 OOKB of HTML, and reportedly the first megabyte of PDF documents, but in 
October 2005, Google dramatically increased the size of its cache limit. Yahoo 
indexes at least the first 500KB of HTML and PDF documents. As for Microsoft files 
types, my experimentation with them indicates that, in most cases, Yahoo indexes 
virtually the entire file, even in the case of very large documents. 

The following is an overview of the major search engines in terms of their features, 
how to use them effectively, and what makes each one distinctive. It is important to 
remember there is no such thing as a perfect search engine. Each one has its 
advantages and drawbacks. The only way to fully exploit a search engine is to take 
the time to learn to use it, which means you must read the instructions. 

Rule Five 

Read the instructions. 
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Google 

Google first gained fame and widespread use because of its single-minded focus on 
search, exemplified by its "clean" interface, and its PageRankT .... "weighted link 
popularity." In simple terms, Google gives each webpage a rank based . on the 
number of other pages linking to it and the "importance" of those pages, where 
importance is derived from an overall link count. While PageRank is imperfect, it 
works better than most other approaches to ranking search results and, indeed, is 
one of the primary reasons for Google's success. 

Some of Google's features that helped to create this very successful and powerful 
search tool are: 

~ cached versions of webpages; Google was the first search engine to offer 
this option, which let users peek into its vast database. 

~ automatic conversion of non-HTML filetypes to HTML is available; Google 
was not the first to do this, but certainly has been the most successful. 

~ backlinks (the link: syntax); unfortunately, Google now limits the number of 
backlinks it shows, greatly reducing the utility of this option. 

~ Google seems to have increased its limits on the size of indexed pages. I 
found an indexed PDF document over 764K, a text file over 1 OOOK, and a 
webpage over 366K. Very few webpages are larger than 500K. Google does 
not offer HTML versions of very large PDF or Word documents, e.g., the 
complete 9/11 Commission Report, but exactly what their cut-off size is, I do 
not know. 

~ Google refreshes its index continuously, not on a schedule (this is a good 
thing); Google's Matt Cutts explains Google's refresh rate: "It's true that when 
an event happens on the web, our index can often pick it up in 1-2 days, and 
usually even faster. But a typical page in Google's main web index is updated 
every 2-3 weeks or faster; it's not the case that the entire main web index is 
updated every 2-3 days."36 

~ Google stopped advertising the size of its database in 2005, but Google is 
one of the largest if not the largest search database. 

In determining the overall size of its index, Google also includes uris of pages that 
it has not crawled and for which it has not indexed the text. These "orphan" 

36 Matt Cutts, "Google Update Speed," Google Blogoscoped, 26 July 2006, <http://bloq .outer
court.com/archive/2006-07-26.html#n28> (14 November 2006). 
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pages may be any number of things, including pages with robots.txt command or 
!.§g. Unindexed pages are identifiable by what they lack: no summary, no page size, 
and no cached copy. 

VWWIJ.statvcu.edu/robots.txt Google Orphans-no cached . 
copy, no summary, no page s1ze 

javangeli st .sni psnap. org/spaceJSni pSnap/confi qlrob .. . 

VWWIJ .atmos .washington .edu/robots .txt 
_$i1·f; i is~r.r~.~ .. R~:? 

fichier indiquant aux robots les endrotts interdits ##voir http ... - 1 Tr~ r. s l~t R this rag8] 
fichier indiquant aux robots les endroits interdits ##voir 
http://info.webcrawler.com/mak/projects/robots/norobots.html User-agent: • Disallow: ... 
www.ann.jussieu.fr/robots.txt- 1 k- Cochei- :3irni!o~ '"W~s 

vvww.pamarvs .ku .It/robots .txt 
Simi!~ r pages Indexed page-cached copy, 

summary, page s~ze sagtttari us .student utwente .nl/robots .txt 
~i~Lli~L.£§.~-Ig2 

Google no longer displays the number of pages searched on its home page, but a 
search on [the] returns an estimated 4.8 billion pages, so that represents the 
minimum number of pages in the Google database (in fact, it probably is far larger). 
Remember, all size claims are "self validated," so take them with a grain of salt. Still, 
for the types of Internet research we perform, bigger really is better because we 
have a much better chance of finding obscure information in billions of webpages 
than in millions. 

Customizing Google Preferences 

Google offers five basic Preferences settings: 

48 

1. Interface language: if you are more comfortable working in another 
language, Google can display in dozens. 

2. Search language: generally, most searchers choose to search in any 
language, but there are occasions when it makes sense to limit your 
search to one or more specific languages. Google supports 35 languages, 
including non-Latin languages such as Arabic, Simplified and Traditional 
Chinese, Greek, Hebrew, Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Turkish. 

3. Filtering of pages containing explicit sexual content. 

4. Number of results: a purely individual preference, but 10 results per page 
is simply frustrating; Google lets you see up to 100 results per page. 

5. Results window: opens results in a new browser window. 
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The Google Results Page 

Once you've entered your search terms and selected the Google Search button, 
Google will present you with a list of results (hits). For each result returned you may 
see: 

All About Google 

Help Centtal 

Se .uch Help 
8d5ics of Search 
Advanced Seatch 

• hlletptet Results 
Cuslomize 

Google Features 

General FAQ 

How(o 'lnteipretyciur.Se~rchRes_!!~'~---.· ·,., .;:,', ~ .. ' .,. :_. -·! · · c~· .-._·. 

Each lenet is~ link to that element's definition: 

A B C , ................ ......... ............ ~ ........ ~ ................................ ....................................... 1 ....................... 1 .. , 
i . iWCb !!l'";a> f>t-<il>l tl!'!tl fl0ftt5'"'' =.. \ L 'Go ~ gte· rc:~;;;;.~, • .• i : . Q lqooq!o~6''"""•""13;~,.,, ... ······· ;~~~ 

Flweil ____ fit;.Ai51:'iO·.;;;;;;;;ii~(t;g._g"' Gm! ·~ (0.31 •e<ood•i f 

\ :~\ Ggoq!e Sb,n .,r!d Ci'mtry l puht ·J· ic:~!1:.::fN~ 'W:· l hcutlq'J H 
1 News resuf!s fO!.!I£2~ } 

: <$; G;logltBols Oq SySl enJ f!);!'NifC)t1oc:al Sei!;bR;nil1 ·ll1~l>"1r'etk O~'f! .; hGun; :agq. 

I i gg_o_g!! 
~ ••. .Aco'tltis ~ .,.i:h lis. Bu5S>tts ~~~ • ser.;cu & toob . ..toM.} J 
j PN-u, & ~lp Q2"00.& Google · St)fc.h'no J.1!S. t ~JlJ ..,.b jli)JC"l 
! ~:p,r"·~w Y~tgk.-;~('J · ~ ~- · (.:,j~ ~-~'i · -~~ 

1 K L M N 
• { Google Corporate k!lonnauon Gooa!e Clroces 
[ ... 1iioCO Arr'f)l:lhrol'l • Pilf<w~y Uo.untaln View. CA 9.1().!3 •.• Ttur. r,gt:~ o.'"llo C: HA.ti: l ESiOU 
i Q 0'1~19 j:~st tmn;s Orfot; Tern ltfl illtG d .'!>ai' .Jt 1M Uooglf." sfg.r\ it ... 
j kat~ i"~ ;;c:~ to!"J.cn;w~t.:.td:!' '"n.l-.;rr-:.i- ~~~. ::.~ll!d. ~~r~~~ j 
! f (:t;.1J"_*;;.-i.J..S;a'!.'ft.~ll i-P ! 

.. ~_ ___.,...,. . ......___ ./"".,..._...,.______ ~~-~~ .. ....._ ... ,.,..,.--- -~~- ... ---~~ 

);> the statistics bar (F) describes the type of search, e.g., web, and shows the 
number of results returned as well as the amount of time it took to complete 
your search 

);> a tip (G) may appear here, but not all queries generate tips. A typical tip 
might be "Try removing quotes from your search to get more results." 

);> "OneBox Results" (H) typically include news, stock quotes, maps, weather 
and local websites related to your search 

);> the title (I) of the webpage found 

);> an excerpt (J) from the webpage with your search terms bolded 

);> the uri (K) of the webpage 

);> you will see Supplemental Result only if Google retrieved the result from its 
supplemental and not its main index 

);> the size (L) of the text portion of the webpage (omitted if page is not yet 
indexed) 

);> a cached (M) link to the version of the site stored by Google if it is indexed 

);> a similar pages (N) link for pages related to this result 
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J;;> indented results (0) indicate Google has found more than one result from 
the same website; the most relevant page is listed first 

);;> a more results from (P) link if there are more than two results from the same 
site 

Google Basic Search http://www.google.com/ 

Google assumes as its default that multiple search terms are joined by the AND 
operator, so that a search on the keywords [windows explorer]37 will find all the 
webpages that contain both search terms. Furthermore, Google will first try to find 
all the webpages that contain the phrase ["windows explorer"]. Google will search: 

J;;> first, for phrases (keywords as one long phrase) 

J;;> second, for webpages containing all the keywords with the greatest 
adjacency (closest together), 

J;;> third, for webpages containing a// the keywords, regardless of where they 
appear on the webpage 

Google will not return any results if there is no webpage containing all the search 
terms. Try this query to see what I mean: 

[kong spektioneer synecdoche] 

There is an exception to this rule. Google often returns results when a keyword is 
not actually on a webpage but is in a link to a website, usually as text in a link 
anchor. 

37 Matt Cutts, one of Google's software engineers who also writes a blog mostly about Google, let his 
readers in on a little bit of Google insider information. "At Google, we use [and ] to mark the 
beginning and end of queries. So ["scorpio submarine"] means to do a phrase search for "scorpio 
submarine", while [scorpio submarine] means just to type in those words without the quotes-you 
leave the brackets out when you actually do the search." That's an interesting and useful bit of trivia. I 
have tried various schemes to distinguish queries and ended up using italics (not a very elegant 
solution). From now on, I will be using brackets to set off queries in UTW. Matt Cutt's 8/og, 11 August 
2005, <http://www.mattcutts.com/bloq/writing-google-queries/> (14 November 2006). 
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!J-·4-------·····----~----·-·-··----~---,·------~ .. ~---
j[ This is G o :; !J I e's cache of http ://www .athensams .net/myathens/ as retrieved on May 3, 2005 02:17 43 GMT. 

G o ' ' !J I e's cache is the snapshot that we took of the page as we crawled the web. 
q 
!:t 

The page may have changed since that time . Click here for the current page without highlighting. 
This cached page may reference images which are no longer available . Click here for the cached text only. 
To link to or bookmark this page, use the following uri: HI 

!I 
''.1 i ~ 

htltp: I /www. goog"l c. . t:or./ :s-c~zch'?q=c~che: 3wmyPt41'qOOJ: WWQ;~ • .a':;.hc:n.:J.ut~~ . n.cc/:rty.,then,/+u-,;erni&JIIe+l ogin+tZ2c:l ick+here t22&hl =en,20t: .. z:get=: 

Coogle is not affiliated with th,e. authors of this p6ge nor responsible lor its content. 

:i! Ill These search terms have been highlighted i 1~~!~li!i!Qgi_IJ] 
1 . - ~~~~~t~r~s ~~l~a~pe~_''".l1nks poi".t'n~ -t~. t.~i~-~~~~ click here··· 

MyAthens 
Tuesday. 3 May 200 5 

To <~ccess your organisation's electronic resources, log in t o My Athens with your Athens Oserft~iM' and password. Ple.1se 
note that the pas s.,.Jord is case sensitive. 

·usemarne: IL ... · --~·.--~-.. -. -. -. , ) 
Pus ward: -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. ~.-__ ·~ 

» Login 

· · ~This ;s • secure login·. 

Fo1'9otten vour Athe-ns account dc.tflils'! Don't have an 
Athens account.> 

Check the AthHaS org~nisatian list to contact your Ather.s 
administrator or to find out if your orge~nisation uses Athens. If 
you ue not .11 member of one ohhe organisations listed, then you 
are not entitled to use Athens . 

Google limits the number of search terms to 32 keywords. It ignores any terms 
beyond that number. However, there are ways to force Google to search for more 
than 32 keywords. 

Google is not case sensitive. There does not appear to be anything you can do 
about this. 

In late 2003 Google introduced automatic word stemming or truncation, i.e., 
searching for variations of search terms. Normally, word stemming involves 
searching for plurals and verb conjugations such as drink, drank, drunk. However, 
Google's word stemming is not consistent and somewhat confusing. For example, 
stemming does not work either with single word or phrase searches, i.e., a search 
on [child] will not find children. Yet a search on [child health] will find child, childhood, 
children, and children's. Google will also find some variations of verbs, e.g., a search 
on [drink water] will find drinking water. Users should still search on all variations of a 
term, including plurals. There is a Google hack for disabling word stemming. 

Google automatically clusters search results . Multiple hits from the same site are 
indented and there is usually an option to see more results from a specific site. 

Google permits the use of the OR operator in simple search. The OR must be 
capitalized. 
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Beyond the use of the OR operator in its simple search, Google does not support 
. boolean search. 

While Google assumes that multiple keywords are a phrase, searchers can 
delimit phrases using double-quotes. For example, if I search on: 

[the last king of france] 

without double-quotes, Google will ignore the "the" and the "of' in its search. The 
results I get include many irrelevant hits, such as music from a group called "The 
Last King" and an article about Lance Armstrong. However, if I enclose the same 
query in double-quotes, Google will search on exactly the phrase ["the last king of 
france"], and return a result with the name of the last king of France. Enclosing 
searches in double-quotes is much more effective for finding precise results than 
relying on automatic phrase searching. 

Google no longer routinely ignores stop words outside double quotes. Each of 
these searches will now return different results: 

[the last king of france] [last king france] ["the last king of france"] 

Stop words are English words that are so commonplace they are not included in a 
search unless the searcher forces Google to do so. The stop words Google 
recognizes include: a, an, about, and, are, as, at, be, by, com, from, how, I, in, is, it, 
of, on, or, that, the, this, to, we, what, when, where, which, with, why. There probably 
are others! 

However, Google's handling of stop words is inconsistent. For example, in the query 
[to be or not to be], Google ignores OR because it may be a logical operator, and it 
also appears to ignore TO and BE, only searching for NOT. Therefore, you may 
need to force Google to search for a stop word on occasion. There is a Google hack 
for forcing Google to search for stop words. 

It is unnecessary to use the plus sign ( +) with any terms except stop words because 
by default Google searches for all keywords. However, there are many times when 
searchers need to exclude certain terms that are commonly associated with a 
keyword but irrelevant to their search. That's where the minus sign (-) comes in. 
Using the minus sign in front of a keyword ensures that Google excludes that term 
from the search. For example, the results for the search ["pearl harbor" -movie] are 
very different from the results for ["pearl harbor"]. 

Google's handling of words with diacritical marks such as accents or umlauts is 
inconsistent. By default, Google will search for terms matching those with and 
without the diacritic. As Google's Vanessa Fox explains, "When a searcher enters 
a query that includes a word with accented characters, our algorithms consider web 
pages that contain versions of that word both with and without the accent. For 
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instance, if a searcher enters [Mexico], we'll return results for pages about both 
"Mexico" and "Mexico.""38 

For example, a search on [fa<;ade] will return pages containing both facade and 
fa<;ade. To force Google to search only for the term with the diacritic, put a plus sign 
in front of the term: [+fa~ade]. You may see a few pages that do not appear to 
have the diacritic, but that is probably because that term appears in anchor text or 
an inbound link that is pointing to the page but not actually on the page in question. 

However, Fox goes on to explain that results also vary depending upon whether you 
are searching at Google.com or a Google international site (e.g., Google.fr), whether 
your preferred language at Google is English or another language, and from where 
you are coming to the Google site as indicated by your IP address. If Google detects 
that your IP address geolocates to Peru, your search results will be different from 
those provided to someone coming to Google from Norway, regardless of the 
preferred language or the site you search. Also, users who have registered with 
Google and set up personalized search will find that their results are affected by their 
previous searches. In other words, while there are ways to manipulate the results 
Google provides, there is no way to control them. 

Google treats most punctuation marks the same way, as links in a search string. 
For example, Google handles a search for [c-span], [c.span], ["c span"], and 
[c?span] basically the same way. However, a search for [cspan] with no space or· 
mark is treated differently. 

38Vanessa Fox, "How search results may differ based on accented characters and interface 
languages," Official Google Slog, 32 August 31 2006, 
<http:l/gooqlewebmastercentral.bloqspot.com/2006/08/how-search-results-may-differ-based-on.html> 
(November 27, 2006). 
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Google will search for several punctuation marks and special characters: 

~ the ampersand [&]: Google will search for [barnes&noble] or [barnes & 
noble] 

~ the underscore [ _ ]: Google will search for a phrase such as 
[public_records.doc] or even more specifically [public_records.html] 

~ the dollar sign [$], used with a number, for example [$1 00] 

~ the sharp[#], for example [F#] 

~ the slash, but only when used in the search [1/0] 

~ While Google will not actually search on a plus sign, the search engine does 
recognize the difference between searches for [c), [c+], and [c++] 

Google Advanced Search 

Google has a number of "query modifiers" to restrict searches and make them more 
effective in many cases. These query modifiers can be used in simple search in the 
following syntax or on the advanced web search page using the appropriate menu 
options. The query modifiers Google supports are: 

~ ~it~-=- r~_S.tri_gt~ -i~s~lt~'_t9."-~i~sit~S.:_ili ~--_9b/.@![::_ad.m~Lii This syntax no longer 
requires you to add a keyword. Google's site: syntax will also search within 
folders, e.g., [site:jpl.nasa.gov/technology]. Remember you can add keywords to 
the site: search. [site:jpl.nasa.gov/technology "jpl spacecraft"] 
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Advanced Web Search > Domains 

Examples of how to use the site: command: 

[shuttle site:www.nasa.gov] finds pages about the space shuttle at the NASA 
website. 

[site:info] finds all the pages in the Google database in the .info top-level domain 

["bulletin officiel" site:fr] finds pages in the French top-level domain about official 
bulletins 

[cirrus -site:mastercard.com] finds pages about the keyword cirrus that are not at 
the Mastercard.com site 

[site :_jpl. nasa .gov/tech nology] 
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[site:jpl.nasa.gov/technology "jpl spacecraft"] 

-t .,.. Web Images Video News ~ Desktop !!!.2!£..!! 

~~ lsite:jpl.nasa.govi\echnology "jpl spacecraft" Search I ~'"'" 
Web Results 1 . 3 of 3 from jpl.nasn.govitechnology for ""jpl spacecraft'' 

Tip. Try removrng quotes from your search Ia gel more resulls. 

CASE STUDIES OF TECHNOLOGY IN THE DSN 
Manner 10 was the first JPL spacecraft to transmit full resolutron rmages in real time from 
planetary distances,; to photograph Venus,; to encounter and ... 
despspace jpl.nasa.gov/technology/95_20/case.htm · 30k. C>::hed · Zi!!!J.rJ.'!I.Pg•;:·: 

tPDFJ The Evolution of Technology in the Deep Space Network: A Historv ... 
File Formot PDF/Adobe Acrobat· View as HTML 
Mariner 10 was the first JPL spacecraft. (1) To transmit full-resolution rmages in real time 
from planetary distances. (2) To photograph Venus .... 
deepspace.jpl. nasa. go>ftechnology/95 _ 20195·20. pdf· :O.r.rn •. :.arr-oo,•". 

Tecl1noloqv. Images & Videos 
JPL Sf>acecraft haVB •isited all known planets except Pluto (a Pluto mission is currently 
under study for the early part of the next decade). 
\wwv2.jpl.nasa. gov/technology/rmages _videos{"' _pages/P37079. html • 17 k · 
l ac:r~eu- St!r:!l.:ir ";-:~ge-::: 

);> intitle: restricts the results to documents containing the keyword in the title. 

Advanced Web Search > Occurrences 

Examples of how to use the intitle: command: 

[intitle:amazon] finds all pages that include the word amazon in their title 

[intitle:amazon "rain forest"] finds all pages that include the word amazon in their 
title and mention the phrase "rain forest" anywhere in the document (title or text 
or anywhere in the document) 

);> allintitle: restricts the results to documents containing all the keywords in the title 
of the document. 

Advanced Web Search > Occurrences 

Example of how to use the allintitle: command: 

[allintitle:amazon jungle "rain forest"] finds pages that include a// the words in the 
title (not the text) of the document, e.g., 

<title>Amazon Rain Forest Jungle Tours</title> 

);> inurl: restricts the results to documents containing the keyword in the uri. 

Advanced Web Search > Occurrences 
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Examples of how to use the inurl: command: 

[inurl:nasa] finds all pages that include nasa anywhere in the uri (address) 

[inurl:nasa -site:gov] finds all pages that include nasa anywhere in the uri of sites 
that are not in the .gov top-level domain 

[inurl:nasa shuttle] finds all pages that include nasa anywhere in the uri of the site 
and shuttle anywhere in the document (uri or anywhere else). 

~ allinurl: restricts the results to documents containing all the keywords in the uri. 

Advanced Web Search > Occurrences 

Example of how to use the allinurl: command: 

[allinurl:nasa shuttle] finds all pages that include both nasa and shuttle in the uri 
of the site. 

~ link: restricts the results to documents that have links to a specific webpage. 39 

Cannot use with keyword search terms. 

Advanced Web Search > Page Specific Search > Links 

Example of how to use the link: command: 

[link:www.noaa.gov] finds all pages linking to the NOAA homepage. 

[link:www.noaa.gov/wx.html] finds all pages linking to a specific page at the 
NOM site. 

~ info: presents information Google has about a webpage. This option is only 
available via the main Google search. 

Example of how to use the info: command: 

[info:www.noaa.gov] provides links to Google's cache of the page, pages that are 
similar to www.noaa.gov, pages that link to www.noaa.gov, and pages that 
contain the term www.noaa.gov. 

39 The Google link: command no longer shows all links as it once did in order to cut down on the 
amount of webspam created by hidden links on webpages. Therefore, the Google link: command is 
not nearly as useful as it used to be. 
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Web Images Video News Maps DesktiJp more n 

Go ( J' gle·. rl. -:-1 ------------ n h I.A..dvar.co?:d S.;:.ar¢h 
- -~ . . In o:www.noaa.gov .:>earc . Preference< 

Web 

NO.A..A. Home Page 
an agency of the US Department of Commerce. Conducts environmental research. 
·.;.to~<N•i. noa'~- gov/ 

Google can show you the following information for this URLI 

• Show Google's cache of www noaa gov 
• Find web pages that are similar to \1\IV\/W.noaa.gov 
• Find web pages that link to www noaa gov 
• Fmd web pages from the site W"vm.noaa.gov 
• Find web pages that contain the term "www.noaa gov" 

);;> related: restricts the results to documents Google has determined are similar to 
a specific webpage. 

Advanced Web Search > Page Specific Search > Similar 

Example of how to use the related: command: 

[related:www.nasa.gov] finds other US government homepages. 

);;> cache: presents the version of the webpage Google has stored. This option can 
also be accessed by clicking on the Cached link on the main results page. 

Examples of how to use the cache: command: 

[cache:www.noaa.gov] shows the stored version of the NASA homepage 

[cache:www.noaa.gov hurricane] shows the stored version of the NOAA 
homepage with the keyword hurricane highlighted. 

With no fanfare, Google once again began showing the date and time when a 
webpage was cached. This is not a new feature in Google; the Google cache 
option showed date/time until mid-2000 when date and time unceremoniously 
disappeared. I'Jow it's back. Who knows why? Who cares? It's a good thing. 
Here's what you'll see: 
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: This is G o !J I e's cache of http //www lib .virqinia.edu/science/guides/s-clim. him as retrieved on Oct 30, 2005 03:11 :51 GMT 
· .; o g I e's cache is the snapshot that we took of the page as we crawled the web. 
' The page may have changed since that time. Click here for the current page without highlighting. 
' This cached page may reference images which are no longer available . Click here for the cached text only. 
: To link to or bookmark this page, use the following uri : 

h~t:p : / f_., _ g o ogl c. com/ ~oc.-:s:ch'?q=cachc; JGBllAI<tnoBc:IJJ : - . 1 ib, vi1:9ini~. cdu/ ~c ic:ncc/ gu idc!J/ 5-cl i m . ht;~'hl =en 

Google is neitlreraffriJated witlr the ~ulho~ of this page nor~spons(ble fonts-conterrt. 

Important: there is a Gooqle hack that lets you view the cached text only version 
without first viewing the cached page containing images and other non-text data 
that could send information back to the original website. Giqablast also offers a 
"stripped" cache option. 

~ filetype: Google will search the content of many file types and must be used with 
keyword(s). However, there is a Gooqle hack that lets you get around the 
keyword requirement. Microsoft filetypes are potentially dangerous to open in 
their native formats. Please follow these instructions for handling Microsoft files 
on the Internet safely. 

Warning: use Google option to "view as html" instead of opening certain file 
types (mainly Microsoft Word and Excel) that could contain macro viruses. 
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Google will search the content of these file types: 

HTML 

Corel WordPerfect (wp) 

Lotus 1-2-3 (wk1, wk2, wk3, wk4, wk5, wki, wks, wku) 

Lotus Word Pro (lwp) 

MacWrite (mw) 

Microsoft Excel (xis) 

Microsoft PowerPoint (ppt) 

Microsoft Word (doc) 

Microsoft Works (wks, wps, wdb) 

Microsoft Write (wri) 

Portable Document Format (pdf) 

Postscript (ps) 

Rich Text Format (rtf) 

Text (ans, txt) 

Macromedia Shockwave Flash (swf) 
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Example of a filetype: search: 

G _ 1 . _ Advanced Search Preferences 

0 ug e lfiletype:doc bulletin 

Language Tools Search Tips 

Google Search 

'.W•IW. rmcrosoit. comipir~cy/basicsi'Jct iV'Jtiorr/ windowc.product'JCtlvatlr,rrtechnicalrnar~etbulletin. doc - Simil~r P':lges 

[filetype:doc bulletin] will find MSWord documents containing the keyword bulletin 

For details on how to use the Google filetype option, please refer to the Google 
Filetype help FAQ. Also, there are a number of undocumented file type searches 
available using Google. 

Google Filetype FAQ http://www.gooqle.com/help/faq filetypes.html 

Google Special Search Features 

Spell Checker: Google has a very good spell check option. When you input a query, 
Google checks to see if you are using the most common spelling of the keyword. If 
not, Google nicely asks, "Did you mean: x?" where x is the most common spelling. I 
really love this because Google doesn't presume. Sometimes you are intentionally 
misspelling a term. The classic example is [http referrer]. This computer term is 
almost always misspelled, so searching on [http referrer] won't yield nearly as many 
results as searching on the misspelled term. Google's dictionary also includes 
proper names. 

Calculator: the Google calculator will evaluate basic and complicated mathematical 
expressions as well as convert units of measurement and physical constants. 
Soople makes the Google calculator extremely easy to use. For detailed help in 
using the calculator, see: 

Google Calculator Help http://www.qoogle.com/help/calculator.html 

Dictionary: Google has integrated dictionary definitions into its search options. 
Nothing could be easier to use. Underlined keywords appearing at the top of the 
results page are linked to Answers.com. 

Define: new to Google is the define option. To use it, enter define then a word or 
phrase. This feature augments the dictionary option by searching a wider variety of 
sources. For example, the query [define blog] will return a web definition as the first 
result. The advantage of the define option is that the definition appears at the top of 
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the Google results list, whereas using the dictionary option (clicking on define) 
requires the user to click on the link and go to that site to read the definition. 

Web Re,sulls 1 - 100 of about 11,600.000 for tie fine ~with Safesearch on. (0:68 seconds) 

Web definitions for Blog 
~ Blog is short for weblog. A weblog is a journal (or newsleller) that is frequently updated 
"q(j•· and intended for general public consumption. Slogs generally represent the personalrty 

of the author or the Web site. 
www.bytowninternet.com/glossary- D~finiticn in ,;.cnte ·<t 

Sponsored Linhs 

Set Up Your Bloq for Free 
Instantly look like a pro & create 
blogs that get noticed & read often 
WN•v.typepad.com 

Translations: Currently, Google offers webpage translations to/from English and 
Arabic, simplified Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, 
Russian , and Spanish. If a page appears in the results list in one of the languages 
Google translation supports, you will see [Translate this page) after the page title. 
All the newest additions to Google's translation list use statistical machine translation 
software developed by Google and the quality of these translations is far superior to 
that provided by Systran. These languages include at present Arabic, simplified 
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Russian _ 

Number Search: The numbers Google will search for include: 
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~ US Patent numbers: syntax is [patent 5521308] 

~ UPS tracking: enter the tracking number with or without spaces 
[1 Z9999X99999999] 

~ USPS tracking: enter the tracking number with or without spaces 
[9999999999999999999999] 

~ FedEx tracking: enter the tracking number with or without spaces 
[9999999999999999] 

~ DHL and Airborne Express tracking: enter DHL plus the tracking number 
[DHL 9999999999]; DHL queries are the least reliable on Google 

~ ZIP codes: enter a US ZIP code, either five or nine digits 

~ ISBN: enter any International Standard Book Number 

~ VIN Information: to find information about a vehicle's history, search on its 
17-character Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 

~ FAA airplane registration numbers: [n158ua] (simply enter the FAA 
registration number; no special syntax is required) 
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~ FCC equipment Ids: syntax is [fcc EJM386S303] 

Weather: The Google weather search is for US locations only. Simply enter the 
keyword weather followed by a city and/or state or even just a zip code (which works 
just fine by itself) and Google will present you with an attractive, succinct weather 
chart: 

----·-·----.. ------------------------
Web 

Wellth•r for Slln Ft3nCISCO, CA 

Mostly Cloudy 
wmrJ &W m 11 mph 

Wed Thu 

~ ~ 

HUil'lidlty 82% 63' I ~g · 66"149" 55"151" 54" 150" 

IJS LO! i!IINeather Serv>ce 
Current we~po""it$-& rorec~sts 
ror 'l'.).lJr a,.~~ l>lilr\ i9af11rn!! updal9s 
• '>."'~tu.;f, jiJ :.. ai•N~~1h-= ~(J('· 

Airport Delays and Weather: To see delays and weather conditions at a US 
airport, enter the airport's three-letter code and the word airport. For example, to see 
delays and weather conditions at Baltimore-Washington International, enter [bwi 
airport]. At the top of the Google results page you will see the image of an airplane 
followed by a link to "View conditions at Baltimore-Washington International Airport 
(BWI), Baltimore, Maryland." The link takes you directly to the FAA's Air Traffic 
Control System Command Center's real-time status information page for BWI. 

Phonebook, Street Maps, and Stock Quotes: US residential and business 
phonebook lookups, US addresses, and US stock exchange data. Please see 
Google Help for information on using these features: 

Google Help http://www.google.com/help/features.html 

Google Guides: Did you know that Google publishes "a variety of reviewer's guides 
to selected Google products on the Google Press Center" designed for journalists 
who are reviewing these products? However, the guides are very well done and 
include a lot of useful set-up and user instructions. 

Google Guides http://www.google.com/press/guides.html 

Goog le Services 

Google has many services hidden behind its spare homepage. By selecting "more" 
and then "even more" on the home page ... 
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You will see the many products and services Google offers that are not reflected on 
the "googlized" homepage. 

F10ogl~ 

Shop for items to buy online and at local stores 

:--~\ Images 
L:,:J Search for images on the web 

~::~:1 UJ1;al 
~ F~IOCCill businesses and get dir&ctions 

/;;'l''J~ 
·~ View maps and get directions 

t~ews · now with arcl1ive s~ar..:h'H"'~ 
Search thousands of news stOOies 

Scholc.r 
Search scholarly papers 

Sner:ializl9d Searches 
Search within specific topics 

rt TooiL<-t 
0 .0 Add a search box to your browser 

~· ~~daer~h 1V progrC~ms and videos 

Web S~arc h 
Search over billions or web pages 

;f~-•) 'Neb Search Features 
~~ find movies, music, stocks, books, and more 

Search 

,wt.· Alerts 
'''ill Gel email updates on the topics of your choice 

~ 
~ 

8 109 s~arch 
Find blogs on your favorite topics 

8f.'(\k SP.a:rr.h 
Search the full text of books 

i.::£.1 (: ~1 31095 
~ Search and browse mail-order catalogs 

Checkout 
c·Ompleie online purchases more quickly and securely 

Desktop 
Search and personalize your computer 

""/''> Directory 
L~t 81owse the web by topic 

Earth 
Explore the world from your PC 

f-~ FinanC9 
~ ~s info, news, and interactive charts 

Picasa 
Find, edrt and share your photos 

SkotchUp 
Create 30 models for Google Earth 

Talk 
iM"ind call your friends through yow computer 

Trcmslate 
View wsb pages in other languages 

Go mobile 

tfl:. Maps fur mobile 
,,1;)~ View maps and get directions on your phone 

Mobile 
Use Google on your mobile phone 

SMS 
Use text messaging for quick info 

Make your computer work better 

P.ad 
A free collect ion of essential software 

(.~dj 'V'/()b ,;rr:ele:raiC'r 
'\::t'1 Speed up the web 

Explore and Innovate 

Cod~ 
Download APis and open source cod& 

~ - now vtfth Custom Se~rch ErtqineN"':"I' 
Contribute your expertise and customize the web search ex-perience 

Labs 
Explore Google's technology playground 

Communicate. show & share 

Bloggor 
Share your life online wilh a bloy ·· it's fast , easy , and free 

Calendar 
Organize your schedule and share events with friends 

Ooc5 &. Sp•eadsheets 
Create and share your projects online and access them from 
anywhere 

•-;mail 
~ seerchBble email with less spam 

(ffi·t.·)',· Groups 
_ Create mailing lists and discussion groups 

News: Google News headlines are entirely generated using a computer algorithm 
that scours more than 4500 worldwide news sources. Google News also offers 
international editions for France, Germany, India, Italy, Spain, and several other 
countries. For details on Google News, see the news search engine section below. 
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Images: Google Images indexes more than a billion images in JPEG, GIF, and PNG 
(Portable Network Graphics) formats. The Advanced Image Search lets users limit 
searches by filetype, size of image, coloration, and site or domain. 

Google Image Search http://images.qooqle.com/ 

Book Search: To use the book search, simply preface any search with the keyword 
book or books. The first three results, if there are any matches, will come from 
Gooqle Book Search. 

Groups: Google acquired Deja, the last remaining Usenet newsgroup search 
engine, in 2001. Even before that, Google began its own Usenet archive in August 
2000. The complete Usenet archive, more than a billion messages dating back to 
1995, is searchable via Google Groups. In 2004 Google introduced a new version of 
Google Groups that includes a mailing list and discussion forum creation option to 
rival Yahoo Groups' similar service. Also new is the ability for registered users to 
keep track of their favorite topics using the star (~) feature. By clicking the star next 
to a favorite topic, that topic is added to the user's "My starred topics" page. Postings 
now appear in minutes in Google Groups rather than the hours it used to take. 

Google Groups still offers both a simple and advanced interface to search the 
newsgroup postings. Both interfaces are extremely easy to use. Google Groups not 
only returns results (sorted by relevance or date), it also shows you the most 
relevant groups for your topic. So a search on the term oceanography suggests I 
might want to take a look at the related groups sci.geo.oceanoqraphy and 
bionet.bioloqy.deepsea. Newsgroup searching in general and Gooqle Groups are 
discussed in greater detail in a later section. 

Google Groups http://groups.google.com/ 

Mobile SMS Search: This service is different from the SMS text messaging that has 
been available at AOL, Yahoo, Live Search, etc., for some time. The new Google 
SMS permits queries using mobile technology. Google's SMS service offers similar 
services but with different shortcuts. It is open to all US subscribers using a "major" 
US cell phone provider and also to most UK mobile subscribers. The US number is 
46645 (GOOGL on most phones) and for the UK it is 64664 (6GOOG on most 
phones). Google explains how to use the SMS search service and offers a number 
of sample queries at its new SMS webpage. 

Google SMS http://www.google.com/sms/ 

Patent Search (beta): New for 2007, Google Patent Search now has its own 
discrete page. Users could always search for US patents by number, but Google 
decided to create a separate page for these searches. The new site offers many 
advanced search options, including options to search by patent number, title, 
inventor's name, assignee's name, US and international classifications, and issue or 
filing date range. Even more valuable than the search options are the view choices. 
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The new Google patent search has the ability to show you the patent itself, complete 
with zoom, page scrolling, drawings, internal search, and other patents that 
reference the current one. Here is the drawing of H. K. Markey (aka the actress 
Hedy Lamarr) and George Antheil's 1941 patent for a "secret communication 
system" that used a new concept: frequency hopping. 

SECRET COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ~"''1 r '""I"' Ma•>-•t 
, -- ------ El.''(!t -•ili'Pagejl'j. <f.>Fullscreen 

,-. --------------------------------------~ D 

: Av_g. i l, 1942. H, K, MARK£V ET AL 2,292,387 'j 0 Pat~nt summary 
: n:cur co~JJ'IICA'!JON stsr~ P.1ten1 number: 2292387 

: Filing date; Jun 10, 1941 

Google Patent Search 

f'Ufl) Ju.'\e 10. 1941 2 SUat~baet. 1 1 1 d , A 11 1042 
1 1 

ssue a1e. ug , " 

I More about this patent 

I a Potent seetlons 
· Abstract 

i 
1·:1 

http://www.gooqle.com/patents 

Blog Search: Google Blog Search is a direct competitor with Technorati, until now 
the big dog on the blog search block. Despite all the chatter about them, blogs are 
still kind of mysterious and confusing in part because there are lots of things called 
blogs that don't fit the earlier definition. Blogs originally referred to on-line personal 
journals, often updated daily, but now everything using RSS or Atom (XML formats 
for distributing newsfeeds) seems to be considered a blog. Therefore, blog search 
engines generally restrict themselves to indexing and searching for anything that 
uses a site feed. Google Blog Search is no exception. The new Google Blog Search 
FAQ says, "The goal of Blog Search is to include every blog that publishes a site 
feed (either RSS or Atom)." [emphasis added] This means that Google Blog Search 
defines "blog" as any site with an XML site feed, and that is fine as long as we know 
what we're getting. However, Google Blog Search is apparently excluding feeds from 
news sources to try to prevent overlap between Google News and Blog Search. 
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Keep in mind that Google Blog Search only indexes the site feed, not the full 
content at the website that originated the feed . 

Google Slog Search indexes feeds dating back to January 2000. Also, one of the big 
advantages of the XML format is that it, unlike HTML, includes date/time data, which 
means you can use Google Blog Search to find information from a specific day or a 
range of dates. Google Slog Search will also enable users to search entire blogs or 
specific posts. 

Some of the Google Search operators work in Google Slog Search and it has its 
own unique operators, too, as the About Google Slog Search page explains: 

All of the standard Google Search operators are supported in Blog Search. These 
include: 

~ link: [very useful in finding who's linking to whom] 

~ site: 

~ intitle: 

Additionally, Slog Search supports the following new operators of its own: 

~ inblogtitle: 

~ inposttitle: 

~ inpostauthor: 

~ blogurl: 

For example, a search such as [mandolin inpostauthor:Graham] will show you posts 
about mandolins written by people named Graham. Note that you can also use the 
Advanced Search option to achieve the same effect. 

In addition, you can restrict your results to any one or any combination of 35 
languages using the Advanced Search option. Google Slog Search will also give 
users the option of subscribing to the blogs in the news aggregator of your choice. 

The main drawback of Google Slog Search seems to be that it indexes only the 
content of feeds and often what is syndicated in a newsfeed is very sparse. 
Technorati wins hands down on this point because it does do full text searching. 
Google may eventually decide it needs to do so as well. After all, this is a beta 
version. 
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Google Blog Search http://bloqsearch.qooqle.com/ 

About Google Blog Search http://www.qooqle.com/help/about bloqsearch.html 

Directory: Google's web directory uses the Open Directory Project's collection and 
its own search technology to rank the sites based upon "importance" (which usually 
means popularity}. Google Directory lets users limit searches to a specific directory 
category. For example, if I search the directory for the keyword [afghan], Google 
presents two categories: 

Google Search GO tJO le"·' ~~:~::nc es 
Directory"' 

Directory Help 

I 

Regional > Asia > Afghani stan 
R8creation > Pets > P oqs > En::eds > Hound Group :> Afqi·,an Hound 

Sea1cherJ ·NJthm the categor/ Google Directory for~ Results 1 · 100 •lf about 14,700,000 Search took 0.45 second~ 

By selecting the Regional > Asia > Afghanistan category, I have the option to search 
only in this category, thus focusing my search and avoiding irrelevant results. The 
Google Directory contains over 1.5 million uris. 

Google Directory http://directorv.qooqle.com/ 

Video Search: As of the first of the year 2007, Google Video began to include 
results from YouTube, which it purchased in October 2006. For now, when users 
click on the YouTube results, they are taken to the YouTube website. YouTube 
videos do not appear on the Google video homepage, only in search results where 
they are recognizable from their address. 

Google Video Search is a way to search and view TV shows, including news, 
entertainment, and more, for free. The search includes not only national networks, 
such as ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN, but also local programming and shows from 
around the world. How does this work? Google Video indexes the closed captioning 
of TV shows so that when you search for a keyword, it finds that word in the 
captioning transcripts and displays a list of the shows with that keyword. In most 
cases, you can only see still shots of the show, but in a few instances, you will be 
able to view the entire broadcast. This is a very new Google option, and it is sure to 
expand and improve over time. 
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One of the best features of Google Video is that you do not need any special 
software to view the videos, only Macromedia Flash Player, which is a free browser 
plug-in that most users already have on their computers. 

Google Video offers users the opportunity to rank video using a system of one to five 
stars for users to rate videos as well as the ability to add labels (tags to describe a 
video) and comments. 

~ !!Mill VIdeo ~ ~ Qft~ mo1e" 

Gqd~:g~~ iran 

•IIIIIIIIIITiolpliOO~~C ·l·m~~dy~~M~~'s i~cvii d eioo~~Mo~Y~~~~~~S~ooirts~~~l~'mlati'"niTIVishi'~idiGiooiql~aP~- ~c~ks~~ ... 

NF.v·.'1 Upload your videos 

II I 

\ 
J 

One hour video about Iran 
I · · ·. ·.,:·-· -:·~··r..·.-.r~:38r,ltm~1 ', 

16.265 'M WS '· 

Download . for I w;nd...,/Mac 0!] 

, r oo -tiii, :ii034ii"Ai@-. l 
l This is a one hour video all about h ,1n . 

. , Pr~\' - N~ d Vldl?(l )t 

: Plclylist- DPiails ·F rom U'5-l?r- Relaled
! Ceoroment~N ~~r.: • - Flag as inappropn:de 

[ Continuous Playback: ~~~~ · OFF 

: One hour video about 

I ~~n 
- -~· .. u- • r. ,,. ~ : :d mtn 

J ,, ' r~·J ·~~ : ,._..,..·j·. .:; 
. I il ~ -~· - ~!I\ ' ... ' . 

' · · ~--:' '' . i L~?~'s Bornb hanl 

' - · ~~~ · ; ' . 

• . • , l': t~;::;; ~ ( :':.. \j I '· I ' 'I i, ;; ' / 
; "' ·-· •·ill·,- ' '· t ' ~ ? 
~ ... , .... 
I .. 

. I 

II 

·Wfia'· ·-~;.:~ · :.i.~. . i 4tvs ~rlldu c.t :un-s 
·.~ • ... Jrfll; l 

tX•.I11':'-& . .i .: 
' 

VVuml'!n Poli.;J? in !r an 
1 r:'lln 

Bomb h ~ n 
W1:;nnlf:'n 

3 min 

There are some of the operators that work in Google Video: 

title: enter the name of a TV show on one of the stations Google Video 
indexes, with or without keywords. For example: 

[title:nature] or [title:newshour robotics] 

genre: enter news, comedy, music, animation with or without a keyword; I 
recommend referring to the complete list of genres on the Advanced Search 
page. 

type: enter sports, music_ video, movie with or without a keyword. 
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duration: short (< 4 min.), medium (4-20 min.), or long (> 20 min.) with or 
without a keyword. 

is:free or is:forsale determines whether or not the search finds free or for 
purchase videos. 

language: limits the search to videos in a specific language using the same 
digraphs as main Google search. 

Google Video http://video.google.com/ 

Google Scholar 

In November 2004, Google introduced a new tool called Google Scholar. Here's how 
the Google site describes it: "Google Scholar enables you to search specifically for 
scholarly literature, including peer-reviewed papers, theses, books, preprints, 
abstracts and technical reports from all broad areas of research. Use Google 
Scholar to find articles from a wide variety of academic publishers, professional 
societies, preprint repositories and universities, as well as scholarly articles available 
across the web." Moreover, "Google Scholar ... automatically analyzes and extracts 
citations and presents them as separate results, even if the documents they refer to 
are not online. This means your search results may include citations of older works 
and seminal articles that appear only in books or other offline publications." Google 
Scholar not only indexes journal articles, dissertations, and technical reports, it also 
indexes books, which means you can use Google's new Library Search (OCLC's 
WorldCat search) to locate the book in a local library or find a place to purchase the 
book online. 

Although a number of scholarly search sites and tools already exist-e.g., CiteSeer, 
DOAJ, ArXiv, and even Google's own partnership with IEEE-the fact that the 
premier search engine has branched off into scholarly search is obviously 
significant. Google Scholar searches across a far wider range of sources than any 
other publicly available scholarly search tool currently available. Users should be 
able to read at least an abstract of articles that require registration and access the 
full text if they or their institution have a subscription for the content. The best thing 
about Google Scholar is that it gives users the range, power, and flexibility of 
Google. As far as I can tell, all the types of Google syntax-site:, inurl:, filetype:, 
etc.-work with Google Scholar. You can limit your search to file type using either 
the filetype: or ext: syntax, e.g., [ext:pd·~ (filetype: and ext: work interchangeably). 
The most useful addition to Google Scholar is probably the new author: syntax 
(which, by the way, already existed in Google Groups search). 

As you can see from this query, Google Scholar searches and retrieves scholarly 
references from many types of sources and also provides a handy "Cited by" link 
that shows all the pages referring to the original work. 
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Ia __ uthor:candy "artificial intelligence" ......................................... , ......... __ , _________________ ,,, ... , ·····················. 

S_cholar Results 1 - 14 of14forallthoi;candy ''iutificial intelligence:·.(o~09 seconds) 

]BooKJ Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach- Library Search -Web Search 

S Russell, P l'iorvig, JF Clll<ly, Jlv1 Malik, DD .. - ·~Jt~;iJ'C:.J.?.2G 
Er.qle·.vood Clis. f'JJ: Prentice Hall, 1995 

ICITATIDNJ Creative design of the Lotus bicycle implications for knowledge support systems research- Web Search 
L C.;udy, E Edmonds- UltO.Qj:oy_:_::~r 
De.sign Studies, ·19913 

Support for collaborative design Aaents and erneroence 
EA Edrnonds, L C.itllly, R ._Iones, B Souf1- ~:ll.§(i_J)j_,;:;:: 
... 10 Jones, RM and Edmonds, EAA framework for negotiation. In CSCW and 
Artificial intelligence, J. Connolly and EA Edmonds, Eds .... 
Communication,; of the ACM, 1994 - portal. a ern. or9- portal. a ern. orq 

Issues in the Design of Expert Svstems for Business 
E Edrnonds, L Cau<ly, P S13tter, S Lunn- ~2;itgr) __ ~t:c 
... INDEX TERMS Primary Classification: I Computing Methodologies 12 ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE 12.1 Applications and Expert Systems Subjects: Office aulomation ... 
Expe1l Systems: Human Issues- portal acrn. org 

fPOFJ lntror:luci na creativity to coqniti on 
l. C.1mly, E Edmonds - r:itrd b•..- 3 
... fortunate to welcome. To anyone who has even heard of Anificiilllntelligence, 
Marvin Minsky needs no introduction. In his forthcoming ... 
Proceedings ofth~- thrrd conference on Creati>.,ty & ... , 1999- portal.acrn.org- porial.acm.org 

Google Scholar also offers an advanced search option. It certainly simplifies 
searching for articles by author, articles published in a specific publication, and 
words in the articles' title. However, as with most date searches, forget it. I searched 
for articles about chemistry published in the year 2020 and found three. Either 
Google knows something about the future that we don't or their software is 
misreading some number as a year. The advanced Google Scholar search also let 
users limit their search by publication. This is somewhat misleading because the 
"publication" can be a citation, article, or book, although there is no way to tell 
Google Scholar to distinguish among these choices. Also, the publication searches 
are imperfect; a search limited to the publication Nature also returns results from 
Nature Medicine, for example. 

During 2006, Google Scholar added a new feature that "will make it easier for 
researchers to keep up with recent research ... lt's not just a plain sort by date, but· 
rather we try to rank recent papers the way researchers do, by looking at the 
prominence of the author's and journal's previous papers, how many citations it 
already has, when it was written, and so on. Look for the new link on the upper right 
for 'Recent articles'-or switch to 'All articles' for the full list."40 

40 Dejan Perkovic, "Keeping up with recent research," Google Blogspot, 20 April 2006, 
<http://gooq lebloq. bloqspot.com/2006/04/keepinq-up-with-recent-research. html> (31 October 2006). 
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Also new for 2006 was a related search option: "For every Google Scholar search 
result, we try to automatically determine which articles in our repository are most 
closely related to it. You can s~e a list of these articles by clicking the 'Related 
Articles' link that appears next to each result. The list of related articles is ranked 
primarily by how similar these articles are to the original result, but also takes into 
account the relevance of each paper."41 

Peter Jacs6 has called Google Scholar's quality into question in his excellent and 
thorough analysis of Google Scholar's citation ability. Jacs6, Professor of Library 
and Information Science, University of Hawaii, concluded that "Google Scholar (GS) 
does a really horrible job matching cited and citing references."42 There are 
numerous other scholarly citation search options (CiteSeer, lSI Highly Cited, and 
Scirus) that, for now at least, are superior to Google Scholar. 

However, I would not count Google Scholar out in the long run. Google Scholar is 
yet another example of what are called "vertical search engines," that is, search 
services that focus on indexing and searching specialized data sources. Vertical 
search has fundamentally. replaced the portal concept as a more targeted, less 
manpower-intensive, and more cost effective means of getting the right information 
to the right people at the right time. 

Google Scholar http://scholar.google.com/ 

Advanced Google Scholar Search 
http://scholar.google.com/advanced scholar search 

Google Trends 

Google unveiled Google Trends in May 2006 and set a lot of people thinking about 
its potential utility. Google Trends is a new technology that lets users see how many 
searches have been performed on one to five terms and where those searches 
originate. 

"Google Trends analyzes a portion of Google web searches to compute how 
many searches have been done for the terms you enter relative to the total 
number of searches done on Google over time. We then show you a graph with 
the results-our search-volume graph-plotted on a linear scale . 

41 Luiz Barroso, Distinguished Engineer, "Exploring the scholarly neighborhood," Google Blogspot, 
22 August 2006, <http://gooqlebloq.bloqspot.com/2006/08/explorinq-scholarly-neighborhood .html> 
(10 October 2006) . 

42 Peter Jacs6, "Google Scholar and The Scientist," Peter Jacs6's Review Extras, October 2005, 
<http://www2.hawaii.edu/-jacso/extra/gs/> (31 October 2006). 
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Located just beneath our search-volume graph is our news-reference-volume 
graph. This graph shows you the number of times your topic appeared in Google 
News stories. When Google Trends detects a spike in the volume of news stories 
for a particular term; it labels the graph and displays the headline of an 
automatically selected Google News story written near the time of that spike. 
Currently, only English-language headlines are displayed, but we hope to support 
non-English headlines in the future. Below the search and news volume graphs, 
Google Trends displays the top cities, regions, and languages for the first term 
you entered."43 

There are some very important limitations to Google Trends, however. First of all, 
the feedback provided by Google Trends is based on a portion of Google's 
searches. not all of them. Google Trends seeks to provide "insights into broad 
search patterns," not detailed and verifiable data about searches. Second, "as a 
Google Labs product, it is still in the early stages of development," meaning it is 
prone to error because "several approximations are used when computing your 
results, " but Google does not say what these are.44 

Here's a look at Google Trends' results for the query comparing search terms ["north 
korea",dprk] for all regions and all years. Note that in Google Trends, you can 
compare terms by using a comma to separate them. 

Trend history 

& "no11h k1lre .1·· e djHk 
... ..... ,_, . ................. , ............... . 

Top cities it.f:.~')Hi!i~.;di 

~ 1. Seoul , Soulh Korea 

2. Wa1hington, OC, USA r---" 
' 3. Seanle . WA, USA I""""" 

4. Au'S1in . TX, USA ~ 

~ 5. New Yotk, NY , USA ~ 

C..:x.'"Jll~ .,!Hll:l~ ::~:J OPRK confirms I rain e}Cp/osion 
Xmhu.a . .A(Jr 24 2(0 4 

t:~J OPRK to suspend participation in six-party talks fo1 
"indefinite peri od· 
Po:tJp!e's Dc1ilt Onlitrc · Feb 10 2CD5 

@j US has "good discussions" wlth OPRK says Hil\ 
XinhuJ . Sep 16 2005 

@ US not to attack or invade OPRK 
Pe:;ceJournllir.m. rom- Sep 19 2005 

W Chtna OPRK mark 45th annivefsary of friendship treaty 

fiJ UN Security Council unanimously adopts re solution on 
DPRK missile launches 
PP.t:~ f)l €''~ Dail}' Online- Jul 16 2Clli 

43 "About Google Trends," Google Trends, 2006, <http://www.google.com/intl/en/trends/about.html> 
(31 October 2006). 
44 Google Trends. 
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Despite all its limitations, I am intrigued by the potential this tool offers. For example, 
if I were looking back over the past couple of years for a very obscure term, I would 
definitely use Google Trends to see if I could discern anything useful from this data. 

Google Trends http://www.qooqle.com/trends 

Google Guides 

Did you know that Google publishes "a variety of reviewer's guides to selected 
Google products on the Google Press Center" designed for journalists who are 
reviewing these products? However, the guides are very well done and include a lot 
of useful set-up and user instructions. 

Google Guides http://www.google.com/press/guides.html 

72 

~:Web Tip 
Everything isn't on the Internet 

(or it's not free)f 

Contrary to popular opinion, everything is not on the Internet. In 
fact, much of the kind of information you are used to working with 
is not and never will be on the Internet. Unrealistic expectations 
about the kinds of information you may find on the Internet can 
lead to frustration and wasted time and effort. A general rule of 
thumb: the more sensitive, rare, or expensive the information, the 
less likely it is to be on the Internet. Also, much valuable data on 
the Internet requires payment. 
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Google Hacks 

Google hacks-a term usually associated with the book of the same name published 
by O'Reilly Publishing-are tips, tricks, techniques, and scripts that make Google 
more powerful and useful. Some are extraordinarily simple, such as being conscious 
of word order, while others are either so complicated ("scraping the code") or trivial 
(Googlisms) that I doubt many of you will ever need them. 

Because there is so much interest in Google hacks, I thought I would catalog links to 
the best sites on the web for finding more information about Google hacks as well as 
bring the best Google hack techniques together in one place. 

First, a word about Google APis, which are used to create many Google hacks. API 
stands for Application Programming Interface. Google offers its own free APis 
developers' kit, which provides documentation and example code for using the 
Google Web APis service.45 That's fine if you are in a situation that permits 
downloading, installing, and running code from the web, but that is not always an 
option. However, many Google hacks either do not require an API key or, if they do, 
are available, thanks to the kindness of strangers, on websites. 

Best Google Hack Websites 

The Official (but not the best): Google hacks from O'Reilly. Taken directly from the 
book of the same name by Tara Calishain and Rael Dornfest, the complete list of 
100 hacks is here, but only a few have details about how to use them. 

Google Hacks http://hacks.oreilly.com/pub/ht/2 

Researchbuzz.com: Gooqle Hacks Archive . Much better source of Google hacks 
from Tara Calishain's website. Google hacks are listed by date and you can search 
the site. 

Research buzz http://www.researchbuzz.org/archives/google hacks.shtml 

Google API FAQs. Everything you need to know about Google's API service. 
Remember, this process involves registration, downloading software, and other 
interaction with Google, so it's not for everyone. 

Google API FAQS http://www.google.com/apis/api_faq.html 

45 "As of December 5, 2006, we are no longer issuing new API keys for the SOAP Search API. 
Developers with existing SOAP Search API keys will not be affected ." Google SOAP Search API 
<http://code.google.com/apis/soapsearch/> (20 February 2007). 
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Staggernation: Three Gooqle APis. 

);;> API Proximity Search (GAPS) "uses the Google API to search Google for two 
search terms that appear within a certain distance from each other on a page. 
It does this by using a seldom-discussed Google feature: within a quoted 
phrase, * can be used as a wildcard meaning 'any word."' This is a very 
useful tool; it gives users the option of searching for two terms within one, 
two, or three words of each other in any order or a specific order. 
http://www .stagqernation .com/cgi-bin/gaps.cgi 

1 @~@@§~[na.tion] [code] [writing] [noted] 

[texts] [latest] [about] [SECOND JOCKEY IN A ONE-HORSE Totrn] 

, {COde] : Plugfn!; for Mov-.:..ble Type I GAP.r~ j GARBO I GAWS'H 

~--------------------------------

1, Google API Proximity Search (GAPS) 
I 

i Read !vie 

Find ······················-- ········· -·- I willlin u :;&;! WOid(s) ofL ......... m ..... __ j r·s~l 
Ji~~~~t_()~~--~-r __ i.fj l_sort~£11~ __ @ Additional terms: 1 ... _ _________ __ _____ ........... . 

Show jA~ EJ results, with up to I 10 _'£j from each query C! Filter each query 

License key (optional) If you have your own Google API license key. we would appreciate your entering 

l J 
It here. II will be used only for the searches you do with this script. and it Wlll not 

----- - --- -·- be stored anywh!M!: or use-d in any otl"'er way. 

: .· 
;. 
;;. 

> API Web Search By Host (GAWSH) "uses the Google API to search Google 
for a query string, and returns a list of the web hosts found in the set of 
results. You can then expand any of these hosts and display only the results 
from that host. .. Clicking on the triangle to the left of a host will perform the 
same query again, but restricted to that host (using Google's 
"site:www.foo.com" query syntax), and expand the listing to display the first 
10 results." I have to admit I find this particular script more confusing than 
useful. I prefer to use Google's site: syntax, but others may find this API to 
their liking. 
http://www. staggernation. com/gawsh/ 

);;> API Relation Browsing Outliner (GARBO) uses the Google API to search 
Google for pages that are either related to (using the related: keyword) or 
linked to (using the link: keyword) that URL. Does not add a great deal to 
what Google can do already, beyond offering the option to view the results 
as snippets or uris. 
http://www.stagqernation.com/qarbo/ 

Gooqle Rankings. This site contains a number of different options created as search 
engine optimization tools for website creators and maintainers. However, some of 
these Google tools are what you might call "dual use technologies." 
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);;> Keyword Density. Probably not something everyone needs everyday, but a 
pretty neat tool. It lets you enter a uri, then see which are the words and 
phrases that address uses most in the form of a detailed report on their 
numbers and density. Although it was designed· as a search engine 
optimization tool, I can see its utility as a rudimentary traffic analysis tool. 

Google Rankings http://www.googlerankings.com/kdindex.php 

'<1' 
rl1 

Gcx:xsLt l<AiJ'?.J!J<r5 
Keyw<>od Otn<il'j 

E(lter ~h~ dorr~ain <Jr URl o:f )'lli.Jr. 'o'Febsil~ :a SP.e which a~ lhP i,iJprds 
anC phra.s.e~ il use$ mo:;i, see .1 deioiled Ii!PJ?rt -on their r~mbers, and den"Sily 

Ignore words of P cllaracters in i~ngth or tess. 1 Minimum ocwrren·ces: f 
tnch.ide the tonowlng: Word Filters 

F Include Page nue FUse our delcult s;oc• word list 
f'lnclude M&ta tag Key'tJDrds c. Ignore the following word fist 
P:ln'l1Jde Mt-ta tag Dt<suiption r lnchide on?v the follcn•ring WC<rd list 

Separate word> Ui a soac9 or pUi ens word pe1 lill€1. 

);;> Mass Keyword Search: This tool lets you enter from two to ten keywords and 
a uri to see where (if anywhere) the site ranks in Google vis-a-vis those 
keywords. The tool only searches up to the top 1000 Google sites. This could 
be useful to see if an unusual term is found at a specific site. 
http://www.googlerankings.com/mkindex.php 

);;> Mass Domain Search: With this tool, you can enter up to 10 different uris 
(domains) for the same keyword and check the position of the websites in 
Google up to the top 1000 sites. This could be useful to see where an 
unusual term ranks in a number of different sites at once. 
http://www.googlerankings.com/mdindex.php 

FindForward. If you love Google, you will probably find Philipp Lenssen's creation 
very useful. Lenssen has done Google one better by creating a simple way to power 
search Google with the help of the Google Web APis. All users have to do is to enter 
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a query (FindForward supports all basic and advanced Google search options and 
syntax) and select the type of search desired from the pulldown list. As you can see 
from the list below, there are many possible types of searches available. Try the 
Search Grid option, in which you can enter up to five keywords to create a grid 
showing inter-relationships of the terms. Try [iran korea nuclear terror], for example. 
Then there is the potentially dangerous Just Files option for searching website 
directories that were (probably) not meant to be browsed. 

Find Forward http://www.findforward.com/ 

-FIND~ 
FORWARD The uber engine. About... 

l~1 ,1.9.~,~f9,.Y'!g~9, ... L:J ~ 
i Image Direct 
!Amazon 
:Chat Search 
, Search Grid 
!Tags 
·Get Questions 
"Global 
!Just Files 
'Meta Search 
· Backlinks 
Directory 

:Old Pages 
:Luc.irst 
D• DIWM 
. Randomize 
, Ask Question 
I 19oo-195o 
i 1950-2000 
·Wildcard Phrase 
iGrowWord 

Fagan Finder's Google Ultimate Interface. A useful and friendly Google interface that 
allows users to maximize Google power without learning the syntax that it deserves 
to be on this list. 

http://www.faganfinder.com/google.html (for Internet Explorer) 
http://www.faganfinder.com/google2.html (for Mozilla browsers) 

Soople. A Google interface that makes Google's advanced features so easy to use 
it's amazing. The main page offers lots of query boxes that enable users to run 
complex Google queries without knowing anything about Google. But I think the best 
Soople tool is the calculator page. Did you know Google has a very powerful 
calculator function as a basic part of the search engine? Most people don't, and 
even if they did, they wouldn't use it because it is not what I would call intuitive. 
Therefore, the Soople calculator interface to the Google calculator is a godsend for 
the mathematically impaired such as yours truly. 
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SEARCH GOOGllii I A&C>Ut soOPlE I 
~----------~----------------------------------~ Ma:n Page -Calculator- Translate 

~;Smart calculator (<>~!>bin) a II . . . .. . · ··· ee1culate! I 
T,p: Cor,vert many measures/units 
Like ' 15 'yT:I: in metBrs ' 

E3 Ai1d1 suhtrar:t,. divide 8: rnultiply (e><rolainJ 

~'I enter number I· .:.llen1er number 

CelttJiate j 

1 ""' · Trigonometric functions (expliiin) 

Pv· l Str•tJS _:j lenle'. e r•umbet Ce.lculetel I 
NotcJ.~ numbctrz .:u.a .:..:~(Jmc-d to. b,a r.ldi.lrt!$' 
r,i:h<;r>JIS€1 t 1/i?9 'deQrees afr:e1 the n;,tmbef 

il ln (logarithm base P.l (!>Ypl~in) 
____ i len~er a numbe• Calculate! I 

.6' ~ind the rernilinder after division (~xplain) 
~· :J:vtde ·lenter 8 .1umber oy · I enter 8 nur~tber 

F10d lhe remamde-r I 

Phone £<., Location Superfilter 

l

·o·· Quick unit converter (explain) 

.l~·lumbe! I Choose unit ::J 
m: li-Ch-o-o-se_u_n-it ~-.......::::1:::; Convert I 

1

0/. Calculate the p~rcentage of ... (~pl;;,in) 
. /0 !enter a number percent oL I enter a number 

- Calrulete I 

1

- J · # root of... (explain) 

\J I Choose roc1 ::J lr-:em=e-r e-n-um_b_e_r Calcula1el I 

l-/ log (logarithm base I 0) ((>xpl.oin) 

~--- l<lntet o number CtsiCUII:llel ] 

I
.Q'll Choos.e: determine the number of woys of 
'0 ehoO!iHl(J (explilin) 

· I enter 8 number choose jemter a number 

Calculate I 

Soople Calculator http://www.soople.com/index.php?sub=calculator 

Compare Gooqle Results From Different Countries. This is a valuable and much 
needed new tool. This site lets you run one query simultaneously against two 
different Google locations. What is more, it also lets you choose between two 
different Google datacenters. For example, if you select "www.google.com" as a 
datacenter, the query could go to a number of different access points. It is probably 
better to pick a specific Google datacenter. The site also lists many but not all local 
Google domains. If you select a local domain, the search and results' language will 
default to that country's language. However, if you specify a local Google domain, 
the tool may use any existing datacenter .. 

It is not really as hard to use this tool as I've made it sound. You can easily play 
around with this tool and see what works for you. Here's an example of a search for 
a Spanish term in the US using the generic "www.google.com" and the local Google 
and datacenter for Spain. The results are quite different. 
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Google Geotargeted World-Wide Search across Datacenters and Countries 

'!..ot;.atlOfl 1: I Uni1€-0 s~~s 3 
Dat.;lr.F-!ntH 1 rl ,.,---g-c.Q_3_1e_c;o_m ___ ::J.., 

~0..!. 

Got ~gle !:~~~~~···' ~tt=~ seer 

akaJN·'f111 rr:,nr • 
Qr; ... ,.,t- .,.:!~,.::.; - ,..,1.,., e.t.t,«n~rt ·"~~>'~"'ln• 

f~""'~ -·u · ol• i· II• \'",•'! ·,., , ;·.< !.In, : 

[ .. ;;. . .r· tc~l - fi!ucm ~roes . , . ~' ,, ·:J • ~~ •· t""'"V - 'l r ,, - • ,. :<~ ""'' , 

~if(S:ftl~'! -~~}· •,: • ~1· ;)·~=·::: ~~--,•:-,-: :~::r·:a th11 

&·~=~.It§<;~ 
-'vtfe: 6-l.f:r.»>u ..-.e •' tht v~1h ~iff cro•e!J 'I)f\ri ~~c-u f~1 u~~ou::~ !1' 
.... .i•t:: i.:J "tt.m-0'(;11"''' ,-tf'<ff<;f 14UIJ(J'",/, ~""' '"d _a,te"'P'! ,, 

"·•"1\'J~(.f.:l'\~ l -: :J cor· _...., ... -· • •• ,. -· -• --

~ "rJm,. ,..Octy: "' 'Y ~rJo;tnd C• ~r,.;.·~ r l"':"- L•Jt':ADr.z 
w, .c.t ..... ~.: .... l- ~ tlly~oeri1 1,111h l* f"ltl'it'-J irf.....-,)!! -"v1ir•ol 'l ()¢(~,.,~ ,.,.~~~ 
.:Ad~.,, 1~ ~th• ..Ud .... rt~;r.' hdu, .. of nw hu~ r.ti'V'..-

- . ,.-.-.-_ 

L•J:'".. At!.arel- \.'\j,t:a-cht 1t~ fr~~ ~r!?)·d:a~ 
H;Au<t'#.)' Crt1~~:,t;r ~dd:p~tt;it\tlt41JJvw•: .~~x..: bl·•~Jt".-, t:::~ 

UJs _q.,~.·~ ~rom~M n::-~ r;~,. Lt>11"t ror ll..<-~••1•'~ •. 
... , ~ • , ; ••• _; > _A.\· ...... .;-.~ • 

)!:&l!l'.A,M•;.,~~Jil',l.:~~~!IU 
~! o;~"11:1'1o.r:f ·~ ~ 1Ptt4 p"T~·,t~r *:1\t• {' .. 'lv¥41: r4 t."J r.11·4tr.od·~r .. T. 
~'!. rt~dt~ (nt~r O' Vorf"b", ~,~, NY•nt l~&r~ o.:qs-~10.~ 

-1:' . ..-1 i·;:.:. .I\; I. t:. ::..-:~· 'l'. !!":: !;:'I, . ' : ; • " 

l•m Ahrpe;. Romxvw 
u~ q..,.,.~ l·J• -, ... .IJYIIt'<t~ ~ ... ~ ~·!rr. II ":;,to Ft:illr;"i.«". , ... ' •.•'l.:'•r-.tt IS. 1~11 ('t . 
1<1\•.J~O>t !f.:no-4 tt1• R~lMI..., L:r,..;o.;-..:1'~ ...,,,.._ ~'"·i~-i>1 1 o t 

II t .,..f' . "" ;-" l·lJ L~ >; ~· o .,l.•c """,- 'J'.;r.. ··I'., •!·!'- . 't ; . '0:, . ,-. 

-

Lccatmn 2· [ (toc.:.l) :::J 
D-31~~en;er z·I'·AA-__,-,-go-o-:gf_e_a,---3-. 

fu!!!2..! 

Got Jgle l;"·:~~ l'!l_~,g~-· ~~".e..~ P. twEu ~ 
· Ccrca· r. a rora Ia -r~rrl, r t' ·;A') 'nr·$ en r.atal9 (' 

E,,panya 

Web R~su~al> 1- 20 d'$pll;>imadMn~r,1l0.500.000 p~; a alvote-l [0,19 s~g 

a-ai•Jarn r. OIT• - HQ:'Tle 
Afvoli@Z Pnm~ra empresa espafiula envuu ;:-or (n1e-rr~1 d! c.;;z~ . pesc:a, 
golr, n.3utn:a , ~!l_t;T1;;ci0n, bUCE?O ·-; esq~1 'rodos los produs::o; .a: t'f'!JOI p!i?tlo. 

wo\J.~,HE-l: ((;' ,f • '2k • i , •: ( o ~:·1, · ,- 11 • 1 • t-' '• 1 !foL<1 -

T ~~~t~I C 1 V P- •./\"th' 1- .• ¥.1:~, ~~ ._ ~ . : _-~~ . : . ~ n . f;lriJ ';: r.r~ : .. l;,~ <t.- 1.2 
5-uPJJ !!•;Cf(l·\--,_.w. I.J',,av L r..:·)"r!:, .: ·-')J; . f _, hp -:' pl · t;. ,. ; ·:~. J ~ 

t~OJ.O:~~~c'3 cnl!l-l('IQOS 'w_,.,.._~ 'i , .. ,·,;·~~; ~"( •':;·~ - · ~: 1 1; 1.hp;'[J1- ),~q:;- i I 
A3"q9 :t( .1 'Favotii•') 'S • '-14.·~ .- 1 11 ,,r~: r•;'f!i...._ ~f ;- ;-.r, php':"pl -~ (. ~ 1:;.~- 17=:· 
! .' ;. ·. I ; . ' . i <~ ! '~ f ,. ~ !~ ' _d .> .. '•'. , ~· · _ _. .... ~ _'!' .... '_: _i,l 

Alvarez (>u;:al's 
ku:tsl!r and el~ctric g:.;t~u·; 6;;.njo~ and man!!c-hns 
"• f•.W lli'J , ([ ~· • .' j' · ~-v .1·' ~.~ · ~~w-.:..~..: .. ...:...:_ .~.! - f: _ _,_; ___ _,__: .. r~J.~'.!...G 

I:SMI'.ELALVAREZ COM' UARiO' 
I<~ hc•mano Pil•ngo enol tclej ·ario de Ncl A·pl m; hermano 
An:oNo VeiH fl. PITINGO en el t~led · •oo de l•le-<Jsi6n 
espa1iola . .. 
Y''·"'· · rt 3 ~ !.1h1 :u~; c.on·L><di/J:r:- 1

• }!~. 

Using Google to search for terms using non-Latin character and/or diacritical marks 
remains problematic. I recommend that you put a plus sign in front of any non
English term when using this tool. While the Google geographic comparison tool is 
imperfect, it is a useful and interesting way to see how Google handles queries 
differently depending upon geographic region. 

Compare Google results for different geographic locations 
http://oy-oy.eu/google/world/ 

Simply Google. On one page you can see and use pretty much every Google 
search, find most Google sites, link to all the Google blogs, and even locate some 
other search blogs and sites. This really is a useful site. Notice the live bookmarks 
for all the blogs. Google search syntax works fine here (it's just an interface to the 
"real thing"). 
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Google Sites 
Gooole Anall•tics 

Gc<> ale A cco•Jnts 

Goce,le Alert~ 

'{Qcc:l~ M~i! 

Pemo~li:;e;c t\Qm~ 

Gccqle Suggest 

Gcocle Sets 

G.ocN;le r'1oon 

.:,cede r•1ar$ 

~J;;_qSJlii .• ~ 
GGcqle Currel)t TV 

GGccle Zeitgeist 

Google Fun 
t·t£:r.t:J!:~I!J:~ 

~~ 
Mccr<base Google 

Gc.c;gle Gulp 

•.:;cocle Rom.once 

Downloads 
D!?5kt;op 

Earth 

Talk 

lu·Abat 

IJJd~o Plllvoar 

Ekw 
Pa,:< 
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Google Searches 
Wet• I r--------

lrnaqes r--------
Groups ;-..------

~Jevvs r--------
froo;.Jle j--------

Local 
Bioas 

.---------

eed:'~ 
r--------

r-.·la~s 
r--------
1--------

'}·Ch•).!.§X r--------
\J'i•:l7C 

MUSiC 
i--------

Fe.;ds 1--------
13-:lSe 

r--------
j--------

Dlrectory i--------finance r--------
S::&telom i--------P.nswers i--------HiStory 

Bookmarks r-------
Unux 

j--------
eQQle i--------f\1Jcrosoft 

Movies [r-m-o·•..,..ie-:t -----

Definitions !define 
Weather ,_,w-e~t~-.h-e,-----

bbc.co.uk lsitebbc co uk 
The fl.nswe r 11-th-e -an-sw_e_r to-1-jfe-.. 1-rn-un-.-vef-S 

Search 
Seatch 

Sflelth 

Sea1ch 

Search 
Search 
Seatcn 

S&!t!ch 

SeaJch 
Sei!ch 

Search 

Search 
Seatch 

swc:n 
Sea~ch 

sea~c:n 

Seardl 
Search 

Seatch 

S~a1c:h 

Se.a1ch 

Search 

Seateh 
Seatch 

Sea~ch 

Seatch 

Search 

Search 

Google Blogs 
Off;cial Gooule Bloq ful 

Adwords API lli1 
Elloager Bu=z EW 
qooq[e BsH ful 
£Q.Qc.l~: CQ.d~ ~ 

Ggoqle Enterprise SJ 
Gooqie Maps APl 6.3 

Coogle Reader~ 
G)c:oq;tt ll.!!~!ibrd; ~ 

GQQg~~ ilfb ijj} 
~qle. Vid1112 f_ID 

lnside AdSense 5}; 
lr.side AdWNds 6il 
Jns1de Des~<mp ~ 
ltlside ;;·mrrMP ~ 

Other Blogs 

Gooole elogoscoped !);3 
Search Engi11e W.:.tch ~ 

IMide- Goog!e &J 
~~ 

:taboo Se~rch ~ 
John Battelle';; Searci'iblog ~ 

One thing that I found really interesting behind the concept of this page is that it has 
been "de-googlized." What does that mean? Well, "googlizing" a home page means 
stripping it down basically to one thing, in Google's case, that one thing is search. 
The critics of googlization point out that while that worked great for Google, it rarely 
works most of the time for the simple reason that most websites are trying to do 
something more than just one thing. In fact, "the experience of using Google is not 
the exrerience of using any other site. People go to Google to search the entire 
web."4 People go to other sites for other reasons and to do other things, sometimes 
many other things. Furthermore, Google is not simple! It just hides its complexity 
behind that plain homepage. 

Simply Google http://www.usabilityviews.com/simply google.htm 

46 Jared Spool, "Home Page Googlization," User Interface Engineering Brainsparks.com, April 6, 
2006, <http://www.uie.com/brainsparks/2006/04/05/home-page-gooqlization/> (30 October 2006). 
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Gooqle Related Image Search. The ever-creative Philipp Lenssen has developed a 
new tool that looks for related images. It is a small PHP5 script that is "first 
screenscraping Google Sets, and then it's screenscraping Google Images (once per 
term found in the set, which is why this takes some seconds)." <http://bloq.outer
court.com/forum/68971.html> I have to say it is mostly a novelty at this point, but the 
results are interesting and could potentially be useful. Here are the results for the 
query [solar system, milky way]: 

Find Related Xrnages 

T ~rm lrke bmw or br8d Pitt): 
Sub~ I 

... ! 

Rc"'l,Ji·_l A~tn.u1u••v 

Ill 
A::.lnJhluhJ'JY 

Notice that you can search for up to two terms separated by a comma. That means 
that you can search for [solar system, milky way] but a search for three single terms, 
e.g., [mercury, pluto, mars] may return strange results at this time. In any event, this 
is an interesting and unique tool, so if you need to search for related images, this is 
the place to start. 

Google Find Related Images http://bloq.outer-court.com/related/ 
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The Best Individual Google Hacks 

While not the only useful and interesting Google hacks, these are among the most 
valuable and less well-known techniques every serious searcher needs to know. 

How Google Parses Queries. Google is sensitive to the number and order of query 
terms. If you enter the query [windows explorer] without quotation marks, Google will 
first try to find all the webpages that contain the phrase ["windows explorer''] Google 
will search: 

);;> First, for keywords as one long phrase. 

);;> Second, for webpages containing all the keywords with · the greatest 
adjacency (closest together). 

);;> Third, for webpages containing a// the keywords, regardless of where they 
appear on the webpage. 

Word Order Matters. Google gives more weight to the first term in a query, so put 
the most important search term(s) first. Try these two queries and you'll see how 
different the results are: [new york city] vs. [city york new] 

Repetition, Repetition, Repetition. If you keep getting irrelevant hits, you can try 
repeating a keyword that will be emphasized by Google, such as uava coffee coffee 
coffee], which cuts down considerably on the number of results about the 
programming language. 

Boilerplate Words or Phrases Yield Gold. Used in combination with keywords, 
standardized words or phrases can produce very useful results from Google. 
Whether it's "company proprietary," "not for distribution," or a copyright disclaimer, 
these are the kinds of identifying query terms that searchers need to look for. Tara 
Calishain sites the example of using "copyright * the new york times company" plus 
keywords to locate not only articles at The New York Times website but those 
reprinted elsewhere. 

Disabling Word Stemming. The problem with Google's word stemming is that 
Google does not give users the option to turn it off, which can frustrate users trying 
to perform precise searches. However, if you put a plus (+) sign in front of a 
term, this will disable word stemming. 

Searching on Stop Words. There are two ways to force Google to search on stop 
words such as the, a, an, I. The first is to include stop words in phrases enclosed 
by double-quotes, e.g., ["to be or not to be"]. The second way to force Google to 
search for stop words is to put a plus sign (+) in front of them, e.g., [+who +what 
+when]. 
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Google Wildcard. Google has tinkered with its wildcard and it is more useful but still 
woefully inadequate. The Google wildcard (*) can only be used to replace a term or 
terms in a query. It cannot be used to truncate search terms, e.g., [child*] to find 
children, childhood, etc., and it cannot be used to find alternate spellings of terms, 
e.g., [kazak*stan]. That being said, the Google wildcard is not useless. The wildcard 
search is very good at helping you do "fill in the blank" searches, and it works great 
not only in English but in other languages as well. Here are a few examples of "fill in 
the blank" searches using the wildcard (there is no need to capitalize because 
Google ignores uppercase): 

. . Web !JmH22 9~21 ~ ~.lt ~.£D.! ~·~ Go l >g te l'lll\lirnQ:Q ~~ ,: o. ci~o' m<>r,16nc" s .. orch 1 ~~·,.,~ 

Web Resulls 1 . 8 of about 11 for "b•hinoote Is doe • dty o1 rn.11)1oru1" ,..,,h Sofou.>rdo 011. {0.65 <itond>) 

Rl!·,~:- 2ncr A.nnual Res.;c;n:;t; Si~l'D<:'Sit:rrl• OVERV'E:W & (.:ENER/<.LINFCRMAIIOr-< 
Baitllnooo Is lire Ch•mr Cl1y of llrl.lo~l~nd While Olt&odrng 11>~ .;~M9:enc~. you ";;t 
b~ '3fa·tinq in !he t·r:•m of dO'"tvnl~'ll,n, S~lHu,<Jf!i::'-s. lnnQr H1ubar .... 
• ;.-.~11! ;;!;~· •:•JJ'""W':h.:• ... ··;li/'·Y.hfml t_, • _ =·-' ~}_. 

Marv"ar:tf Mortca(le Speer a rsls ~orn- F:e.ai Es!ii!<:! bal~more 
1he ciry or B.lhlrnnre is iho f·li!Jesl cl1y In ~II of M.uyl.lrod B>Hrmnr• ,, ooe 
of lhC loading cilios in lr3dc ;Jr.G iwnmorCIJ in Mary;•r•d ~~ '.<lell ... 
--~Y.'\"•.'{i'J.i:ji·Jf;f.htVII~:.r_n. -!-·- (i:;!;..t~ .. ((:It;.~ I _c .:.;:<J_b r·.-~i(li~ h!t•! 2~ ~ . .::_1. ;~:_- .i..::.·: 

Trc'/>11 ... ccmpare pnce; re-vrr::ws end buv ct Ne•J aa .. Pr.ce . R8'Vlr::w 
Crmp"'"" Shopprng for Produ(IS, MQ~gago.s. TIO''!I, (:a~ & t~ore .. All c.·.egone~. 
Maga:in~s. r,,.~;. -··----·-··----. AclO'llQ/ioe. Baby, Book's ... 
,t;••r~{--' :~·JCOrn-Tr;•e! !.1..2()j'_C)7.3)J'33!Eb::.~ ··:nJ (;Jt ____ .!.._· __ ;· 20_-.:J:._.::..__ 

M;rVanrJ \Ia :;;~en R•··rt.J's I Ho:clc 
a.,Jdmore ~by far lhe most exciting city of M.Jryl.lnd, 11 prQ't'ld€-S 1~~ o".il~~ 
and fh•,ens (f)l spon'/.(4 e,.t:ettainm'!nl Jind i~Ue i~ 1-i)fbU!'J)I:lC:e whch IS ... 

-~·f,,\· · ... · ·.: 1:' ~ c(!n .. '-' 1··: · ~- i -....ml .::~ · ~-~'_:...::. • -: .1 ·i...,; , ~ ' 

fi'J Moi!Q9g<- Horl'l LD:Jns- MD RMI E~t:iJI;)- Bs;Gmerrg 
lhe cny ol B.lllirnoo• i• lhe large~ city In •II ot hl•tyl•nrl B•»rrr.N• "the 
lert~tog ::1i\' m uad€' 3r.d c.~mmer-.;:e in Ma1yland as well ... 

You can use more than one 
\~/ildcard in a search, and the 
wildcaid will flnd more tlum 
one missing tenn. 

~w~\· "Yl··!mQn~-,.~-··+rr-·::·r·:"•' .... f ,..,.,..:·rrvl_:f'5llfl:.!<tlfi-_lv~Uin~r·!<- ··~"':"~! :s; ·-~~i::-_:_:. _:~:_~:.J...:!'~ 

Got>gle 
Web ~Cl~5 '>J;.~Jps ~ [n::colt? Local mo•t~ 

fr. .. :-c~:-o-p-,.,-,r,-;-id:-e-o··--;71o-=s=-,l\-s7il::-" ---- Sflerr:h I k~~:~J.\JI 
S -,:;:-'3r~IC:h i~. f>ff 

Web Results 1- 100 ofaboul711 for"· eo ptesidenle do Bt<Hil" (0.28 se<0111;) 

Usr;.r t.3II<.F311i(l,.t:r. ;;•·,·ii<lmri'·:lril (.r:wnm<:·r-:. -I · , . !!....;· ·.•)' 1 
lllld ~ 4 IIIO$I•Itllto do Br.l$01, W;.d(·/; B P<~Si1~tr!9 do SM91JI ~ Go;e9 & o ~(rtr (' 
do Iugar om I{L~ I? H ~? encontraram (dh;. Gl)1~~} ... 
·~n~mrl•.:l,._~x·l- ·•:J .. , .. >J·'·•·f..;J:...•.',_l . ..:'. P-ttl!t.k t>1 n:: ~~5~~-

~~ :o:-rrtl cl 11l1.2f'C:J2_.! · ''·" ·•· ,. '· ., 1 
0 Lllld e o P1esideme do Btii"Sil, o.3•J ;6 dt- brisllen"Os qu~ c~J.m'J .:!-:.s votaram nel-?. 
mas de tci~ r'l5s r·~t.s- l?';pi!~amos qui? elt- se m~r..rl't-"st~-. q:.~.: de1.x~ de ia·.!ef ·~· 
.. _.,_,:··~· .:t:~t.'~:- ~··-·-=-t1 .. 1 Ltl-'- )'!~ -· :.~-'-

r:,Jnrrn \!o~ L.:>:t> rr;s- Est:>.cla' r;,,rn br · { ~.'..:..~:... 1 
0ElJ3 <juda a G~""' q>Jer ajudar 8•mardo Lopes Lilla prMidenteLULA e o presitlente 
tlo S•a.s.ll EL~1n t~~'i~r~":2~l'! pela ptwti q'l.:e q·.B~ mudan~as ..• 
_.,.,.,... :.::vi.;J t7cm·· Lr'.;:.·:~,..::ocp;..:!.~ -:·.·.:·t~n:p;:uu.:Jtr.c~~}-.,; ~~·"- ':.§_1),- •·• •• c..;\. ~1· ::-·,·-~ --~:~ ; 

TI1e wildcard can be used at 
the beginning of a phrase. 
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Gougle 
Web 

'~f.lh(l(;i !?r•~UvS CiubhU1liJniS::ai8UfiC• h%552:Jt'S 1- ~(::)Of 236() · [ ·, ···:·····"''·············'-c'··· 
FIM•C.Pf· Albert ElnMelrt U.ldl) ett 111m, Ae-rn-a'ti"a., erl rv1atch tJ. 1679 I de p<H:!r&~ 
hurnanist_a 011! r& Send Emnil, May 8. 2000 ... 
. J;· !jtfll)p-- _. J~r ,...,...,.~!JOtJ~1r;I~Jt.!-Hni1nl;.f."J!.,..din•)iiY•i:<~ )ljP~Jt~ r.·· ·; !1',-'!JI 11_~f. •• ·~--

7.bi~J.itS_J~1.J:&~t.~!fl-'L.'!l:!¥..ilLI:diO~J'.H • '··: : · ' 
Eho!.1olu naci<> ~~~ Uhn. AlemQnia, o11 1879 r ,,,.,;910 a Estadoo Um.:J~s en 1933 donde 
fJ! Hinhdtt <-r, PlinconlOt! (NUI)'(;J ~H3.ey) .:tn t955 ... 
•.">'·\~· .. 1.• · · .• :.'): -~ .h'l!. ) ..• ": '•":<(••'lluJk·:·-·· :11 ·. ~;~(<' 451'- -·-·.·~·~- ~i~-::'~-1'-~ 

(~:!r)_E.l:n_~§_:J~.!J.I~_~_;_~- t . -,,,<!"'' r; ;.' 

'E~ ~\s1co a.\1:-m-oar,. -:tmen'=ano Alt.ll~ Ein~9in. !lad(\ e-n Ale>nMnia, ~I t.4 de msno 
iJ~ ":879 1 Wl.it:C e"'~ Pnnc-:lor.. N.J. el18 de abm du 1955. c:ontnbuyo ruh •.• 
·.""".·.·;~j··.·~ ·,:•J,,,_IJ:Htt '-:(LJ·;._:;JJ~_-. .1..1 2'~!-. 1.!· i. :'"·~· 

·-- --
Resvlls 1 - $5 of •bout 250 fo• "Einstein uatlo en · - (OM! aet0>1ds) 

TI1e wildcm·d can be used 
at the end of a phrase. 

Stripping the Cached Copy: while Google offers the option to view the cached text 
version of a webpage from the full cached page, there is a Google hack that lets you 
view the cached text version only without having to open the cached page that 
contains images or other non-text data that might be sent back to the original 
website or that might redirect you to another page simply by adding &strip=1 onto 
the end of the uri the cached page as follows: 

1. Right-click on the Cached link [in red below] and select Copy link location in 
Mozilla or Copy Shortcut in Internet Explorer. 

2. Paste that location (uri) into your browser's address bar l'do not hit return yet!]. 

3. Add &strip=1 to the end of the uri and hit return. 

Web 

dprk Search 

Desktop mo1 e " 

I 
Advanc<.!d S~.arch 

. Pr~fo!rE:ncE:s 

Web Results 1 - 100 of about 1.720,000 for dprk with Safesearch on. (0.21 seconds) 

Offtcial Homepage- Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK ... 
Official Home page of the Democratic Peoples Repuhlic of Ko1ea (OPRK, North Korea) 
www.korea-dpr.com/- 10k · ~d..:....;;Jff!!li'LP.::!Jf2 ... ~.--·····-· 

Ofticial Homepage- Democ: Open Link in New '!!iindow 
I<F P.. F or<Jrn- soiJ¥ - osComi Open link in New lab 
More results from www. korE Bookmark This ~ink 

DPRK - Democratic People'! save Link Tatget As ... 

Links to news and information aboi , Kim II Sung and 
K1m Jong 11. j Bookmark This Page 
\<WM' kirnsott comi<ltllk.htm- 12k j SavePage!?,s ... 

Select e,H 

Tile DPRK : Properties 
The OPRK side expressed irsWittT6exfeii7f-rtsmoililofiOm on m1ssile tests beyond 
2003 in the spirit ... Chairman oflhe National Defense Commission, OPRK ... 
"<'·N<N< kimsoft.com/2002/dpok-Jp.htrn- "9~- '2:e!'.~~~i- :;:_~r:"·i~.r.r:?_(J:f' 
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This will show the cached version of the page that contains only text: 

This is Go c) g i a's text-only cache of hllp:f!www korea-dpr.corn/ as retrieved on Oct 25,2005 04:54:39 GMT. 
S ? ,, 111 e's cache is the snapshot thai we took of I he as we crawled the web. 
;·;,~ ~·Y~ may have changed since that time. Click cw.:r1t paqe without highlighting. 
·=i:tk here for the PJII o:ach~<l page with images 
To ::r.;: t(t '-'' ~.J•Jkm~rh th ic; page, use the follo'Ning 
http ://-. googl e. co,.J ·H•td\~q=c•che : OTaJ_zDyho~wJ : •-dpt . CCI7!¥.+dpdc.lihl =eni~tl: ip=l 

Getting around the 32-word limit. For years Google had a 1 0-word limit for search 
queries, meaning that anything more than that, and Google would drop those terms 
from your query. However, Google expanded the number of terms searched to a 32-
word limit. While the casual Google searcher will probably never notice the 
difference, professional researchers certainly will. There are many times when 
researchers need to search for long phrases (error codes, for example), exclude 
large numbers of terms to avoid unwanted results, run complex Google API 
searches, run queries of multiple sites, etc., and that darned 10-word interfered with 
the search. While there are a number of work-arounds all were unsatisfactory. 
Allowing more search terms is a big improvement, but I am sorry to report that the 
new 32-word limit only applies at present to main Google search, Google Images, 
Froogle and the Google Web API, while the 10-word limit is still in effect for Google 
Groups and Google News. This is especially disappointing vis-a-vis Google Groups 
because it has long been one of the best sources of information about complicated 
computer error codes and other computer arcana. Perhaps the folks at Google will 
see fit to expand the 32-word limit to include Google Groups. 

You can, however, still use the wildcard to trick Google Groups into searching 
more than 10 keywords. Google will riot count wildcards as search terms, so 
inserting a wildcard into a phrase will let you search for more than 10 terms. I have 
found this most useful when searching for a long phrase such as a computer error 
message, which may frequently run well over 10 words. By simply removing the 
"little words" such as an, you can easily search for the entire error message. 

Here's an example of an error message containing more than 10 terms: 
Windows Socket Error: An Invalid Argument was supplied (1 0022), on API 'connect' 
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It can be written using wildcards to run the complete message as a Google Groups 
query: 

{"Windows Socket Error: * Invalid Argument* supplied (1 0022), *API 'connect"'] 

Undocumented Gooqle Filetype Searches. Google can search for many more file 
types than those documented on the Google FAQ page. Here are some-but not 
all-of the file types users can search for using filetype: plus keyword or another 
special syntax, e.g., site: (try [filetype:cgi bin] or ["flletype:js inurl:login]). 

j.. I ·II'• I 

Un.~oc~me.nted, Filetype Searches 
bak system backup file 

back system backupfile 

bat system batch file 

bin system binary file 

gz UNIX zip binary 

hlp text help files 

ico graphic icon 

ini system initialization file 

js script Javascript 

log text log files 

php script HTrviL 

pis script PERL script 

sql language database 

tmp system Windows temporary file 

uu script encoding 

vbs script Microsoft's Visual Basic Script 
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Gooqle Hack: Create Your Own Gooqle Video RSS Feed. Users can easily create 
their own personal RSS feed of Google videos using a simple Google hack. Let's 
say you want a feed of Google videos about Iraq. Here's how to create it: 

1. Go to Google Video<http://video.google.com/>and enter a search term, e.g., 
[iraq) 

2. The result will be http://video.qooqle.com/videosearcll?g=iraq 

Tltts Xl..U. 51e does n<>l appear I<> bave any Jtyle informalioo associaWJ willl it The docll!llefil tree is shown below. 

- <t<.< ··~·~01l"'2 0'> 
- .::dt.11UlP)::. 

86 

<nrlP(]oogje v,.ie0 · Video Search [::·aq]<fnrle~ 
•:Julk~!ctpli;o~e,. g><te cc.rrJvdtosear,h0q=iraq<.1u~•> 
< u<'~' Hption~Search reoultt f.:: q'J.ety [iraq]<l\l~mipnon> 
"C.PIIPI ilitor;-.0--Jof;r Video<l~fi'U~I aror> 

- ~un:1c¥> 

·=ntl•=·lidco Se.,.ch [iraq]<ltitl•> 
<hnl; > ht!p:l.ltn•ie<>.g<•<>gl~. c oml•~deosear~h? q=traq <.tluok> 

- .,:_m\;. 

hnp!/!J'Jd.e<> google.c omlcotllll'.onfgoogl~_lcgo _salalLJ;:>g 
</mi> 
<<~ldlh:·JOO</Ilultho 

-:.h~1ght.:o 37.:::;llf'lgjlP 

- -::tt~Pm> 

<mh»lnq V;;<ri!f, Speaks Out On \Jl;, Crul\ts<lcirt•> 
- <.bnl:> 

Lllp Jhndto.go.,gJo. c ,,m~>ndto~:ay? de nd=-5 587990 522 S49547050&<e•tttwd=-;~ i!!Chf< t d 
<ilmk~ 

- <"¥1Uf(:> 

ht;p),l~deo ge>·~gle e<:.•IYll">1de<>p:ayldoc,.:l=· ~53799052:2:;.:<9}4 7050 
<::/f;!Ud:. 

<.pni•D·"~~su:~. 2'1 May 200613 i62t PDT<!pnbDorr> 
- .:dP.~Iirptlon":l-

~.;l,v ey;e,'porirl·~r,reJati~e. wrdtl; 322yx-. heW.r 268pY.; f!oatf'.ghr. w.ugin·left: I em. ma:gin-t.ottom 5em. 'KdiJ, styie=''JFosill<>n:abso)>:e; topO; lefW. bor~ 
J .. .t. t1 .... .J...~ 1i ..... A.-I ....... _..,,.. , <: ...... -·-.A ....... 1 .......... \..-C-•1..-.. rr .... .-1 ... ~ ........... ~. ,_,..,....._( ... ~ ............ I~,..?A ........ .J- .:;..:..IJ"70QI'l.t;?...,~o.:;.-t'10"'-0".""''-""·•··~ ........... i.t ... A'··,...,.,...,,. .. •I 

3. Now add &output=rss so that your new query string 
http:/ /video .gooqle .com/videosearch?q =irag&output=rss 

4. Now you can add this XML output to your favorite newsreader, e.g., Slog lines 
to create a Google Video feed: 
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Goog le VIdeo - Vldeo Search [iraq] 
-· l ' ' . 'I II . ' I .I ~ ... ~ ·: I t ~ ! ' 

.=;>?arch r;:;; ult s for qul?r•,!. L' r.::1q] 
· - • '· ,: ,. ,. , i ,,-,, 'J'''"()I · .. cn.n , irh-. .-,.,. ..... ·, , ,~ h ·'·l =• · .~• cr •,r 1. ~ ?· .I r = · - .- . 

Option~ 

folder 

Updated Items 

Oispl-.y 

Preference :a 

[l-op level 

r. Display .-l.s New 

r lgnore 

1i' Default 

f- co;-nplet-e Entnes 

r SIJmnlaries if .~~~ailable 
r ntle~ 

Monitored By ~ .ID 
81oqlines 

Notfner 

Every time a new video containing the tag "iraq" is added to Google video, it will be 
automatically added to your blog feed. Unfortunately, this hack does not work with 
Google search; that would be a very nice feature. Google Blogsearch and News 
have RSS/Atom feed options already built into them.47 

Getting around Google's keyword restriction for filetype: searches. The Google 
filetype: syntax requires a keyword. To get around the requirement for a keyword, 
use the filetype extension as the keyword, e.g., [filetype:pdf pdf]. 

Google's "synonym" (related term) search. If you place a tilde (-) in front of a 
keyword, Google will search for the keyword and for its synonyms. For example, a 
search for ["computer -security"] will find not only security but also vulnerability, 
encryption, secure, firewall. As you can see, this is not a search for synonyms but for 
related terms. 

47 lonut Alex . Chitu, "Secret Feeds in Google Video," Google Operating System, 12 September 2006, 
<http:l/gooqlesystem.blogspot.com/2006/09/secret-feeds-in-google-video.html> (5 October 2006). 
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Google Search Sinker. This query option comes from Tara Calishain's website, 
where she explains how it works: "Search Sinker asks for two things: a query, and 
then a 'sinker"-a word that you want to emphasize as much as possible in the 
search, e.g., uava] as the query and [coffee] as the "sinker." The script counts your 
query words, then fills up any remaining space in the query-remember Google's 
query limit is ten words-with your 'sinker."' No API required. 

http://www.researchbuzz.org/2004/01 /happy gooqle hacks week 2004 2.shtml 

Use Google to "Search This Site." Have you ever noticed how bad many internal site 
searches are? Maybe it's just me, but I can't ever seem to find what I want using a 
site's internal search. However, Google can perform internal site searches for you, 
and generally my experience is that Google will do it better. All you have to do is use 
the site: search syntax. So, if I want to search the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs' 
website for [afrique], all I need to do at Google is search on: 

[site:www.france.diplomatie.fr afrique] 

Number Range Search Option. Google has a powerful numrange search, which 
uses two number separated by two periods (dots) and no spaces. Numrange has 
proven invaluable to malicious types who use it to harvest credit card numbers. But it 
has other legitimate uses as well. It may be important to indicate what the numbers 
mean, e.g., weight, money, pixels, etc. Google does recognize the almighty dollar 
sign (but results searching on the Euro symbol are inconsistent). I'm sure you can 
think of many uses for the Google numrange search, such as searching on phone 
number ranges, dates, address ranges, etc. Try a search such as [amman telephone 
617 .. 680]to see how this search works. Numrange can be used with other Google 
search options, such as [site:www.jordanislamicbank.com 617 .. 780]. Also, you don't 
have to use two numbers: this search finds DVD players up to $150: ["dvd players" .. 
$150]. 

: Numrange Searches 

Numrange can be used lo specify that results contain numbers in a range you set. You can conduct a numrange search by 
specifying lwo numbers, separaled by lwo periods, with no spaces. Be sure to specify a unit of measure or some other indicator of 
whal the number range represents. 

For example, you might conduct a search for DVD player $250 .. 300 or 3 .. 5 megapixel digital camera. Numrange can be used Ia set 
a range for everything from dales f'Nillie Mays 1950 .. 1960) to weights (5000.10000 kg truck). 

lovo player $250 . .350 

Numrange has other uses that I discuss under Gooqle hacking. 
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Yahoo Search 

In February 2004 Yahoo did what has been expected for about a year: it dropped 
Google. However, what had not been correctly predicted was the new search engine 
used by Yahoo in place of Google. Pretty much everyone expected Yahoo to go with 
the lnktomi search engine it purchased the previous year. Instead, Yahoo 
introduced a new search engine that "draws on" the technology of lnktomi and 
other search engines such as AlltheWeb and AltaVista, which are owned by 
Overture, a company Yahoo also acquired in 2003. After many years, Yahoo is a 
legitimate search engine and not just a directory or a pale copy of Google. 

Yahoo has been and remains one of the most visited and most popular websites on 
the Internet. It was one of the first web portals, debuting in 1994 as a relatively 
simple web guide and expanding rapidly to over 25 countries in 13 languages. Along 
with Google, Yahoo is one of the most recognizable brand names on the Internet. At 
the core of Yahoo was its directory of websites, a hierarchical list of sites organized 
by subject. Until October 2002, that list was compiled and maintained by humans. At 
that point, Yahoo switched to Google search results, thereby undermining, in my 
opinion, its uniqueness and value. 

Yahoo announced in mid-2006 what it claims is the "most significant redesign of the 
www.yahoo.com home page ever ... [because) we're also on a mission to empower 
people to 'find information and turn it into knowledge, play, and meaningful 
communication."48 In my opinion, this was sorely needed. What are you going to find 
on the new Yahoo homepage? A great deal of personalization choices: links to 
Yahoo email and Yahoo Messenger; local weather, traffic, events; and the most 
popular trends, primarily in entertainment and pop culture. The most significant 
addition to search is Yahoo Answers, Yahoo's version of "ask a question." 

The current Yahoo Search Technology (YST) combines the technologies of the 
various Yahoo search properties-lnktomi, AlltheWeb, and AltaVista-as well as 
certain Google-like features to create a very powerful search tool. Among these 
features are: 

~ cached versions of webpages 

~ automatic conversion of non-HTML filetypes to HTML is available 

48 Yahoo! Search Blog, 15 May 2006, <http://www.ysearchbloq.com/archives/000304.html> (31 
October 2006). 
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~ all backlinks are shown (Google has started limiting the number of backlinks 
it shows) 

~ Yahoo refreshes its index continuously, not on a schedule (this is a good 
thing) 

;.... Yahoo limits the size of indexed pages to the about the first 500KB 

~ Yahoo claims its database contains over 20 billion "items" (webpages, 
images, audio and video files); if true, it would be the largest search engine 
database 

~ default operator is AND; searchers may use OR 

~ search by filetype, but can only be used via the Advanced Search option 

(there is no special syntax) 

;.... it appears there is no upper limit on the number of search terms (Google 
ignores anything beyond 32) 

~ an option to open link in new window (small double-window icon at end of uri) 

At the same time it was introducing its proprietary search engine, Yahoo streamlined 
its search page interface so that it is resembles the Google homepage. 

V Tip. Gel directions fast. Type: [city} m.7p. >> I!.Y.l! 

[Sho-.,. M;;il • f::bo:-,.. ~l<;~owt] 

Se¥ch Preferences- Search S-?1\•ice::: 

One feature Yahoo Search offers that Google would do well to imitate is the ability to 
edit the search options. Here are the options Yahoo offers; you can select the ones 
you want to appear on your Yahoo Search page. With Google, you get what they 
give you. 
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Customize Yahoo! Search Homepage Tabs 

Select the tabs you want to appear on your Search Homepage and click "Save". 

r Tabs Oescrilltion 

\®. Web The most rele'lllnl results from across the Web. This lab cannot be removed. 

' [;_9. lmayes Find photos and Illustrations from all over the Web. 

: [iii Directory Search Yahool's categorized guide to the web. 

_l:EJ local'",., : Find local businesses serving your area. 

w :~ News ! Search for news stories, pictures, and audloJitideo. 

' 

Products ( Find millions of product reviews and prices on the Web. 

r 
r----1-::--:-,_-,----·-,-,-,·····-,-,·--,_·_.··-· • .----~-,-,··=····· _ _.--.·_.·_.·_.·_..j-----··--······-···------- ·--···-··--··-----------

1 i: ~ Maps J Find maps and directions to anywhere you'd like to go. 

·F·: ....... :::.·::.:·:·.::::.::::.: ... ::::.:.:::::·:::::.::::::::::::: _:_:_: _·.::·._-+ ···-·······---··············--····--······-·····················-······-····--·······-·····--·-······-·····---·-·····-·············-·· ··········--···-···-···-· 

r ! j!} Pe0111e Se;nch : Search for people using Yahool's lelep,hone and email directones. 

r ! 1fJ ..... ~ravel __ ········ ........... i Search for airplane tickets, hotel reservations, car rentals, and more. 

I 

I 

Yahoo also introduced a number of international versions as well as "local" Yahoos 
for the US. These international versions can be very useful for locating information 
about a specific region or country. The pages are in the native language, so if 
Catalan is unfamiliar, you are probably better off sticking with the main Yahoo 
search page. 

"'xHQOf Sign In 
.I.,~ '-.'Hew User? Siqn Up 

International Yahoo! 

Americas 

Arger1t1na U.S 
Brazil US in Chmese 

Canada U.S in Russ1an 
Canada en fr<~n~ais u.s en espaliol 
!Jie>:lt:O 

<:,,n.adlltl"'fiUo(,,S··' ... , .. Can~cb• 

Unibtd S"bh~• 

Asia PacHlc 

Asia 
Auslralia e NZ 
China 
Hong Kong 
lndla 
Indonesia 
Japan 

Korea 
Malaysia 
Philippines 

Singapore 
Taly.,-an 
Thailand 

Norw.ay • • Sweden 

UK & Ireland • ·.~ee::::!'v 
• Fr<~~onu~ 

!,p,~oln• •It.aly 
U.S. m Cilil"lese ... ·· ·· · ... IJ.S, •O Russr.Jro •Gre•£f!! 

U.S. ~n esp01iini ..• · 

MeHko• 

•Brull 

Europe 

Catalan 
Denmark 

France 
Oerrnany 
Greece 

•A•Ia 

Ch.inae •Kot'G.llo 
tl;rrpan 

•T•iw.an 
• tton9 Kon9 

l1t~il01od • • Philippines 
•M~I•vsi~ 

Sil"lg.apore• 
•lndonMiol 
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He I~ 

lt>ly 
Norway 

Spain 

S~:oVeden 

UK& lrelanl1 
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Yahoo is systematically adding "local" searches outside the US. During 2006, Yahoo 
added Germany and UK!Ireland to its "local" page. See the map section for more 
information. 

Yahoo International http://world .yahoo.com/ 

Customizing Yahoo Preferences 

Yahoo currently offers four basic Search Preferences settings: 

1. SafeSearch Filter: choose among Strict, Moderate, Off. The Filter lock option 
requires registration. 

2. Languages: search in any language or one or more of 35+ languages, 
including Arabic, Chinese, Greek, Hebrew, Korean, etc. 

3. Display and Layout: 

Open search results in a new browser window when you click on the link. 
Note: Yahoo also offers an "Open this result in a new window" option 
following the link for each result if you do not select this option. 

Results per page: choose to display 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, or 100 results at a 
time. 

Show Save and Block links (to easily save or block pages to Yahoo's My Web 
service directly from search results) 

Show Instant Search results 

4. Subscriptions: search Yahoo's premium content sources such as LexisNexis, 
Factiva, The Wall Street Journal, Consumer Reports. Access to these 
sources requires a paid subscription. 

5. Multimedia Search: allows you to search and access songs already available 
from existing audio service provider. 

The Yahoo Results Page 

Once you have entered your search term(s) and clicked the Yahoo Search button, 
Yahoo will present you with a list of results or hits. Depending on the search you are 
running, you will see some or all of the following for a web search: 
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Web ~ ' Vrdeo Aedio ~ Local NE'!I'S ~ More > 

"Y4.HOOf. SEARCH keny13 Seerclt I 
Ans~t~! S:~-tc1 ~.a:::s~ 1 ~{hH1:..7tt5~ ~te1~,ces 

1 '10 :~ ~J\i 2~}~0/lf(! Mt l:it!J.tit. ·: .. , <;A~ !&~,!~ 

/ Also 'ay. kenya ne'•'•>pape's. daty naton kenya, kenya news, kenya am11ays More... ,,..., .. ,,,F "'·nt '' 

A D~~-
.~l···,nl' ,,, l~t ·, Pr~·atP. Afucan saf3ris m Kenyd and 

• Trwetzoo.liandp;cked Kenya Dea\s 
-~~,·~· lm= 1:; . ; "" Tr.l•elzoo handp•c~s omstandrng KenyHacatron 6eals and guides you directly to the aualny 
rc-rr·~-ames ptC<'Idmg ~~~m 

• Y@tmg Kenya? 
,·,"· ... ka,.<l com Fmd cheap flights and hotel rates for Kenya fwm ~er 100 tll}f tr<~>~el snes at Kayak. com. 

\'' Kenya \fis;~or GuHje . Woti.d Fa~tl:noi,- Ge: Trav~l Trps 

C Desall·t sa·ts Kenvd !O bl;m., f9; I!S o1oes. i·F' ._,,. , hY ;h·, ·!. r·.c·u•>. , __ ~-: -!;: ;;, 

FIF.II suspends Kenya from -rwr3Erol football '"",_ ··n ·· st:oo' h?·,.s · : ... (! ~: L :\~ Ai;' 

t.~:~:l Kenv:a -L:.(i!m.:.; ;.: .. n~::r:~'? ... Kenya 
r ~.-·· ::;hnt1ru! • ,.:·_r·: 1 

Kenya \'/eb B 

T;nzan•a, East f!Jll(~. Tra•el... 

Kenya ToJr\'ii:h G A P 

G .. ".. P Ad\lentures irw.tes yc~ to 
iruly e,:periant? Kenya mrh one... 
:.tr\'.'r~ ~~ro.tk~~.:..:-="3 •:,yn 

Kenya Hol~tl 
Book yoUI hot£1 inl<eny.1 o.,~ne 
with up tu ?Gio off fllgula: rates. 
t/<"1,-r JL;Sibd~Fil):J C>Jm 

Gurde to all aspec!s ofK~nyan life and hnxs to compames ro !he East African region. 
Hcolegory i __ 1::•.:• ........ : ....... .-.-·.L ... :.:.c ........ c ..... :.:: ........ - : .. ,_:_ .. : .. :. 

,.,,..., \.eii1-f':d! c-urn · 1 ... • , .1, · :~--'--·"-''-~~'-;~;, 

Feed a Chr!d iP Kenx:a- HelQ 
Marr-1 
Feed st~rving children in.Afuca. $51J 

l<enya Hotel 
2. Uto.Jieduc. ueensu.ca!-ldeald0\"!f1loads ma:n/Pro etKef1' ·aDenmarkFra'lcms do.: (MICRCSOFT E 

'NORD) ! ; I •.. ~I':' • 1(·· 

R~;wr.€ du Programme Kenya-O;r.~mark programme tie forml:1!1in pour des Oanoi~ au Kenya et 1ice 1oersa a PI~ 
soulevee au .. ;orrt au Kenyd ch;q.;e •~n&e en.. f 

Find out about the Hotels in Kenya 
befote )'OU book (hscounted rates. 

G hOiPI.~--(fASH Cf·} ''dt!( 1 IU~>'·n: J l l' ..... rd~)t,·j,\,·· ~ -~d:; _ n~,tlll·f: )_ ;. :l<f! ny;C q r.· --~~~-f .... -,.;: 1 ' :: _ . • ·! ~- ,lr1 \ • ~-~-- _ __ • __ i1 -~ _ _. 

>- A Also try: queries to help you refine your search. 

>- B Results: 1-x out of total number of results. 

>- C YAHOO Shortcuts Indicated by 'W next to the first result, Yahoo 
Shortcuts provide "links to useful content from Yahoo, its partners, or 
across the web." 

>- D Sponsor Results are pay for placement results provided by Overture, 
a Yahoo company. 

>- E File Type: if the document found is not HTML, the file type will follow 
the link, e.g., (M!Cf{OSOfT 'NORD). 

>- F View as HTML: for non-HTML file types, select this link to see the 
page in HTML format. Microsoft file types are potentially 
dangerous to open in their native formats. Use view as HTML to open 
the document as a webpage instead of downloading it. This is a safe 
procedure. For more information, please review these instructions for 
handling Microsoft files on the Internet safely. 
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);.> G More pages from this site: select this link to search for other pages 
within this particular website that include the search term(s). 

);.> H Category: links to the appropriate category in the Yahoo Directory. 

);.> I Cached: links to a copy of the page as saved by Yahoo's search 
engine; search terms are highlighted on the cached page. 

);.> J Translation: if Yahoo offers a translation, you will see [Translate this 
page] following the link. 

Yahoo Basic Search http://search.yahoo.com/ 

Yahoo assumes as its default that multiple search terms are joined by the AND 
operator, so that a search on the keywords [windows explorer] will find all the 
webpages that contain both search terms. 

Yahoo will not return any results if there is no webpage containing all the search 
terms. Try this query to see what I mean: 

rollerskate handshake buckyball 

Unlike Google, Yahoo does not limit the number of search terms to 32 
keywords. Yahoo will try to match all the keywords you enter. 

Yahoo is not case sensitive. 

Yahoo does not have true word stemming or truncation, i.e., searching for 
variations of search terms. Normally, word stemming involves searching for plurals 
and verb conjugations such as drink, drank, drunk. However, Yahoo's word 
stemming is not consistent and somewhat confusing. For example, stemming works 
with some words but not with others, i.e., a search on [child] will not find children; a 
search on [drink] will find drinks but not drinking or drunk. Users should search on all 
variations of a term, including plurals, and not rely upon the automatic but 
inconsistent stemming feature. However, there is a Yahoo hack to disable word 
stemming. 

Yahoo automatically clusters search results. If you want to see more pages from 
a specific site, simply select that link following the uri of the result. 

undocuh1:ent~d'val1o<;~seatclfFeati.J'7r:e!: 
1.-.. o.·y,_,~,-· -• ___ , __ •••••, -••• , ,,, __ _.,..,_,_,,/,,,. ,,, ,·..,..~·-··•·--• '~~-·,;._.,- -• -,,,_., ,,• .~,,, .··, •. .-,", ...•.. --~v',,,, •••-' 

Yahoo permits the use of boolean operators in simple search. The operators 
must be capitalized. Yahoo Search will run full nested boolean queries (those using 
parentheses), such as: 

[cardinals AND (bird OR catholic) AND NOT (baseball OR football)] 
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Yahoo recognizes double-quotes as enclosing a phrase. 

Yahoo does not have any stop words, i.e., commonplace words. In fact, you can 
search on any single letter or number. 

It is unnecessary to use the plus sign (+)with any terms because by default Yahoo 
searches for all keywords. However, there are many times when searchers need to 
exclude certain terms that are commonly associated with a keyword but irrelevant to 
their search. That's where the minus sign(-) comes in. Using the minus sign in front 
of a keyword ensures that Yahoo excludes that term from the search. For example, 
the results for the search ["pearl harbor" -movie] are very different from the results 
for ["pearl harbor"]. 

Yahoo will search for the ampersand[&]. Yahoo will search for [barnes&noble], but 
if you insert spaces-[barnes & noble]-Yahoo ignores the ampersand. Also, while 
Yahoo will not actually search on a plus sign, the search engine will search for [c+) 
and [c++], although it does not recognize the difference between one and two 
pluses. 

Yahoo Advanced Search 

Yahoo has many advanced search features that can be accessed from the 
Advanced Search page or, in many cases, employed in the simple search screen by 
using the correct syntax. 

Yahoo has incorporated from AlltheWeb and AltaVista most of the languages in 
which users may search; like its predecessors, Yahoo is superb at searching for 
non-English and non-Latin languages. Using either the language preference settings 
or the advanced search page, users can select from over 35 languages and 
encodings in which to search and see results. 

Keep in mind that if you search on a word using diacritical marks such as accents or 
umlauts, Yahoo will only search for terms matching those with the diacritic. 
However, if you search for the unaccented term, Yahoo will find the term with and 
without the diacritic. For example, a search on [favade] will not return pages 
containing only the term far;ade, but a search on [facade] will find both facade and 
far;ade. 

Yahoo offers many "search meta words," i.e., special search terms to restrict 
searches and make them more effective. These special operators can be used in 
both simple and advanced search. 

~ site/domain: restricts results to a specific website or domain, including a 
specific top-level domain. May be used with or without keywords. 
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Advanced Web Search > Site/Domain > Filter results from specific 
domains (com, gov, dell.com, etc.) 

Examples of how to use the site/domain: command: 

[site:amazon.com] finds www.amazon.com, cards.amazon.com, 
www.amazon.com/dvd/. However, it will not find www.amazon.com.br. 

[domain:ir] finds all the pages from the Iranian (.ir) top-level domain indexed 
by Yahoo. 

:lo> uri: use to find a specific document in the Yahoo index. This command is very 
limited in its usefulness and requires the full uri (address), including the http:// 
to work. This command works best using the Yahoo Advanced Search to find 
all the words in the uri. May be used with or without additional keywords. 

Advanced Web Search > Show Results > all of these words > In the 
URL of the page 

Examples of how to use the uri: command: 

[url:http://impact.arc.nasa.gov/intro.cfm] finds this specific page as it is stored 
in the Yahoo index. 

:lo> inurl: restricts results to any page with a term in its uri (address). May be 
used with or without additional keywords. 

Advanced Web Search> Show Results> In the URL of the page 

Examples of how to use the inurl: command: 

[inurl:nasa] finds any site containing nasa anywhere in the uri. Will find 
webpages at www.nasa.gov as well as pages at www.beeville.net/NASAI 

[inurl:nasa.gov columbia] finds any site at nasa.gov that contains the keyword 
columbia anywhere on the website. 

:lo> title or intitle: restricts results to pages containing a specific word or phrase 
anywhere in the webpage's title, which usually appears in the browser's title 
bar and is the HTML <title> tag. Title and intitle appear to work identically. 
May be used with or without additional keywords. 

Advanced Web Search > Show Results > In the title of the page 

Examples of how to use the title: or intitle: command: 
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[title:amazon] finds all pages that include the word amazon in their title 

[title:amazon "rain forest"] finds all pages that include the word amazon in 
their title and mention the phrase "rain forest" anywhere in the document (title 
or text or anywhere in the document) 

);» link: restricts results to pages containing links to a specific uri. Yahoo has the 
unfortunate requirement to enter the full uri including the http:!! to use the 
link command, which adversely affects its usefulness. May be used with or 
without additional keywords. 

No Advanced Web Search Option 

Examples of how to use the link: command: 

[link:http://jpl.nasa.gov] finds all pages containing links to any page at 
jpl.nsa.gov 

[link:http://jpl.nasa.gov asteroid] finds all pages containing links to any page 
on the jpl.nasa.gov site and the keyword asteroid anywhere on the page. 

~ linkdomain: the Yahoo link command finds every other page that links to a 
specific webpage, but linkdomain finds every page that links to an entire 
domain. Simply put, the linkdomain command should not be used with the full 
address while the link command requires the full address to work properly. 
May be used with or without additional keywords. 

No Advanced Web Search Option 

Examples of how to use the linkdomain: command vs. the link: command: 

[linkdomain:amazon.com] 
use to find links to an entire domain 

[link:http://www.amazon.com] or [link:http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/ysearch] 
use to find links to a specific webpage 

Here is an interesting twist on link searching, that is, finding sites that link to a 
specific address. This search, which works with Yahoo and to a lesser extent 
Live Search, finds pages that link to a specific domain or domains but not to 
another specific domain or domains. An example would help. Let's say I start 
by finding the sites that link to the Iranian Ministry of Defense. Here is the 
query I would use: 

[linkdomain :mod. ir] 
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This query returns 545 hits. Now, suppose I want to see which sites link to 
both the Iranian MOD and the Iranian Electronics Industries. I can do that 
easily with this query: 

[linkdomain:mod.ir linkdomain:ieimil.com] 

However, I see lots of sites that also link to the ever-present CIA World 
Factbook, which, while a wonderful resource, isn't want I want. I would really 
like to see the sites that link to both the Iranian MOD and lEI sites but not to 
the CIA Factbook. Can I do this? Sure: 

[linkdomain:mod.ir linkdomain:ieimH.com -linkdomain:cia.gov] 

While this technique has obvious applicability for search engine optimization 
("who is linking to my competitors but not linking to me?"), I think it is worth 
knowing about because you may come up with some creative ways to use it. 
Just as an interesting example, try these two queries in both Live Search and 
Yahoo. It's interesting to see what drops from the results' list on the second 
query. 

[linkdomain:cia.gov linkdomain:nsa.gov] 

[linkdomain:cia.gov linkdomain:nsa.gov -linkdomain:fbi.gov] 

I believe you will consistently find that Yahoo provides more results than Live 
Search for the linkdomain: searches. However, the results will vary, so it's 
worth using both search engines. Google does not offer a linkdomain: search, 
and its link: search has been hobbled . 

~ search by file type: restricts results to PDF, MS Word, XML, and other 
filetypes. 

Yahoo does not offer a filetype: syntax. However, you can search by file type 
using the advanced search option: 

Advanced Web Search > File Format > Only find results that are: > 
All formats or one format 

There is also a Yahoo Hack that lets you search by file type. 

~ Yahoo's video search now includes an option to search for MacroMedia 
Flash files. To limit your Yahoo video search to Flash files, go to Yahoo Video 
Search, select Advanced Search, uncheck all formats except Flash and run 
your query. A simpler approach is to enter the query [filetype:swf keyword]. 
This query only works in Yahoo Video Search, not Web Search. 
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Yahoo Video Search http://video.search.yahoo.com/ 

>- Yahoo now links its cached copies of webpages to the Internet Archive's 
Wayback Machine. To use the link, select the Cached copy of a result, then 
click on "check for previous versions at the Internet Archive." That link takes 
you to the results of a Wayback Machine search of that precise uri. 

"Y'4Ho0!,. SEARCH ~- Help for \IVebmastP.rs 

~ bac~ to results for "nasa astrophysics" 

Below is a cache of htttJ://cdsads.u-strashg.fr/. It's a snapshot of the page taken as our search engine crawled the Web. 
We've highlighted the words: nasa astrotJhysics 
The web site itself may have changed. You can check the current page (without highlighting) or check for previous versions at 
the Internet Archive. 

nol effilieled wilh I he authors of I his page or responsible for ils content. 

The NA.S~,c\ ~~strophysics Data System 

The Digit:U Library fo1· Physics. Asn·ophysir:'i, aml Iustnuneutariou 

Using Yahoo's More from this site option, you can select other specific 
pages to view using the Wayback Machine's access to the huge Internet 
Archive database. 
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PIITfltN.F.T A.litCHI\.'f 

EnterWebAddress:~ ~ ..-:Ad~< S.ar•oh ~ 

Searched for hltiJ:''cdsads.u-str ,1sh~1.f1: 89 Results 

Note some duplicates are not shown. Ser:- aiL 
* denotes when site was updated. 

Search Results for Jan 01, 1996- Oct 17, 2005 
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

pa~es 2 pages 4 pages 9 pages 5 pages 9 pages 10 pages 14 pages 20 pages P 

Dec I o 1997 * Jan 19, ·1998 • Jan 25, 1999 • Mav 20 2000 * Feb 01 2001 * Jan 21 2002 * Jan 30, 2003 * Feb 25, 2004 * 
Dec 22 I 99l • .1\pr 2ll, 1998 * Feb 08 1999 * Jun 09 2000 • F ell24 2001 • Mar 18 2002 • Feb 15 2003 * Mar 24 2004 

Jul14 1 998 • Feb 09 1999 • Jul 06 2000 • Mar 01 200!_ * May 31, 2002 * Mar 23 2003 Mar 25 2004 
Dec 12 1998 • Feb 21 1999 • .A.ug 17, 2000 • Mar 08 2001 • Jun 04 200 2 Apr 24, 2003 • May 18, 2004 * 

Mar 02 1999 * Oc117 2000 • Mar 31, 2001 • ,lui 21, 2002 • Jun 02, 2003 • M:3y 22, 2004 
Mar 02, 1999 * .1\pr 05, 2001 * Aug 02, 2002 Jun 09, 2003 clun 06 2004 * 
Apr 22, 1999 • May 16, 2001 • Sep 21, 2002 ,lun 19 2003 Jun 09 2004 
llpr 29, 1999 Jul22. 2001 * Sep 24, 2002 ,lul28, 2003 .Jun 12 2004 
Oct 1 2 1999 Sep 25, 2001 • Nov 19 2002 * Aug 06, 2003 Jun 1 9 2004 

Nov 28, 7001 Sep 20, 2003 Jun 27 2004 
Sep 25, 2003 Jul 01, 2004 • 
Nov21, 2003 • Sep 20, 2004 • 
Dec 04, 2003 • Oct 14 2004 
Dec 1 9, 200.3 0(1 21 2004 

Nov 12 2004 
Nov 21 2004 * 
Nov 25, 2004 
Nov 27, 2004 
t-Jnv ?A ;nn4 

This is an excellent way to use the Wayback Machine to its fullest 
because it integrates the power and speed of a huge search engine such 
as Yahoo with the powerful, though sometimes lumbering and hard to use, 
Internet Archive query tool. 

Yahoo Shortcuts 

Yahoo Shortcuts are special features and syntax designed to help users find 
specific kinds of information faster and more easily_ The Shortcuts, indicated by the 

'YI include: 

Local Shortcuts, including zip and area codes, weather, traffic reports, gas prices, 
and 

Maps: to map any US location, search on the street address, city and state or 
the word map and a location. Some international maps are now available. 

News & Information links when search term matches current news stories to 
include video and images_ 

Travel Shortcuts: airport information, hotel reservations, exchange rates, and flight 
tracker. To find directions, terminal maps, flight delays, and weather conditions at a 
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US airport, enter the airport's three-letter code and the word airport. For example, to 
information about Baltimore-Washington International, enter [bwi airport]. At the top 

of the Yahoo results page you will see a Yahoo Shortcut link marked by the 
Clicking on the Shortcut link takes you to the Yahoo BWI resource page: 

Baltimore Washington Inti. Airport (BWI}. Baltimore. MD 

Phome: (410) 859 7111 
Address !!lil.I!. 

BWI Terminal Building 

PO Box 8766 

Baltimore, MD 21240·0766 

Oirectlous: ~I Fn.1m Airport 
Gro~md Tr<lnsp(lrt~tion 

Termin.lllnform.ltion 

• ?31kinq 

• Terminal Map 

• 6U.U!:L~dr1d T ermin.;ls 

• ~~-~-(~_r __ iJ.Y .... (~.?.L9.D.).?L 
~~!f.!':!!fl!.._'!)J~!! .. ~!.:.9..b.u llil.~~Y.~ 

Current AlqJon St.ltus 

o No delays (15 mins. or less) 

A.;nv::~ls: 

& No delays (15 mins. or less) 

Security Checkpoint \1\-'ait Timez 

i=~!~~~~~~~~~~ortHotei~:"' .. ;;~ _ ~ ______ _ 

, • Washmgton DC (lAO) j i Se.uch by: r City r. Airport 
• W>shmgtoo DC (DCA) 1 

__ __ ___ __ __ _ _ \ cA"'irp,_o~rt----~~-
ls~ fo~ 

Airport Directory 

• 6J.i<>.nla GAJf-.."!.12 
• Boston MA (80S) 
• (:;b!,a_qpci_Lj~tQ}'{J 
• C,:JJ!>~-qoclbiQB.Ql 
• Q.~~- ... I6..H2E~Y! 
• Q§,l)'l~_co IQQ!l 

, • Drlrort ¥1 (DI\'V) 

Check-In 
~ 1!24105 

Check-out 
111126105 

Rooms Adult'3 Children 

11 ::1 It ::1 lo ;:.1 

Weather ·a· H' 169' F 

• E'l!tendo:rJ For~cast 

Star limousin" offets 
shuttle sor..,icos to Baltimore 
lntern.;otion•l Airport (BWI) 
in Milrylom ... 

_ BWJ .·\irport Shutt!»:> cmd 
· Trunsportation 
I BWI .eairport shuttiQ, BWI 

door-to-door transportiltion. 
' We sorl.'e BWI airport to 

Maryland, Vi ... 

, o;~·.·t-;;.gc,.;,ir;::orts.c-:~m 

! 6VJI AirfJUr'l Limous;ne 
~ S~f'tice 

Corporate cllonts reeking 
optima) eHidency c01n 

~ • [9._t1.!::.?_':J_qgr_~_I_§_._L~ .. [1~1 
j • Las Vegas NV (LAS) 
' · ~Qe.6J'~q~_9..6.DA'3! l ____________ _ 

: tQserve profi!SSional limo 
. i sorvice from BW ... 

• l'1i~L_fJ.it:!!!!ol 
; • NeV" Yo1k NY iJFKl Whilt i'S Yohoo! F.\feChase? 

: · ~\'!X"~i,.,.f'J.YJbQ6l 
j • ~J•wa1 k, NJ iEWRl 

Reference Shortcuts such as: 

' w·.tw.rlc,~.'ltt.andscwr, . ..:orr. 

: Gr0und Tr<ln'5porl<7lion for 
8WI 
Low Internet fan! for 

'lf1 

Dictionary Definitions: as with Google, Yahoo offers the define option. To 
use it, enter define then a word or phrase. Yahoo only refers to the American 
Heritage Dictionary; for definitions, so Yahoo's define option is more limited 
than Google's. 

Synonym Finder: similarly, Roget's Thesaurus provides synonyms for Yahoo 
Search. They syntax is [synonym keyword]. 

Encyclopedia: the Columbia Encyclopedia supplies the facts about a topic. 
The syntax is: ["facts about" keyword] 

Number Search: Yahoo offers many types of number searches. The 
numbers Yahoo will search for are: 

:1> US Patent numbers: syntax is [patent 5521308]. 
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~ UPS tracking numbers: [1Z9999X99999999] (simply enter the UPS 
tracking number; no special syntax is required). 

~ USPS tracking numbers: search on [usps 9999999999999999999999]. 

~ FedEx tracking numbers; syntax is [fedex 9999999999999999]. 

~ FAA airplane registration numbers; [n158ua] (simply enter the FAA 
registration number; no special syntax is required). 

~ ZIP codes: enter a US ZIP code, either five or nine digits. 

~ ISBN: enter any International Standard Book Number. 

~ UPC codes: to find information such as the manufacturer for any product, 
search on the UPC bar code. 

~ VIN Information: to find information about a vehicle's history, search on its 
17 -character Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) .. 

Calculator Shortcut: a calculator, time zone calculator, and weights and measure 
converter. 

~H·~r sign In 
~.11: "-''-'·~· New User? Sig n IJp 

Yahoo! Help> Se;11ch Help> Senrch Tips. Preferences, & Yahoo! Shortcuts> 

What are Yahoo! Shortcuts? 

Search I 
So!ar.:h Home 

Yahoor Shortcuts are special features designed to help you to find answers quickly. Click the title of a spec ifi c feature to learn more 
about it. 

Try a search using any ofthese Yahoo! Shortcuts: 

• Airport lnforrmtion 
• .A.rrlin~ Registratron Information 
• Area Codes 

i·-· 
I • Hotel Fmder ~· 

• IS8~J Numbers 
• Local Search NEW! j 

• CalciJialor 
• Orctron~ry O~flnitions 

• Encyclopedia Lookup 
• Exchange Rate5 
• Flight Tracker 
• Gas Prices 

• Maps I 
• Movie Showtimes 
• News 
• Package5 

i 
:~Scores I 

• Stuck L)uotes 
• Synonym Frnder 
• Time Zones 
• Traftic 
• LIPC '~odes 
• VIN Number 
• 'Neiqhls, Measures and Temperature:' 
• 'Neather 
•~s 

Yahoo Shortcut Help http://help.yahoo.com/help/us/ysearch/tips/tips-01.htrnl 

Yahoo Shortcuts http://tools.search.yahoo.com/shortcuts/ 
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Yahoo Services and Specialty Searches 

News: Yahoo News headlines are entirely generated using a computer algorithm 
that scours approximately 4500 worldwide news sources. Yahoo News also offers 
international editions for France, Germany, India, Italy, Spain, and several other 
countries. For details on Yahoo News, see the news search engine section below. 

Images: the Yahoo image database contains more than a billion images and 
includes content from Yahoo news and movies. The advanced search options for 
images permit users to limit the search by size, color, and image type. Users of 
Yahoo Search can add the Image tab to the left-hand side of the main search page. 

Video: Yahoo Video search is extremely powerful. I address this option below in the 
video search section. 

Translations: Yahoo absorbed AltaVista 's Systran translation page (Babelfish) but 
without the excellent virtual keyboard . Systran provides reasonably decent machine 
translations of web pages from many European and Asian languages. The 
translation page lets you automatically translate a search result, enter any uri you 
like, or copy/type text directly onto the translation page. If a page appears in the 
results list in one of the languages Yahoo translation supports, you will see 
[Translate this page] after the page title. 

Yahoo Babelfish http://babelfish.yahoo.com/ 

Yahoo Language Tools http://tools.search.yahoo.com/language/ 

Mobile SMS Search: This is a new service that is different from the Sl'v1S text 
messaging that has been available at Yahoo for some time, i.e., Yahoo Messenger. 
The new SMS at Yahoo permits queries using mobile technology. Yahoo's SMS 
number is 92466 (which spells Yahoo on most phones). Here is Yahoo's explanation 
of their service, which is presently only available to US Cingular, Sprint and Verizon 
subscribers: 

Right now you can search for any local information by sending a query with your 
location or zip code like: "pizza 94025," you can get a stock quote with: "s yhoo," 
weather information: "w 94025," dictionary definitions: "d garrulous," horoscopes: 
"h aquarius," WiFi hotspots: "wifi 94123," and more are coming. Hence typing "w" 
and the ZIP code get you a short weather forecast.' 

Yahoo Mobile Search http://mobile.yahoo.com/search 

Directory: As with Google, Yahoo's web directory uses the Open Directory Pro ject's 
collection but the two versions are not identical. For example, if I search the directory 
for the keyword java, Yahoo presents multiple directory categories : 
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"'11SOOf .. ,_search Jjava Yahoo! Seeuch j AP.dof~nc~d 
Jl~ _ ,-~------------------------==========-~re~~~re~nc~es~-----
! Web : 

RELATED OIREGORY CATEGORIES 

Proqrarmmng Languages >Java 
lndonesi3 > Java 
More . 

Yellow Pages 

Hand·;-On Java Traininq 
Nationwide 
Learn hands-ol'l from experts irr moro:! 

Then I can select an appropriate category where Yahoo Directory lets me limit my 
search to a specific directory category. 

Y.l\.:EIOO!. .. search 
directory 

CATEGORIES 

Places in Java 
• Cities (1 6) 

• Provinces (3) 

Jav<'l Categories 
• Business ami ShoJming (453) 

• Community (6 6) 

• Education (73) 

• Entertainment and Arts (30) 

• HeaHh (11) 

Search 

• News anti Media (7) 

• Re<JI Estate (1 0) 

• Recreation and Sports (1 4) 

• Tmvel and Transportation (59) 

DirE 

Advance 

R_ em< "E§-

Yahoo Answers: the biggest change to Yahoo search during 2006 was the 
integration of "ask a question" or Yahoo Answers into core search. Yahoo began 
integrating responses from Answers into its main search results in mid-2006. 
Although you can read answers at the Yahoo Answers site, in order to ask and 
answer questions users must register with Yahoo. If a question has already 
appeared at the Answers site, it will now turn up in the results from the main Yahoo 
search. Don't expect to get answers to esoteric or difficult questions (you are much 
more likely to get opinions about the best DVD player than an answer to a question 
about which languages are spoken in Afghanistan). But the reservoir of questions 
and answers will continue to grow, so perhaps we will see a richer set of answers 
than exist thus far. 

Yahoo Answers http://answers.yahoo.com/ 
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Yahoo Site Explorer: The Yahoo Site Explorer website is still in beta; its goal is to 
help users learn detailed information about a specific website: 

The Yahoo search database contains detailed information about the structure of 
the web. In addition to the web pages themselves, the database stores 
information about links among pages, and uses that information (as well as 
additional algorithms) to gauge the popularity of a given page. 

Site Explorer gives you access to this information so you can learn about a site. 
To explore a site, you submit a URL using a search box, just as you would for a 
normal web search. You can then click links on the results page to see detailed 
information. 

The Yahoo Site Explorer will reveal all the pages in a specific domain, all the pages 
in any subdirectory of a domain, and all the links to a domain. The main purpose of 
the Site Explorer is to help webmasters improve the rankings of their sites, as 
evidenced by the capability for sites to submit missing uris, the fact that Site Explorer 
provides 50 results by default, its web services APis, and its ability to export the data 
to a tab separated (TSV) file for further analysis. The initial response from the search 
community has been lukewarm, but I like this new tool because· it simplifies learning 
about a site and, unlike Google, Site Explorer provides all the links to a site (which 
Yahoo calls "inlinks") instead of a limited subset of links. 

Let's examine Site Explorer from the point of view of a researcher instead of a 
developer. Here's the Site Explorer result page for the uri [http://www.who.int] 
showing all the pages in all subdomains of that website. The order is by the most 
visited pages at the domain according to Yahoo's records about the page: 

~.,SEARCH 
Site Explorerfl!i \\ ~1f!\1/v.,w.o.v.no ini 

r. ·l#t+i /''i.'llm.§jr~'*~ !~b.~~ 
-~-~intf ' j;:~JiirW't.h . 

~- I[_Wrli) Heallh Otrjat.Y..m~n !4..,ffi<t 

3: ,V-Jt;ltif:!~'*Jlll)JY"$Y-urcitt.e.~I{$1 
.· l.i.~f!o:intldd"~iUl"' l:,~::gpcy;,- E.:n1t.r~ 

6. V>;HO St · ;.tot#tlfnrrlllllltln 5?.~ 
w,;w,wt;o:ifJ!/'Mf•i~S • ;~;;. ~k·j!li . E:ojil!lrn i.J~l 
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Now look at the "inlinks" (links to the WHO website) Site Explorer found that show 
the link to this uri (http://www.who.int) only: 

n~~~ 
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SubmitUR!. 
--- --·--- E~port·;~llll> to: Tsv 
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By way of comparison, the site: search in Google-[site:www.who.int]-returned a 
whopping 2.2 million pages for this domain but only about 29,000 inlinks to the uri, 
whereas Yahoo Site Search returned nearly 17 4,000 in links. However, I find it easier 
to explore a domain or subdomain using Site Explorer. Note the Explore UHL link for 
every page on the results' list. This effectively lets you "dig" deep into specific pages, 
directories, or subdirectories in a very orderly way. Keep in mind that you cannot use 
any keywords or other special syntax with the Yahoo Site Explorer whereas both the 
Google and Yahoo site: command lets users include both other special syntax and 
keywords, e.g., [site:www.who.int inurl:sars vaccine]. 

The main value of Site Explorer is the powerful inlinks command. Look at the big 
increase in the number of inlinks (917,704) when you look at inlinks to the Entire 
Site: 
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10. QJ\,;_:.iJl~~f!:li!.I 
~..~rt!q~flt' ·!fit·~. E~nllkiif!JP,i. 
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Remember: Google will not let you use any keywords or other syntax with its link: 
command, and it purposely limits the number of inlinks as a way of trying to control 
webspam. However, Yahoo's linkdomain: syntax will let you use keywords:, e.g., 
[linkdomain:www.who.int sars]. The bottom line is that the Yahoo Site Explorer does 
not add any genuinely new functionality for researchers, while it does offer new 
capabilities for developers. You can do everything (and in some cases more) with 
the old Yahoo search syntax. So why use Yahoo Site Explorer? Because: 

~ it provides an extremely orderly and easy to· use way of digging deep into a 
site, 

~ it provides if not a complete then a huge set of inlinks to a specific uri, and 

~ it ranks the pages of a site by their popularity in Yahoo's statistical records of 
the site. 

Yahoo Site Explorer (beta) http:/ /siteexplorer .search. yahoo. com/ 

Yahoo Mindset: This new search tool from Yahoo Research Labs is worth a look, 
especially for those queries that turn up a lot of commercial/shopping hits at the top 
of the list when you are trying to find "academic, non-commercial, or research-
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oriented sources." Mindset uses a single slider with two options: at the far left is 
Shopping and at the far right is Researching. You can move the slider anywhere 
along the continuum to minimize commercial results and maximize research results 
or vice versa. Here's a good example of the two different sets of results you'll get for 
the query ["windows xp"]: 

"Researching" Windows XP (ignore the sponsored results) 
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Yahoo Mindset http://mindset.research.yahoo.com/ 

Yahoo Instant Search: This is yet another attempt by a major search engine to 
provide answers instead of lists of search results, Yahoo's Instant Search tries to 
give you a single, relevant response to a query. As their blog explains, 

If search engines are so smart, why do they give you millions of results when you 
type in "boston weather"? Why even ten, for that matter? Why not just one? Or 
better yet, why not just tell me what the weather is? ... 

Of course, the answer is that often there isn't one obvious "answer'' to a query and 
you may want a number of possible sites to explore. However, sometimes you just 
want a straightforward response, and that is what Instant Search is trying to achieve. 
Instant Search works best (in fact, only works) with simple requests, e.g., [weather 
london] or [bwi] or [artificial intelligence] or [convert 150 dollars to pounds]. Keep in 
mind, Instant Search is not trying to be another Answers.com, which "researches" 
answers to specific questions. Rather, Instant Search tries to "guess" what most 
users would want to know if they entered a query such as [ravens]; Instant Search 
guesses most users are looking for information about the Baltimore Ravens and not 
about birds. Sometimes the guesses are good, sometimes not. 
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Instant Search employs the AJAX49 web development technique that is starting to 
make a big splash. AJAX uses asynchronous JavaScript and XML (thus the name 
"AJaX") to allow interactive web browsing. You can see AJAX in action with one of 
the most intriguing features of Instant Search. You don't need to hit the Search 
button to get your answer. As you type, the answer (or best guess) will appear in a 
"speech bubble" below the query box: 

ma1 

YAMOOF SEARCH 

Instant Search ' i. :' 

g;eorcll ihe Web J 

Ntne Planets Mars 
1nfomh11io~l the fuorth planet ffom the S\Jn and the ::wror~h lmgest 
iAV•='" •.jn,·~;ll:)-:-";f·1·"; \):"'j-'111;11$; f't!m: 

You can also add Instant Search to your Yahoo Search page by clicking on a 
link on the Instant Search webpage. I actually think Instant Search is closer to 
Google's "I Feel Lucky" option than to Answers.com, something the Yahoo press 
release announcing Instant Search alludes to: "Why feel lucky when you can be 
right?" Instant Search doesn't just link to a webpage but actually tries to figure out 
what you want and give it to you (fast). It will be interesting to see if this tool catches 
on. I suspect that people will find the magically appearing "speech bubble" irresistible 
for a while, but whether or not Instant Search has staying power will depend on the 
quantity, quality, and reliability of the responses it provides. 

Yahoo Instant Search http :1/instant.search .yahoo.com/ 

Yahoo Podcasts: Yahoo's new search site is designed not only to find podcasts on 
topics of interest but also let users search podcasts by keywords, categories or user
generated topic tags. The new site is a variation on the traditional Yahoo directory, 
offering a category list by topics, lists of "what other people like" and "what we like," 
and a search box that lets users choose to search either series, episodes or both. A 
search on [spyware] returned 5 series results and 202 episode results. It is clear 
from the highlighted terms in the results that Yahoo's Podcast search looks not only 
at tags but at the content as well: 

49 "AJAX." Computer Desktop Encyclopedia. Computer Language Company Inc., 2005. 
Answers.com, <http://www.answers.com/ajax> (15 November 2006). 
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Yahoo Podcasts includes a player that does not require any installation so that users 
can simply click on the lb~»liin~) button to hear the podcast in IVIP3 format. If you 
prefer, Yahoo Podcasts even lets users download a copy of a podcast for later 
listening. All this is free and does not require registration. The site is in beta as of 
now. 

Why is Yahoo breaking into podcasting in such a big way? Perhaps this is in 
response to the new study from Yahoo and lpsos that shows that while RSS feeds 
are gaining ground among the technology elite, they have made little headway with 
most Internet users. At least that is what most users believe, but the reality is 
somewhat different. How's that? "The survey found that 31 percent of respondents 
used RSS, but only 4 percent were aware of it. A full 96 percent of people 
participating in the survey told lpsos Insight that they did not use RSS. Their 
obliviousness came from the fact that most people used browser-based feed-reading 
software." In short, folks are using RSS and don't know it." When users go to My 
Yahoo or Firefox's live bookmarks, they are using RSS technology. Moreover, the 
study found that even the most tech-savvy users prefer to use browser or web
based RSS readers than stand-alone software. That's easy to understand because 
people are so deluged with technology that unless it is easy to use or brings some 
indispensable new capability, people simply won't use it. The study concluded: 
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Internet users do not understand how to use the XML button, how to actively 
seek out RSS feeds, or even what the term RSS means. Instead, they need a 
simple interface where they can choose the information and content that interests 
them. This is where personalized start pages and browser-based experiences 
can help move RSS into the mainstream. 

Yahoo's new Podcasts Search tries to simplify and demystify not only podcasting but 
also RSS feeds so that users will feel comfortable enough to try a new technology 
and, Yahoo hopes, get hooked on it. I know I have pretty much given up on email 
newsletters in favor of RSS feeds at Bloglines because it is just so much more 
convenient. 50 

Yahoo Podcasts Search http://podcasts.yahoo.com/ 

RSS: Crossing into the Mainstream, by Yahoo and lpsos Insight, October 2005 
[PO F] http ://publisher. yahoo .com/rss/RSS whitePaper1 004. pdf 

5° Chris Sherman reviews eight RSS readers (for parsing primarily XML formatted news and blogs); 
some are integrated into a browser while others are standalone products that must be downloaded 
and installed. Chris Sherman, "Choosing an RSS Reader," SearchDay, 1 September 2005, 
<http://searchenginewatch .com/searchday/article. ph p/3531486> ( 14 November 2006). 
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